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Zusammenfassung

Ein grundlegendes Forschungsgebiet der Geodäsie oder Erdsystemwissenschaft ist die
Entwicklung und Anwendung neuer Technologien, Methoden und Algorithmen zur Model-
lierung des Gravitationsfeldes, insbesondere basierend auf Daten der speziellen Satelliten-
Schwerefeldmissionen CHAMP (Challenging Minisatellite Payload), GRACE (Gravity Recovery
and Climate Experiment), GOCE (GOCE) und GRACE-FO (GRACE-FO) als auch auf
Kombination mit Boden-Schweremessdaten (z. B. mit Daten aus der Flug- und Schiffsgravmetrie
sowie terrestrische Messungen).

In dieser Arbeit habe ich untersucht, wie man GOCE-Gravitationsgradienten (GGs)
zur Berechnung von globalen Schwerefeldmodellen verwenden kann, die auf der Theorie
der Invarianten beruhen. Im Vergleich zu traditionellen Methoden, bei denen die GOCE-
GGs durch Orientierungsfehler beeinträchtigt sind, vermeidet man dieses Problem ungenauer
Rotationsmatrizen bei der Anwendung von Invarianten des Gravitationsgradienten-Tensors
(IGGT) in Verbindung mit der Ausgleichung nach kleinsten Quadraten. Die Anwendung der
ersten Invarianten des Gravitationsgradienten-Tensors (d.h. die Spur dieses Tensors) in der
Schwerefeldbestimmung ergibt die triviale Lösung. Dagegen ist die Beobachtungsgleichung
der dritten Tensor-Invariante (d.h. die Determinante des Gravitationsgradienten-Tensors)
komplizierter und bedingt einen entsprechend größeren Linearisierungsfehler. Daher wird hier
in dieser Arbeit der zweite IGGT-Ansatz untersucht, bei dem es sich um eine quadratische
Funktion der Kugelfunktionskoeffizienten des Schwerefeldmodells handelt. Für diese spezifische
Anwendung des IGGT habe ich mathematische und stochastische Modelle hergeleitet
(Parametrisierung, Linearisierung und Gewichtsbestimmung). Das wurde mittels einer Taylor-
Reihenentwicklung getan, um linearisierte Beobachtungsgleichungen für die die Methode der
kleinsten Quadrate zu erhalten. Außerdem wurde damit gezeigt, dass der Lagrange-Rest, d.
h. der Linearisierungsfehler ignoriert werden kann, wenn das verwendete a-priori Modell (z.
B. EIGEN-5C) ausreichend genau ist. Ich habe auch das stochastische Modell abgeleitet, d.h.
ich habe die Wichtungsgleichung aus einem Fehlerfortpflanzungsgesetz für verschieden genaue
GOCE-GGs bestimmt. Da die GOCE-GGs nur in einer begrenzten Bandbreite gemessen
werden, wurde ein FIR (FIR – Finite Impuls Response) basierter Bandpassfilter vor- und
rückwärts auf die Daten angewendet, was außerdem filterbedingte Phasenverschiebungen
eliminieren kann. Auf diese Weise wird vermieden beides zu filtern - die Beobachtungen und die
Spalten der Design-Matrix, wie es sonst beim sog.Timewise- als auch beim Direct-Approach
üblich ist.

Ein kritisches Problem der Schwerefeldbestimmung mit GOCE-Daten besteht darin,
dass die Polkappen am Nord- und Südpol aufgrund der Inklination dieses Satelliten von
96.7◦ nicht mit GOCE-Messungen abgedeckt sind. Das verursacht schlecht konditionierte
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GOCE-Normalgleichungen, wodurch die Kugelfunktionskoeffizienten niedriger Ordnungen
stark gestört werden. Eine Möglichkeit, dieses Problem der Polkappen zu überwinden ist
Regularisierung. Zu diesem Zweck habe ich eine Kombination aus dem sog. Spherical
Cap Regularization Approach (SCRA) und der bekannten Kaula-Regularisierung bei der
GOCE-Schwerefeldmodellierung untersucht. Mit den oben beschriebenen Techniken wurde
ein Schwerefeldmodell bis Grad und Ordnung 240 berechnet. Es trägt die Bezeichnung
IGGT_R1 (d.h. erste Version einer IGGT-Schwerefeldmodellserie). Seine Genauigkeit wurde
im Vergleich mit anderen aktuellen Schwerefeldmodellen an Differenz-Gradamplituden, an der
geostrophischen Geschwindigkeit im Gebiet des Agulhas-Stroms, an globalen Schwereanomalie-
Differenzen sowie an Höhendifferenzen zu GNSS/Nivellement-Daten untersucht (GNSS =
Globales Navigationssatellitensystem). Aus den numerischen Analysen dieser Vergleiche ergab
sich, dass die Genauigkeit von IGGT_R1 auf demselben Niveau liegt wie die Genauigkeit
derjenigen Schwerefeldmodelle der Europäischen Raumfahrtagentur ESA, die denselben
Datenzeitraum für die GOCE-GGs umfassen, z. B. GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R1 (SPW_R1)
und GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R1 (TIM_R1). Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde das erste
Mal ein hochgenaues und hochauflösendes Gravitationsfeldmodell aus GOCE-GGs erzeugt,
was auf dem IGGT-Ansatz zusammen mit der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate beruht. Diese
Ergebnisse meiner Arbeit eröffnen eine neue Richtung der Schwerefeldbestimmung aus GOCE-
Gravitationsgradienten bzw. aus zukünftigen Satelliten-Gravitationsgradienten.

Die satellitengestützte globale Schwerefeldmodellierung kann durch die Kombination mit
terrestrischen Daten aus der Luft- und Schiffsgravimetrie verbessert werden, z. B. um Lücken
in den Satellitendaten zu schließen. Dies ist ein weiterer Weg, um das Problem der Datenlücken
der GOCE-Mission an den Polen zu überwinden und bildet den Hintergrund für meine Studie
über Datenverarbeitungsstrategien der Flug- und Schiffsgravimetrie. Der erste Zweck dieser
Untersuchung diente der Vorbereitung zukünftiger Gravimetrie-Messkampagnen, insbesondere
in Polarregionen. Das zweite wissenschaftliche Ziel dieser Studie war es, das Problem der
Datenlücke an den Polkappen durch Hinzufügen existierender Schweredatendaten aus der
Luft- und/oder Schiffsgravimetrie zu überwinden. Hierfür habe ich insbesondere im Jahr
2018 veröffentlichte neue Fluggravimetrie-Daten aus der Antarktis einbezogen. Insbesondere
die Fluggravimetrie ist eine wichtige Methode, um unser Wissen über das Schwerefeld der
Erde zu verbessern, insbesondere in schwer zugänglichen Regionen wie der Antarktis. Im
Allgemeinen beträgt die Genauigkeit der Fluggravimetrie mehrere mGal, weswegen sie zum
Füllen der polaren Lücken in GOCE-basierten globalen Schwerefeldmodellen geeignet ist. In
diesem Zusammenhang habe ich einige methodische Untersuchungen durchgeführt, die auf
Fluggravimetrie-Messungen der 2012 in Italien durchgeführten GEOHALO-Mission beruhen.
GEOHALO war eine Testkampagne für eine Fluggravimetrie-Kampagne in der Antarktis, die
ursprünglich für 2017 und 2020 geplant war (ANTHALO). Ich untersuchte vier verschiedene
Versionen kinematischer Beschleunigungen, die aus GNSS-Messungen abgeleitet wurden,
um die vertikalen Beschleunigungen von den mit dem Chekan-AM-Gravimeter gemessenen
Werten abzuziehen. Es ergab sich dabei, dass die kinematischen Beschleunigungen des HALO-
Flugzeuges (High Altitude and LOng Range aircraft) berechnet aus Trägerphasen-Doppler-
Beobachtungen im Allgemeinen genauer waren als auf rohen Doppler-Beobachtungen beruhende
Beschleunigungen. Darüberhinaus habe ich auch festgestellt, dass sich ein Tiefpassfilter mit
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einer Grenzperiode von 200 s für das Filtern sowohl der Chekan-AM-Messungen als auch
der GNSS-basierten kinematische Beschleunigungen eignet. In diesem Zusammenhang habe
ich auch eine spezielle GEOHALO-Fluglinie untersucht, die zweimal wiederholt wurde. Die
Ergebnisse zeigten, dass das gegenwärtig vom GFZ genutzte Fluggravimetrie-Instrumentarium
auch in größerer Höhe und Geschwindigkeit gut funktioniert, was bei der Planung zukünftiger
Fluggravimetrie-Messkampagnen helfen kann. Die besten Ergebnisse dieser Kampagne zeigen
an Fluglinien-Kreuzungspunkten RMS-Werte von 1,4 mGal, was nach dem Gesetz der
Fehlerfortpflanzung eine Genauigkeit von 1, 4/

√
2 ≈ 1 mGal für die Einzelmessungen impliziert.

Für geodätische Anwendungen habe ich auch ein regionales Schwerefeldmodell für die
GEOHALO-Region berechnet. Ich wollte damit demonstrieren, wie ein nur auf Satellitendaten
beruhendes Schwerefeldmodell durch solche Fluggravimetrie-Messungen verbessert werden
kann. Dazu habe ich eine Punktmassenmodellierung (PMM) und die sog. Remove-Compute-
Restore-Technik (RCR) verwendet und unter Nutzung des aktuellen Satellitenmodells
GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5 (DIR_R5) und einer RTM-Reduktion (RTM = Residual
Terrain Modelling) zusätzlich ein verbessertes regionales Quasigeoidmodell berechnet. Die
Validierung mit GNSS/Levelling-Daten zeigt, dass dieses Modell auf der Basis von GEOHALO-
Messungen genauer ist als das, was allein aus aktuellen Satelliten-Schwerefeldmodellen abgeleitet
wurde. Dies bedeutet, dass die Fluggravimetrie bei Missionen wie GEOHALO geeignet ist, auch
qualitativ hochwertige Schweredaten mit hoher Effizienz zu gewinnen, z. B. in der Antarktis.

Die Schiffsgravimetrie ist ebenfalls eine wichtige Methode zur Messung des Schwerefeldes
der Erde. Ihr besonderer Vorteil besteht in höherer Genauigkeit und höherer räumlicher
Auflösung im Küstenbereich im Vergleich zu anderen Techniken (z. B. Satellitengravimetrie,
Fluggravimetrie und Satelliten-Altimetrie). In dieser Arbeit werden einige Untersuchungen
vorgestellt, die auf Schiffsgravimetrie beruhen und hauptsächlich aus dem Projekt FAMOS
(Finalising Surveys for the Baltic Motorways of the Sea) stammen. Ein Kernpunkt dabei war,
dass die am besten geeigneten Filterparameter zur Beseitigung störender Beschleunigungen
aus der Untersuchung von GNSS-basierten kinematischen Vertikalbeschleunigungen und der
Analyse von Messdifferenzen an Kreuzungspunkten bestimmt wurden. Abgesehen davon
sind Resonanzschwingungen in einigen Häfen und der sog. Squat-Effekt im flachen Wasser
zwei kritische Effekte, die die Schiffsgravimetrie beeinflüssen. Ich habe herausgefunden, dass
die Einbeziehung von GNSS-basierten kinematischen Vertikalbeschleunigungen helfen kann,
die Resultate der Schiffsgravimetrie in diesen beiden speziellen Fällen zu verbessern. Wenn
keine aus GNSS abgeleiteten Vertikalbeschleunigungen vorliegen, sollte die Grenzfrequenz des
Tiefpassfilters groß genug sein, um diese störenden Beschleunigungssignale herauszufiltern, was
zu einer gröberen räumlichen Auflösung der Gravitationsmessungen führt. Daher erwiesen sich
GNSS-basierte kinematische Vertikalbeschleunigungen als sehr nützlich für die optimale Analyse
der Schiffsgravimetrie. Darüber hinaus wurden Schiffsgravimetrie-Messungen erfolgreich
eingesetzt, um bestehende Gravimetriedaten zu verifizieren und aktuelle Geoidmodelle der
Ostsee zu verbessern.

Die Flug- und Schiffsgravimetrie-Studien meiner Dissertation und die daraus gewonnenen
Erfahrungen haben sich als wichtiger Beitrag für zukünftige Gravimetrie-Kampagnen in
Regionen mit geringer Datendichte oder gar Datenlücken herausgestellt, z. B. für Polargebiete.
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Wie bereits erwähnt, ist die polare Datenlücke in den GOCE Gradientendaten eine
Herausforderung für die globale Modellierung des Schwerefeldes. Mit dem erfolgreichen
Abschluss der PolarGAP-Kampagne der Europäischen Raumfahrtagentur ESA stehen seit
2018 Boden-Schweredaten (sog. Schwere-Anomalien) für beide Polarregionen zur Verfügung.
Daher ist es nun möglich, das Problem der polaren Datenlücke anstelle mit Hilfe von
Regularisierungsverfahren durch Nutzung echter gravimetrischer Daten zu überwinden. Die
terrestrischen Gravimetrie-Daten müssen dazu jedoch gefiltert werden, um die darin enthaltenen
hochfrequenten Schwereinformationen jenseits des maximalen Kugelfunktions-Grades der mit
ihnen zu kombinierenden Satellitendaten zu entfernen, z. B. 240. Das ist notwendig, um
störendes sog. Spektral-Leackage zu vermeiden. Für die Schwere-Anomalien in der Arktis
(aus dem sog. Arctic Gravity Project, aktualisiert 2008) habe ich dazu bestehende globale
Gravitationsfeldmodelle für diese Filterung benutzt (z. B. EGM2008). Der Grund dafür war,
dass diese Schweredaten bereits in solch hochauflösenden kombinierten Schwerefeldmodellen
enthalten sind. Im Gegensatz dazu wurden die neuen Schweredaten für die Antarktis erst 2018
veröffentlicht und bisher in keinem (globalen oder regionalen) Schwerefeldmodell verwendet.
Abgesehen davon sind diese Daten räumlich unregelmäßig in Höhen zwischen 0 und 12 km
verteilt, was traditionelle Filterstrategien erschwert. Daher habe ich zunächst ein lokales
Schwerefeldmodell basierend auf einer Punktmassenmodellierung (PMM) berechnet und
es dann verwendet, um wie zuvor für die Arktis mit EGM2008 hier für die Antarktis die
hochfrequenten Schwereinformationen in den Bodendaten zu entfernen. Diese Filtermethode
wurde hier zum ersten Mal eingesetzt, um die hochfrequenten Schwereinformationen bei
einer Schwerefeldmodellierung für die Antarktis zu entfernen. Es ist zu beachten, dass diese
Filtermethode auch für andere Schwerefeld-Bestimmungsverfahren auf der Grundlage von
GOCE-Daten verwendet werden kann (z. B. in den Verfahren nach dem sog. Direct- und
Timewise-Approach). Im Anschluss daran wurde die Randwertbedingung der Molodensky-
Theorie verwendet, um Beobachtungsgleichungen für die Schwereanomalien zu erstellen.
Darüber hinaus wurde eine Varianzkomponentenschätzung (Variance Component Estimation,
VCE) angewendet, um die Normalgleichungen der Schwereanomalien, der GOCE-GGs (z.B.
IGGT_R1) sowie von GRACE (z.B. ITSG-Grace2014s) und der KAULA-Regel (für höhere
Grade und Ordnungen) zu kombinieren und das globale Schwerefeldmodell IGGT_R1C zu
bilden. Dies ist das erste Mal, dass das Problem der polaren Lücken in den GOCE-Daten durch
die Verwendung echter Schweredaten aus den Polargebieten im Wesentlichen gelöst wurde.

Ein technisches Forschungsgebiet der auf der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate beruhenden
Schwerefeldbestimmung ist die Verbesserung der Effektivität der Computer-Berechnungen
wegen der sehr großen Menge von gravimetrischen Beobachtungen, insbesondere bei der
Berechnung von Schwerefeldmodellen mit hohem maximalem Grad und Ordnung (z. B.
240 oder sogar höher). Um dieser zeitaufwendigen Aufgabenstellung Rechnung zu tragen,
wurde ein schnelle parallelisierter Algorithmus entwickelt, bei dem die Techniken von MPI
(Message Passing Interface) und OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) kombiniert sind. Dies
wurde zur Berechnung und Inversion von Normalgleichungen im Rahmen von globaler und
regionaler Schwerefeldmodellierung eingesetzt. Außerdem wurde der symmetrische Aufbau der
Schwerefeld-Normalgleichungsmatrix ausgenutzt, um den Berechnungsprozess beim Aufstellen
von Normalgleichungen weiter zu beschleunigen. So beträgt beispielsweise die Berechnungszeit
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für die Erzeugung der Normalgleichung einer Testversion des Modells IGGT_R1 mit
Grad und Ordnung 240 88, 40 und 27 Stunden bei Anwendung der drei verschiedenen
Methoden MPI, MPI mit OpenMP bzw. MPi mit OpenMP unter Berücksichtigung der
Matrix-Symmetrieeigenschaften. All diese Berechnungen wurden auf dem High-Performance
Computing Cluster (HPC) der School of Geodesy and Geomatics, Wuhan University mit 108
Kernen auf 6 Knoten durchgeführt. Abgesehen davon habe ich die mit MPI parallelisierte
Gauß-Jordan-Eliminierung so modifiziert, dass damit Normalgleichungs-Matrizen invertiert
werden können. Diese modifizierte Inversionsmethode des Gauss-Jordan-Algorithmus wurde
so angepasst, dass während des Berechnungsprozesses eine beliebige Anzahl von Prozessoren
verwendet werden kann, während bei traditionellen Algorithmen nur bestimmte Prozessorzahlen
benutzt werden können. Wenn man den schnellen numerischen Algorithmus aus dieser Arbeit
verwendet, kann man effektiv den Berechnungsumfang reduzieren und den Berechnungsprozess
beschleunigen. Die Richtigkeit und Effektivität dieses schnellen numerischen Algorithmus wurde
für mehrere Anwendungen in der Schwerefeldmodellierung nachgewiesen (z. B. IGGT_R1 oder
IGGT_R1C).
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Abstract

One basic research field of geodesy or Earth system science is to develop and apply new
methodologies and algorithms for gravity field modeling, in particular based on data from
the dedicated satellite gravity missions Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP), Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE), Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation
Explorer (GOCE) and Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment-Follow-on (GRACE-FO) as
well as combined with ground gravity data (e.g., air-shipborne and terrestrial measurements).

In this thesis, I investigated how to use GOCE Gravitational Gradients (GGs) to build
global gravity field models based on the invariant theory. Compared to traditional methods,
where these GGs are affected by attitude errors, Invariants of the Gravitational Gradient
Tensor (IGGT) in combination with least squares adjustment avoid the problem of inaccurate
rotation matrices. The application of the first tensor invariant (the trace of the gravitational
tensor) in gravity field determination yields the trivial solution while the observation equation
of the third one (the determinant of the gravitational tensor) is more complicated with a
correspondingly larger linearization error. Therefore, the second IGGT approach is studied
in this thesis which is a quadratic function of the gravity field model’s spherical harmonic
coefficients. For this specific application of the IGGT I derived mathematical and stochastic
models (parameterization, linearization and weight determination). This was done by a Taylor
expansion to get linearized observation equations for the least squares method and also to show
that the Lagrange remainder i.e., the linearization error can be ignored if the used a-priori
model (e.g., EIGEN-5C) was sufficiently accurate. I also deduced the stochastic model i.e.,
determined the weighting equation from an adopted law of measurement error propagation for
the non-uniform accurate GOCE GGs. As the GOCE GGs were measured in a band-limited
manner, a forward and backward finite impulse response band-pass filter was applied to the
data, which could also eliminate filter caused phase change. In this way, it avoided filtering
both, the observations and columns of the design matrix like applied in the time-wise and
direct approaches.

One critical problem of gravity field recovery based on GOCE data is that there exist
North and South polar gaps due to GOCE’s inclination of 96.7◦. It causes ill-conditioned
GOCE normal equations and consequently the low-order spherical harmonic coefficients are
severely disturbed. One option to overcome this polar gap problem is regularization. For this
purpose I studied a combination of the Spherical Cap Regularization Approach (SCRA) and
the Kaula’s rule of thumb in GOCE gravity field modeling. With the techniques described
above, a degree/order 240 gravity field model called IGGT_R1 (the first release) was computed
and its accuracy was evaluated by comparison with other recent gravity field models in terms
of difference degree amplitudes, the geostrophic velocity in the Agulhas current area and global
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gravity anomaly differences as well as by comparison to Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS)/Leveling data. From the numerical analyses, the accuracy of IGGT_R1 is at the
same level as the ESA’s releases of gravity field models (e.g., GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R1
(SPW_R1), GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R1 (TIM_R1)) which have the same data period for
GOCE GGs. This is the first time that a high-accuracy and high-resolution gravity field model
was estimated from GOCE GGs data based on the IGGT together with the least squares
method providing a new direction for gravity field recovery from GOCE GGs as well as from
future satellite GG data.

Satellite based global gravity field modeling can be improved by combination with terrestrial
data as such from air- and shipborne gravimetry e.g. to fill gaps in the satellite data. This
is another way to overcome the GOCE polar gap problem and is the background for my
study on data processing strategies of air- and shipborne gravimetry. The first purpose of this
investigation was preparation of future gravimetry campaigns especially in polar regions. The
second scientific objective of this study was to overcome the polar gap problem by adding
existing polar gravimetry data obtained by air and/or shipborne gravimetry. In particular
I included in 2018 published new airborne gravimetry data from Antarctica. Specifically,
airborne gravimetry is a crucial method to improve our knowledge about the Earth’s gravity
field, especially in hard to access regions like Antarctica. Generally, the accuracy of airborne
gravimetry is several mGal which is suitable for filling the polar gaps in GOCE-derived global
gravity field models. In this context, I did some methodological investigations based on
airborne gravity measurements from the 2012 GEOHALO mission over Italy. GEOHALO was
a test campaign for an airborne gravimetry mission in Antarctica which was originally planned
for 2017 and 2020 (ANTHALO). I studied four different versions of kinematic accelerations
derived from GNSS recordings to subtract the vertical accelerations from the values measured
by the Chekan-AM gravimeter. It was found that the vertical kinematic accelerations of the
High Altitude and LOng Range (HALO) aircraft calculated from Doppler observations derived
from carrier phase measurements were generally more precise than those from raw Doppler
observations. Apart from that, it was also found that a low-pass filter with a cut-off wavelength
of 200 s is suitable to apply to both Chekan-AM measurements and kinematic accelerations
from GNSS, respectively. In this context I also investigated a dedicated GEOHALO flight track
which was repeated two times. The results showed that GFZ’s current airborne gravimetry
equipment worked well also at higher altitude and speed which may help to design future
airborne gravimetry campaigns. The best results of this campaign show a Root Mean Square
(RMS) of gravity differences at crossover points of 1.4 mGal which, according to the law of
error propagation implies an accuracy of a single measurement of 1.4/

√
2 ≈ 1 mGal.

For geodetic applications, I also computed a regional gravity field model for the GEOHALO
region to demonstrate how a satellite-only gravity field model can be improved by such airborne
measurements. For this, I applied a Point Mass Modeling (PMM) and the Remove-Compute-
Restore (RCR) technique, using the recent satellite-only model GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5
(DIR_R5) and Residual Terrain Modeling (RTM) reduction to compute additionally an
improved regional quasi-geoid model. Validation using GNSS/Leveling points that this model
based on GEOHALO measurements is more accurate than that derived from the current
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satellite-only gravity field models. This implies that airborne gravimetry, like such experiment
missions, is suitable to get also high quality gravity data with high-efficiency e.g. in Antarctica.

Shipborne gravimetry is also an essential method to measure the Earth’s gravity field. It
has the special advantage of higher accuracy and higher spatial resolution in coastal areas
compared to other techniques (e.g., satellite gravimetry, airborne gravimetry, and altimetry).
In this thesis, some investigations based on shipborne gravity measurements which are mainly
from the project Finalising Surveys for the Baltic Motorways of the Sea (FAMOS) are presented.
One key point was that the most suitable filter parameters to eliminate disturbing accelerations
were determined by studying GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations and measurement
differences at crossover points. Apart from that, two crucial issues impacting shipborne
gravimetry are the seiches in some harbors and the squat effect in shallow waters. I identified
that inclusion of GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations can help to improve shipborne
gravimetry results for these special cases in the Baltic Sea. In the absence of the GNSS-derived
vertical accelerations, the cut-off wavelength of the low-pass filter should be large enough
to filter out these disturbing acceleration signals which causes a coarser spatial resolution of
the gravity measurements. Therefore, GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations turned
out to be very useful for optimum analysis of shipborne gravimetry. Furthermore, shipborne
gravimetry measurements were successfully used to verify existing gravimetry data and to
improve current geoid models in the Baltic Sea.

Both air-shipborne gravimetry studies and experiences of my thesis turned out to be very
valuable for future gravimetry campaigns in areas with sparse gravity data or even gravity
data gaps, e.g. polar areas.

As mentioned above, the polar gap in the GOCE gravity gradient data is a challenge for
global gravity field modeling. With the successful completion of European Space Agency
(ESA)’s PolarGAP campaign, ground gravimetry data (gravity anomalies) are now available
since 2018 for both polar regions. Therefore, it is now possible to overcome the polar gap
problem by using real gravimetry data instead of some regularization methods. But terrestrial
gravimetry data needs still to be filtered to remove the high-frequency gravity information
beyond the maximum spherical harmonic degree of the satellite data to be combined e.g. 240
to avoid disturbing spectral leakage. For the gravity anomalies in the Arctic (from the Arctic
Gravity Project, updated release in 2008), I used existing global gravity field models (e.g.,
EGM2008) for this filtering. The reason was that these gravity data are already included
in such high resolution combined gravity field models. In contrast, in Antarctica these new
data was just published in 2018 and have not been used in any (global or regional) gravity
field model before. Apart from that, these data are irregularly distributed in space with
the altitudes ranging between 0 and 12 km which causes difficulties for traditional filtering
strategies. Therefore, I computed at first a local gravity field model based on a point mass
modeling method and used it then to remove the high-frequency gravity information in the
ground data as done before with EGM2008 for the Arctic. This kind of filtering method was for
the first time used to remove the high-frequency gravity information in gravity field modeling in
Antarctica. It shall be noted, that this filtering methodology can also be used for other gravity
field recovery methods based on GOCE data (e.g., the direct or the time-wise approach). After
that, the boundary-value condition from Molodensky’s theory was used to build observation
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equations for the gravity anomalies. Furthermore, Variance Component Estimation (VCE)
was applied to combine the normal equations from the gravity anomalies, from the GOCE
GGs (e.g., IGGT_R1), from GRACE (e.g., ITSG-Grace2014s) and Kaula’s rule of thumb
(higher degree/order parts) to build a global gravity field model called IGGT_R1C. This is the
first time to essentially solve the GOCE polar gap problem by using real polar gravity data.

One technical research domain of gravity field determination is to improve the calculation
efficiency due to the huge amount of gravimetry observations, especially when computing high
maximum degree/order (e.g., 240 or even higher) gravity field models with the least squares
method. Considering this time-consuming task, a fast parallel algorithm was developed by
combining Message Passing Interface (MPI) and Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) technologies
to calculate and invert normal equations for global and regional gravity field recovery.
Furthermore, the symmetrical structure of the normal equations in gravity field modeling
was applied to speed up the calculation progress of normal equations which costs most of
the computing time. For example, the computation time to generate the normal equation
of a IGGT_R1 test version of degree/order 240 is 88, 40 and 27 hours, when applying the
three different schemes respectively (MPI, MPI and OpenMP, MPI and OpenMP including
consideration of the symmetrical feature). All computations were performed on the High-
Performance computing Cluster (HPC) of School of Geodesy and Geomatics, Wuhan University
with 108 cores on 6 nodes. Apart from that, I modified the MPI parallel Gaussian-Jordan
elimination method to invert normal equation matrices. This modified inversion method
was adjusted to any number of processors during the calculation process while only some
special number of processors could be used in the traditional way regarding the Gauss-Jordan
algorithm. Using the fast numerical algorithm in this thesis, one can effectively reduce the
amount of calculations and speed up the calculation process. The correctness and effectiveness
of this fast numerical algorithm was shown for several applications in gravity field modeling
(e.g., IGGT_R1 or IGGT_R1C).
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1
Introduction

Since the beginning of the 21st century, with the development of space satellite technologies,
several Earth gravity satellite missions have been implemented successfully: the Challenging
Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) (2000-2010), Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) (2002-2017) and Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE)
(2009-2013) as well as the ongoing mission Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment-Follow-on
(GRACE-FO) (2018-) which are shown in Figure 1.1 (a), (b), (c) and (d). Therefore, it is
possible to investigate on how to build up high-precision and high-resolution Earth gravity
field models based on these different satellite gravity data sets, e.g. geoid undulation calculated
from the gravity field model IGGT_R1 as shown in Figure 1.1 (e). Specifically, the GRACE
mission consists of two identical satellites in near-circular orbits at ≈ 500 km altitude and 89.5◦

inclination, separated from each other by approximately 220 km along-track, and can provide
Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking (SST) measurements in the high-low model (Global Positioning
System (GPS) receivers) and low-low model (K-Band microwave ranging system) which help
to provide highly precise information of Earth gravity field on the low frequency (Tapley
et al., 2004). On the other side, the GOCE mission contained of a three-axis gravitational
gradiometer which directly recorded the second derivative of the Earth gravity potential (four
of the six components of the gravity gradient tensor) in a near-circular orbit at ≈ 250 km
altitude and 96.7◦ inclination. Gravitational Gradients (GGs) can weaken the effect that Earth
gravity field signal attenuates with the altitude increasing. Therefore, it can provide highly
precise information of Earth gravity field on the middle-high frequency (Drinkwater et al.,
2006).

GOCE differs from previous Earth gravity satellite missions, e.g., CHAMP and GRACE
as it can provide the much more detailed measurements of the GGs of Earth’s gravity field.
Gravity field recovery based on these measured GGs has become a very important research
domain of geodesy resp. Earth system science. In this context, several methods for the
determination of gravity field models from GGs have been developed. For example, the three
main methods are the space-wise approach, the time-wise approach and the direct approach
(e.g., Rummel and Colombo, 1985; Rummel, 1993; Klees et al., 2000; Pail and Plank, 2002;
Migliaccio et al., 2004; Bruinsma et al., 2010a; Migliaccio et al., 2011; Pail et al., 2011; Yi,
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Satellite gravimetry missions: (a) CHAMP, (b) GRACE, (c) GOCE and (d) GRACE-
FO. (e) Geoid undulation calculated from the gravity field model IGGT_R1 (truncated to
degree/order 200).

2012; Bruinsma et al., 2014; Brockmann et al., 2014a; Fecher et al., 2017). The European Space
Agency (ESA) has already published several gravity models generated by using these three
methods through the International Centre for Global Earth Models (ICGEM) (Barthelmes,
2009a; Barthelmes and Förste, 2011) since 2010. The space-wise approach is based on least
squares collocation and takes advantage of the spatial correlation of the gravitational field
signal. The time-wise approach is based on a least squares method but takes advantage of the
time correlation of the gravitational field signal along the satellite’s orbit. The direct approach
is also based on a least squares method and builds observation equations and normal equations
directly from in-situ GOCE GGs. While processing the GGs for these methods, errors may
be introduced during the transformation of the azimuth of the Gradiometer Reference Frame
(GRF) to other coordinate systems, e.g. by noisy or erroneous GOCE star tracker data.
Although the direct method uses GGs measured in the GRF to build the normal equation, the
coefficients of every observation equation must be rotated from Earth Centered Earth Fixed
coordinates to the GRF. Thus inaccuracies in the transformation matrix cannot be avoided.
Specifically, investigations by Pail and Plank (2002), Pail et al. (2005) and Yu and Zhao (2010)
found that 1 arcsec attitude errors can lead the data processing accuracy to barely reach a
relative magnitude of 10−6 − 10−7.

In view of this challenging problem, Rummel and Colombo (1985) began to investigate
how to use the Invariants of the Gravitational Gradient Tensor (IGGT) to build gravity field
models. Holota (1989) discussed how to use the theory of boundary value problems for partial
differential equations in satellite gradiometry. Then Sacerdote and Sansò (1989) analyzed the
effects of orbit and attitude errors on GGs, and they found that using a reference gravity
field including the J2 term is preferable. At the same time, Vermeer (1990) built up three
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independent invariants and studied how the difference method for GGs could reduce the effects
of the satellite’s attitude and rotation. They also analyzed the spectrum relationship between
the differencing method’s result and the gravitational signal. More recently, Baur et al. (2008a)
expanded the invariant theory in detail from the invariant system and eigenspace. They
parameterized the invariants and performed numerical simulations, but the parameterization
in the spherical polar coordinate is complicated. Boundary value problems with a sphere
approximation including a J2 term are shown by (Yu and Zhao, 2010; Yu and Wan, 2013).
Specifically, the gravity field models are built using spherical harmonic analysis according to the
boundary value conditions. However, this requires gridding the GOCE gravitational gradient
measurements and using spherical harmonic integral discretization which can introduce errors
that are difficult to eliminate.

Based on these previous studies, I investigated how to use IGGT to directly determine
gravity field models using a least squares method in this thesis. For example, the linearization
of IGGT was studied mathematically from a Taylor expansion. Furthermore, the Lagrange
type remainder, i.e. the linearization error was investigated by existing, high accurate gravity
field models to prove that it can be ignored when an accurate gravity field model (e.g.
EIGEN-5C (Förste et al., 2008)) is chosen as the a-priori model. Therefore, it doesn’t need
iterative calculations used by Baur et al. (2008a) during numerical simulations to eliminate
the linearization error which is time-consuming in the least squares method. Because of the
non-uniform accuracy of GOCE GGs, the weighting equation of IGGT was derived from an
adopted law of measurement error propagation. To deal with the inaccurate components Vxy

and Vyz, I used synthetic GGs for both inaccurate gravitational gradient components derived
from the a-priori gravity field model. As GOCE GGs are measured in a band-limited manner,
filtering is necessary for different approaches. One of the possibilites is the Wiener filter along
the orbit to reduce the highly time correlated noise of the gradiometer which is generally
used for collocation procedure e.g. the space-wise approach (Reguzzoni and Tselfes, 2009).
Autoregressive moving average filtering is applied to both the time-wise approach and the
direct approach, but it is a kind of filtering of the entire spectrum (full decorrelation) for
the time-wise approach in contrast to the filtering within the measurement bandwidth for
the direct approach (Schuh, 2003; Pail et al., 2011). I also applied a band-pass filter as the
direct approach to suppress the signal outside the measurement bandwidth. This makes the
result largely independent of the variability in the colored noise. Furthermore, I used a finite
impulse response band-pass filter forward and backward to eliminate the filter caused phase
change and the signals outside the measurement bandwidth were replaced by the a-priori
model. In this way, it avoids filtering both, the observations and the columns of the design
matrix during calculations like applied in the time-wise and direct approaches. This kind
of filtering and replacement method can be used both for the spherical harmonic analysis
and direct least squares method according to Wan et al. (2012). Therefore the gravity field
model named IGGT_R1 built in this thesis is practically a combined one which is improved
by GOCE GGs signals from the a-priori gravity field model. This was also one reason why I
replaced the inaccurate components Vxy and Vyz by the a-priori gravity field model. To verify
the gravity field model IGGT_R1, I compared it with other relevant gravity field models and
also evaluated it by using GNSS/Leveling data.
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1. Introduction

Among all these methods to build gravity field models mentioned above, the critical
problem of the polar gap in the GOCE data is unavoidable which causes ill-conditioned
normal equations and consequently disturbs the low-order spherical harmonic coefficients.
One option to overcome this polar gap problem is regularization. In this context, different
regularization methods have been developed to reduce the influence of the polar gap problem.
For example, Sneeuw and Van Gelderen (1997) illustrated that the engineering reason for
the inclination of low earth orbiters was due to the demand of sun-synchronous orbits. They
also simulated the influences of the polar gaps to low order spherical harmonic coefficients
and further studied regularization methods (e.g., using Kaula’s rule of thumb). Kusche and
Klees (2002) investigated the performance of the L-curve criterion and of the generalized-cross
validation method for the Tikhonov regularization of the ill-conditioned normal equations
associated with the determination of the gravity field from satellite gravity gradiometry. Apart
from that, Ditmar et al. (2003) compared different regularization techniques (regularization
matrices) and concluded that the first-order Tikhonov regularization matrix (the elements
were practically proportional to the degree squared) and the Kaula regularization matrix (the
elements were proportional to the fourth power of the degree) were somewhat superior to other
regularization techniques. More recently, Metzler and Pail (2005) developed the Spherical Cap
Regularization Approach (SCRA) to stabilize the GOCE normal equations matrix. In this
approach, the geopotential function at the poles was introduced by an analytical continuous
function, which was defined solely in the spatially bounded polar regions. This function could
either be based on an existing gravity field model or, alternatively, a low-degree gravity field
solution which was adjusted from GOCE observations. They also did a numerical closed-loop
simulation, using a realistic GOCE mission scenario and concluded that this approach showed
a considerably improved performance compared with standard methods such as Kaula and
Tikhonov regularization. For this purpose, I studied a combination of the SCRA and the
Kaula’s rule of thumb in GOCE gravity field modeling. However, these regularization methods
cannot essentially overcome the GOCE polar gap problem without real gravimetry data in the
gap areas.

On the other hand, satellite-based global gravity field modeling can be improved by
combination with terrestrial data as such from air- and shipborne gravimetry e.g. to fill gaps
in the satellite data. This is another way to overcome the GOCE polar gap problem and is the
background for my study on data processing strategies of air- and shipborne gravimetry. Lots
of efforts had been made to obtain the gravity information in the polar regions to essentially
solve this gap problem. For example, gravimetric activities had been implemented since the
early 1990’s in the Arctic Region cooperated mainly by USA, Canada, Denmark, Norway
and Russia. Air- and shipborne gravimetry are the most suitable approach to obtain gravity
information at those hard to research places in an efficient way as shown in Figure 1.2 (a).
Especially, the Arctic Gravity Project had already completed in 2002 (Forsberg and Kenyon,
2004). A gravity grid with 5 arc-second spatial resolution of the entire Arctic region north of
60◦ was obtained in this project, which can be downloaded from the ArcGP website (updated
release in 2008). The overall accuracy of this data set is approximately 2 mGal. Moreover,
these terrestrial gravimetry data had been successfully included in high spatial resolution
combined gravity field models (e.g., EGM2008 and EIGEN-6C4) (Pavlis et al., 2012; Förste
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et al., 2015a). Compared to the Arctic, it is even harder and more challenging to obtain gravity
information in Antarctica due to the harsh environment. To test the applicability of airborne
gravimetry in Antarctica using long-range jet aircraft, German research centre for geosciences
(GFZ) made a test campaign (GEOHALO project) over Italy in 2012 (Lu et al., 2017). One of
the purposes of my investigation was preparation of future airborne gravimetry campaigns,
especially in polar regions.

Figure 1.2: (a) The schematic diagram for air- and shipborne gravimetry. (b) The HALO aircraft
used in airborne gravimetry. (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) are respectively the research vessels AIRISTO,
CAPELLA, DENEB, JACOB HÄGG and the ferry URD used in shipborne gravimetry. (h) The
mobile gravimeter Chekan-AM used in air-shipborne gravimetry.

The GEOHALO project included different scientific experiments over Italy and adjacent
regions over the Mediterranean: Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) navigation and
positioning (He et al., 2016), GNSS reflectometry (Semmling et al., 2014), magnetometry and
laser altimetry (Scheinert, 2013). Airborne gravimetry was one of the main experiments of
the GEOHALO project (Petrovic et al., 2016). The characteristics of this mission were: Total
length of all profiles of about 16150 km, an effective measurement time of circa 33 h, mostly
at an altitude of approximately 3500 m, and an average speed of 425 km/h. Additionally, one
ground track was repeated at a different altitude (10500 m) and aircraft speed (720 km/h)
which was also investigated to test the behavior of the equipment and to prepare for the
planned future airborne gravity survey over Antarctica.
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1. Introduction

The High Altitude and LOng Range (HALO) aircraft (Figure 1.2 (b)) used in this experiment
is a modified Gulfstream G550 business jet, which can reach altitudes of up to 15 km, and
has a long endurance of up to 10 hours and a range of up to 4000 km. This ensures that a
gravimetry campaign can be also accomplished across hard-to-reach regions like mountains as
well as the North and South Polar regions. Especially the latter is crucial because the most
recent satellite-only gravity field models suffer from gaps over the polar regions which were
caused by the inclination of the GOCE orbit of 96.7◦ (see Rudolph et al. (2002)). Hence, the
experiment described in this thesis is an airborne gravimetry study for exploring Antarctica in
the future, too. The mobile airborne/marine gravimeter Chekan-AM used in this experiment
was manufactured by CSRI Elektropribor (Blazhnov, 2002). A photo of this gravimeter is
given in Figure 1.2 (h). This kind of gravimeter has already been used on various airplanes
and ships in many countries and there are consequently many operation experiences with this
instrument (e.g., Zheleznyak, 2010; Krasnov et al., 2011, 2014; Zheleznyak et al., 2015; Petrovic
et al., 2016).

Any gravimeter, and hence also Chekan-AM, measures the total acceleration along the
direction of the gravimeter sensitive axis which includes the gravity acceleration signal as well
as all accelerations of the aircraft or ship. It turns out that even after filtering the vertical
accelerations of the aircraft strongly dominate the accelerations recorded by a gravimeter
compared to the gravity variations along the trajectory. Hence, one of the main questions of
airborne gravimetry is how to separate the vertical accelerations of the airplane (usually called
kinematic accelerations) from the actual gravity accelerations which are both contained in the
Chekan-AM measurements. The kinematic vertical accelerations are the first derivative of
the kinematic vertical velocities, and the latter can be determined from GNSS measurements.
Therefore, it is really important in accurate GNSS processing for airborne gravimetry to get
highly accurate GNSS-derived kinematic accelerations. The first results of the GEOHALO
campaign ((Petrovic et al., 2016), presented in 2013) were very preliminary and rather
unsatisfactory. The main reason was that the GNSS-derived kinematic accelerations were
not accurate enough. To improve the result, kinematic vertical accelerations derived from
GNSS Doppler observations were included in the processing and they are used for the airborne
gravity data processing in this thesis as well.

The GNSS-derived kinematic velocities which are used to calculate the kinematic vertical
accelerations can be based on two different kinds of Doppler observations (Cannon et al.,
1997). One of them is of raw Doppler observations and the other is of that derived from GNSS
carrier phase measurements. Furthermore, GNSS velocity solutions can also be influenced by
chosen sampling rates. In this study, I used 1 Hz and 10 Hz and analyzed these different GNSS
velocity solutions to find out the best result for the airborne gravimetry of the GEOHALO
mission. For this, the gravity measurements along tracks derived at airplane altitude were
compared with the corresponding values from a combined gravity field model. Additionally,
the crossover points were analyzed to check the accuracy of the derived gravity measurements.
With an achieved accuracy of 1 mGal at a spatial resolution of 12 km, such aircraft should be
basically suitable for covering the polar gap. Airborne gravimetry campaigns were originally
planned by GFZ to obtain gravity information in Antarctica for 2017 and 2020 (ANTHALO).
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Subsequently, possible geodetic applications of this mission are studied. For example, a
harmonic function based on the potentials of point masses was fitted to the airborne gravity
measurements to show the extent of improvement with respect to a satellite-only gravity
field model. Furthermore, a local quasi-geoid model has been calculated from the gravity
measurements of this campaign. The method to build the local quasi-geoid is based on
the combination of Point Mass Modeling (PMM) and the Remove-Compute-Restore (RCR)
technique. In remove and restore steps, one calculated local quasi-geoid considers only
the reference satellite-only gravity field model GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5 (DIR_R5)
calculated by Bruinsma et al. (2014) while the other one considers the topography effects in
addition.

Shipborne gravimetry is also an essential method to measure the Earth’s gravity field with
the special advantage of higher accuracy and higher spatial resolution in coastal areas. GFZ
has performed nine shipborne gravimetry missions in the Baltic Sea since 2013. Five particular
campaigns were carried out in cooperation with the German Federal Agency for Cartography
and Geodesy (BKG) and the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (BSH) with the
aim to measure gravity values in the Baltic Sea in order to improve the local geoid. BKG
is responsible for the national German quasi-geoid model, whereas BSH provided the survey
vessels. A part of the activities are linked to the ongoing project “Finalising Surveys for the
Baltic Motorways of the Sea (FAMOS)”, led by the Swedish Maritime Administration and
co-financed by the European Union. The main purpose of the FAMOS project is hydrographic
surveying of the Baltic Sea to support sustainable and safe shipping. It contributes to Blue
Growth which is the long term strategy to support sustainable growth in the marine and
maritime sectors as a whole in this region. One of the activities in this project is shipborne
gravimetry to obtain high-quality gravity measurements to verify and check the quality of
the existing gravity data, as well as to fill data gaps in this region. Finally, a high-quality
geoid model will be developed based on existing and new gravity data which will be used as
an improved future geodetic chart datum in entire Baltic Sea.

The platforms used for shipborne gravimetry in the Baltic Sea are the research vessels
AIRISTO (in 2015), CAPELLA (in 2013), DENEB (in 2015, 2016 and 2017), JACOB HÄGG
(in 2016) and the ferry URD (in 2017) as shown in Figure 1.2 (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g). The
gravimetry equipment Chekan-AM is a mobile air-marine gravimetric system which is same as
that used in airborne gravimetry in GEOHALO project. In principle, the raw measurements
from a mobile gravimeter (Chekan-AM or other gravimeters) contain not only gravity signals,
but also all other kinematic vertical accelerations including high-frequency accelerations which
can be treated as disturbing noise. According to recent studies (e.g., Blazhnov, 2002; Krasnov
et al., 2011; Sokolov, 2011; Krasnov and Sokolov, 2015) and the operation manual of the
gravimeter Chekan-AM, shipborne gravimetry does not need to consider these external vertical
accelerations (e.g., GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations). They argued that the basic
period of these disturbing accelerations is within 6-10 s and can be effectively suppressed by a
smoothing filter. Therefore, shipborne gravimetry measurements are usually not corrected for
these disturbances. However, the Chekan-AM measurements were exposed also to disturbing
accelerations with longer periods in the same range as the expected gravity signal in some
harbors of the Baltic Sea. For geoid improvement, the absolute reference of the gravity is
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1. Introduction

of particular interest (in contrast to, e.g., exploration geophysics, where relative accuracy,
or precision, is sufficient). Therefore, a constant drift behavior of the gravimeter and also
the reference readings in the harbor are important for this application. In this context, the
disturbing accelerations with longer periods (seiches) in the harbor are interesting, because
they might affect the harbor tie. For example, the Chekan-AM measurements in the harbor
Trelleborg still contain oscillation signals (several mGal) after passing a low-pass filter with a
cut-off wavelength of 200 s. One simple solution is to apply a stronger smoothing filter to filter
these oscillation signals out. However, considering the existence of disturbing accelerations
with longer periods (e.g., seiches) in the open sea, this reduces the spatial resolution of the
measurements. Fortunately, I found that these oscillation signals (seiches) in the harbors can
also be eliminated by subtracting the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations from
Chekan-AM measurements which is presented in this thesis.

The Chekan-AM measurements could also contain disturbing accelerations of longer periods
(longer than the basic period of 6-10 s) which cannot be ignored in the open sea. However,
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations of longer wavelengths are, since derived from
measurements, not error-free either. Hence, their contribution to an improvement depends on
the signal-to-noise ratio. In such cases, I analyzed the spectrum of Chekan-AM measurements
and that of GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations to find a suitable range of the
cut-off wavelength of the low-pass filter to suppress these disturbing acceleration signals.
Additionally, the statistics of gravity differences at the crossover points of measured tracks
helped to determine the most suitable parameters for the low-pass filter.

From my investigations, it is also found that the measurements from Chekan-AM contain
sudden changes of several mGal when the research vessel moves across sea channels in shallow
water. The depth of such channels is typically about 11 m, which is 5 m deeper than the
normal sea floor according to the bathymetry measurements. It can be shown that these
sudden changes in the gravity measurements are not caused by the gravitational attraction
of the density variation, but by the vertical movement of the moving platform due to the
squat effect. The squat is the vertical downward movement of a vessel in case of increasing
speed or/and decreasing water depth beneath the vessel. The physical reason is the increasing
relative speed of the water between ground and vessel and the resulting Bernoulli effect (e.g.,
Bernoulli, 1968; Hàrting et al., 2004; Varyani, 2006; Jachowski, 2008). One simple method
to deal with this problem is to remove these parts of measurements while another method
is to apply a stronger smoothing filter which reduces the spatial resolution of the gravity
measurements. According to my research, the change of several mGal will be smoother or even
eliminated after subtracting the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations. These research
results and experiences collected in these shipborne gravimetry campaigns in the Baltic Sea
may be helpful for future shipborne campaigns in the polar areas.

Due to some safety problems caused by unsuitable airports for the jet HALO, the
ANTHALO project (originally planned for 2017 and 2020) was canceled which was designed
as the sequence of the GEOHALO project to effectively and efficiently cover the polar gap
with high-quality gravity data by airborne gravimetry in Antarctica. On the other side, future
airborne gravimetry campaigns are still planned by GFZ together with some other research
institutes. Apart from that, the ESA PolarGap project carried out in Antarctica at 2015/16
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as shown in Figure 1.3. Its aim was to fill the GOCE southern polar gap with high-quality
airborne gravity data. ESA has recently published the final data sets, e.g., gravity anomalies
which are freely available for users. The overall accuracy of the airborne gravimetry data of this
project is approximately 2 mGal. By combining with some previous datasets (e.g., IceBridge,
LDEO/AWI data and so on), the final data set (all_selfa.txt) gives nearly complete coverage
of the polar gap, although there are still some small gaps and inaccurate data (Forsberg et al.,
2015, 2017). In this context, it is now possible to overcome the GOCE polar gap problem
by using real gravimetry data instead of some regularization methods. This was also one of
the scientific objectives of this study to overcome the GOCE polar gap problem by adding
existing polar gravimetry data obtained by air and/or shipborne gravimetry. Specifically, the
basic processing strategy of polar gravity anomalies is presented, especially how to use existing
gravity models (e.g., EGM2008) to filter out the high-frequency gravity information contained
in the gravity anomalies in the Arctic. The reason is that these gravity data are already
included in such high resolution combined gravity field models. In contrast, in Antarctica
these new data was just published in 2018 and have not been used in any (global or regional)
gravity field model before. Apart from that, these data are irregularly distributed in space
with the altitudes ranging between 0 and 12 km which causes difficulties for traditional filtering
strategies. For the more complicated situation in Antarctica, a local gravity field model
based on a PMM method is built here in my studies to remove the high-frequency gravity
information as done with EGM2008 for the Arctic. After that, the boundary-value condition
from Molodensky’s theory was used to build observation equations for the gravity anomalies.
Subsequently, the gravity field model named IGGT_R1C was built by Variance Component
Estimation (VCE) to combine the normal equations from the gravity anomalies, from the
GOCE GGs (e.g., IGGT_R1), from GRACE (e.g., ITSG-Grace2014s) and for Kaula’s rule of
thumb (higher degree/order parts) which is without the disturbing impact of the GOCE polar
gap problem. To verify the gravity field model IGGT_R1C, I compared it with other relevant
gravity field models in both spectral and space domain and also evaluated it by using dynamic
orbit tests based on GOCE 3D kinematic orbits and world-wild distributed GNSS/Leveling
data.

As mentioned above, most of these methodologies (e.g., time-wise method, direct method,
as well as the IGGT method) to calculate high-accuracy and high-resolution gravity field
models are based on the least squares method. It is time-consuming to compute and invert
the normal equations due to the huge number of satellite gravimetry observations, especially
when computing high maximum degree/order (e.g., 240 or even higher) gravity field models.
On the other hand, the normal equations of GRACE models (e.g., ITSG-Grace2014s) need
to be inverted from the variance-covariance matrix if researchers want to use them as one
of the combinations of different satellite gravimetry normal equations (Pavlis et al., 2012;
Mayer-Gürr et al., 2014). Additionally, the main computation time consumption of inverting
matrix occurs when combining different data sets by VCE (Förstner , 1979; Koch and Kusche,
2002). In summary, it is almost not possible to complete these huge computations in global
gravity field modeling effectively on an ordinary personal computer.

In view of this challenging problem, some scholars theoretically studied how to improve the
efficiency of gravity field recovery. For example, Klees et al. (2000) studied an algorithm which
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.3: PolarGap gravity flight tracks of central Antarctica (blue), as flown with British
Antarctic Survey Twin-Otter aircraft. The yellow lines show existing older gravity data, and green
radial lines profiles flown by Columbia University. This figure is from the final report of ESA’s
PolarGap 2015/16 project (Forsberg et al., 2017).

combines the iterative solution of the normal equations, using a Richardson-type iteration
scheme, with the fast computation of the right-hand side of the normal equations in each
iteration step by a suitable approximation of the design matrix. Sneeuw (2000) investigated a
semi-analytical approach to gravity field analysis from satellite observations. Pail and Plank
(2002) assessed three numerical solution strategies (the preconditioned conjugate gradient
multiple adjustment, semi-analytic approach and distributed non-approximative adjustment)
for gravity field recovery from GOCE satellite gravity gradiometry. On the other side, some
scholars investigated how to implement the calculation in fast ways on an ordinary personal
computer or high-performance computing clusters (HPC). For example, Baur et al. (2008b)
developed an efficient strategy based upon the Paige-Saunders iterative least-squares method
using QR decomposition and parallelized this method using Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP)
on a shared-memory supercomputer. In addition, Baur (2009) compared the iterative least-
squares QR method and the “brute-force” approach. The iterative least-squares algorithm
was investigated in a Message Passing Interface (MPI) programming environment while the
“brute-force” approach was investigated on a cache-coherent non-uniform memory access system
using OpenMP for parallelization. Brockmann et al. (2014b) implemented the preconditioned
conjugate gradient multiple adjustment algorithm in a massive parallel HPC environment and
extended to estimate unknown variance components for different observation groups. They also
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assembled the normal equations in parallel using a block-cyclic distribution and solved using
Cholesky decomposition from the ScaLAPACK library (Blackford et al., 1997; Brockmann
et al., 2014c).

In the global and regional gravity field recovery (e.g., IGGT_R1, IGGT_R1C and the
local geoid in Italy (Lu et al., 2017, 2018)), I studied a fast numerical algorithm based on the
Message Passing Interface (MPI) and Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) technologies to speed
up the calculation progress on High-Performance computing Cluster (HPC). Specifically, MPI’s
characteristic is parallel granularity at the processing level and memory data is distributed in
the storage. Therefore, it can effectively decompose the program in parallel on different nodes
to shorten running time (Pacheco, 1997; Gropp et al., 1999). On the other hand, OpenMP’s
characteristic is little granularity at the thread level and memory data is shared in the storage.
It is especially useful for calculating multiplication of small block matrices on the same node.
That means it can make full use of cores on a single node to speed up the calculation process
(Chandra, 2001; Chapman et al., 2008). Therefore, the combination of MPI and OpenMP
technologies is a suitable strategy to make full use of server clusters which have some nodes
and each node has some cores. In this part, the calculation progress in global gravity field
modeling is presented, especially how to compute and invert the normal equations in a parallel
way. Using the fast numerical algorithm in this thesis, one can effectively reduce the amount
of calculation and speed up the calculation process. Finally, the correctness and effectiveness
of this fast numerical algorithm was shown for several applications in gravity field modeling
(e.g., IGGT_R1 or IGGT_R1C).

State of the art: there are mainly five research questions as follows:

1, Questions about new methodologies and algorithms in gravity field recovery: Is it possible
to build high-accuracy and high-resolution gravity field models from GOCE GGs based
on the invariant theory? How to use IGGT to directly determine gravity field models by
the least squares method, e.g., mathematical, stochastic models? How to process GOCE
GGs, e.g., replacement of degraded GGs components Vxy and Vyz, bandpass filtering? How
large is the linearization error in the second IGGT based on GOCE GGs? Does it need
iteratively computations to reduce this error?

2, Questions about airborne gravimetry: How to improve the accuracy of data processing in
airborne gravimetry like the GEOHALO campaign? Which kind of kinematic accelerations
derived from GNSS recordings is the best for subtracting the vertical accelerations from the
values measured by the Chekan-AM? What kind of low-pass filter is suitable to apply to
both Chekan-AM measurements and kinematic accelerations from GNSS? Does the airborne
gravimetry equipment work well at higher altitude and speed? How a satellite-only gravity
field model can be improved by such airborne measurements from GEOHALO campaign?
Is it suitable to implement such campaigns to overcome the polar data gaps?

3, Questions about shipborne gravimetry: How to improve the accuracy of data processing
in shipborne gravimetry in the project FAMOS? How to determine the suitable filter
parameters to eliminate disturbing accelerations? How to reduce the influence of some
special cases in shipborne gravimetry, e.g., seiches in some harbors, the squat effect in
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shallow waters? Is the shipborne gravimetry data useful for verifying existing gravimetry
data and to improve current geoid models in the Baltic Sea?

4, Questions about essentially overcoming the GOCE polar gap problem: How to overcome
the GOCE polar gap problem by adding gravimetry data in polar areas? How to filter
terrestrial gravimetry data to remove the high-frequency gravity information beyond the
maximum spherical harmonic degree of the satellite data to be combined e.g. 240 to avoid
disturbing spectral leakage? How to build observation equations for the gravity anomalies
in polar areas? How to combine different normal equations, e.g., from gravity anomalies,
GOCE, GRACE and Kaula’s rule of thumb?

5, Questions about fast numerical algorithms: How to improve the calculation efficiency in
gravity field determination, especially, with a huge amount of observations? How to modify
the MPI parallel Gaussian-Jordan elimination method to adjust any number of processors?
How to check the correctness and effectiveness of this fast numerical algorithm by combining
MPI and OpenMP technologies?

My contributions to answer these research questions are the results of my studies as
reported in the chapters of this PhD thesis as follows:

Firstly, Chapter 1 illustrates the background, motivation and also research objectives of
this thesis. Especially, the contributions of this research are specified.

Chapter 2 discusses a new high-accuracy and high-resolution gravity field model named
IGGT_R1 which has been developed by the author and compared to other state of the art
models. This research result is published by Lu, B., Luo, Z., Zhong, B., Zhou, H., Flechtner, F.,
Förste, C., Barthelmes, F., Zhou, R. (2018): The gravity field model IGGT_R1 based on the
second invariant of the GOCE gravitational gradient tensor. - Journal of Geodesy, 92, 5, pp.
561-572. DOI: http://doi.org/10.1007/s00190-017-1089-8. It proposes to use GOCE IGGT to
directly build the gravity field model IGGT_R1 by the least square method. The methodologies
of this model are presented in this chapter, e.g., parameterization, linearization error analysis,
band-pass filtering and so on. This gravity field model IGGT_R1 has been distributed by Lu,
B., Luo, Z., Zhong, B., Zhou, H., Flechtner, F., Förste, C., Barthelmes, F., Zhou, R. (2017):
The gravity field model based on the second invariant of the GOCE gravitational gradient
tensor: IGGT_R1., GFZ Data Services : Potsdam DOI: http://doi.org/10.5880/icgem.2017.007
through ICGEM.

Chapter 3 illustrates the data processing strategy of airborne gravimetry in the GEOHALO
project. I investigated the influences of different GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations
to airborne gravimetry. Repeated flight tracks with different airplane speeds and altitudes
were studied for the design of future airborne gravimetry campaigns, e.g., in Antarctica.
Additionally, local gravity field models were built to demonstrate how a satellite-only gravity
field model could be improved by such airborne measurements. External quality checking of
the local geoid was also presented by local GNSS/Leveling data. Discussion and conclusions
of the airborne gravimetry mission in the GEOHALO project were demonstrated at the end
of this chapter. These research results of this work are published by Lu, B., Barthelmes, F.,
Petrovic, S., Förste, C., Flechtner, F., Luo, Z., He, K., Li, M. (2017): Airborne Gravimetry of
GEOHALO Mission: Data Processing and Gravity Field Modeling. - Journal of Geophysical
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Research, 122, 12, pp. 10-10. DOI: http://doi.org/10.1002/2017JB014425. The final gravity
data product of the GEOHALO mission has been published by Lu, B., Barthelmes, F., Petrovic,
S., Pflug, H., Förste, C., Flechtner, F., Luo, Z., He, K., Li, M., Scheinert, M. (2017): Airborne
Gravimetry Data from GEOHALO project - (Data Set)., GFZ Data Services : Potsdam
DOI: http://doi.org/10.5880/GFZ.1.2.2017.001. This data set can be used for geodetic and
geophysical researches over Italy and adjacent regions over the Mediterranean.

Chapter 4 describes the data processing strategy of shipborne gravimetry to get high-
accuracy and high-resolution gravimetry measurements in the Baltic Sea. Especially the use of
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations was investigated to improve the quality of the
gravity data. Additionally, the crucial findings, the key question to find suitable parameters
for the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) low-pass filter as well as preliminary tests in geoid
determination are presented. The current findings of shipborne gravimetry in the Baltic
Sea are summarized at the end of this chapter. These research results are published by Lu,
B., Barthelmes, F., Li, M., Förste, C., Ince, E. S., Petrovic, S., Flechtner, F., Schwabe, J.,
Luo, Z., Zhong, B., He, K. (2019): Shipborne gravimetry in the Baltic Sea: data processing
strategies, crucial findings and preliminary geoid determination tests. - Journal of Geodesy.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/s00190-018-01225-7. (online).

Chapter 5 develops an updated gravity field model named IGGT_R1C which combines
the normal equations from polar gravity anomalies, from GOCE GGs (e.g., IGGT_R1), from
GRACE (e.g., ITSG-Grace2014s) and for Kaula’s rule of thumb (higher degree/order parts)
which is without the disturbing impact of the GOCE polar gap problem. These research result
is going to be published by Lu, B., Förste, C., Barthelmes, F., Petrovic, S., Flechtner, F., Luo,
Z., Zhong, B., Zhou, H., Wang, X., Wu, T. Using real polar terrestrial gravimetry data to solve
the GOCE polar gap problem in satellite-only gravity field recovery (Ready to submit, 2019).
The basic processing strategy of polar gravity anomalies is given, especially the filtering method
to prevent disturbing spectral leakage when combining satellite and terrestrial gravimetry data.
The combination method is also briefly introduced to determine optimum relative weights for
different data sets. The numerical results, analysis as well as discussion and conclusions of this
gravity field model IGGT_R1C are presented at the end of this chapter. This gravity field
model IGGT_R1C has been distributed by Lu, B., Förste, C., Barthelmes, F., Flechtner, F.,
Luo, Z., Zhong, B., Zhou, H., Wang, X., Wu, T. (2018): Using real polar terrestrial gravimetry
data to overcome the polar gap problem of GOCE - the gravity field model IGGT_R1C, GFZ
Data Services : Potsdam, DOI: http://doi.org/10.5880/icgem.2019.001 through ICGEM.

Chapter 6 presents the numerical calculation progress in gravity field modeling, especially
how to compute and invert the normal equations in a parallel way to improve efficiency.
The processing strategy based on MPI and OpenMP technologies is given. After that, some
applications of this fast numerical algorithm are illustrated in gravity field modeling. Discussion
and conclusions of this fast numerical algorithm are described at the end of this chapter.
These research will be published soon by Lu, B., Luo, Z., Zhong, B., Zhou, H., Fast numerical
algorithm to calculate gravity field models by combining MPI and OpenMP technologies
(Ready to submit, 2019).

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the primary results achieved in this thesis, and illustrates
final conclusions and outlook for future work.
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2
The gravity field model IGGT_R1

based on the second invariant of the
GOCE gravitational gradient tensor

2.1 Introduction

The GOCE differs from previous Earth gravity satellite missions, e.g., CHAMP and GRACE
as it can provide the much more detailed measurements of the GGs of Earth’s gravity field.
Calculation of gravity field models based on these measured GGs has become a very important
research domain and several methods for determination of gravity field models from GGs have
been developed. The three main methods are the space-wise approach, the time-wise approach
and the direct approach (Rummel and Colombo, 1985; Rummel, 1993; Klees et al., 2000;
Pail and Plank, 2002; Migliaccio et al., 2004; Bruinsma et al., 2010a; Migliaccio et al., 2011;
Pail et al., 2011; Yi, 2012; Bruinsma et al., 2014). The ESA has already distributed several
gravity models constructed using these three methods through the ICGEM (Barthelmes, 2009a;
Barthelmes and Förste, 2011). The space-wise approach is based on least squares collocation
and takes advantage of the spatial correlation of the gravitational field signal. The time-wise
approach is based on a least squares method, but takes advantage of the time correlation of
the gravitational field signal along the satellite’s orbit. The direct approach is also based on a
least squares method and builds observation equations and normal equations directly from
in-situ GOCE GGs. While processing the GGs for these methods, errors may be introduced
when using the GOCE star tracker data to relate the azimuth of the GRF to other coordinate
systems. Although the direct method uses GGs measured in the GRF to build the normal
equation, the coefficients of every observation equation must be rotated from Earth Centered
Earth Fixed coordinates to the GRF. Thus the inaccuracies in the transformation matrix
cannot be avoided. Specifically, investigations by Pail and Plank (2002), Pail et al. (2005) and
Yu and Zhao (2010) found that 1 arcsec attitude errors can lead the data processing accuracy
to barely reach a relative magnitude of 10−6 − 10−7.
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2. IGGT_R1

In view of this challenging problem, Rummel and Colombo (1985) began to investigate
how to use the IGGT to build gravity field models. Holota (1989) discussed how to use the
theory of boundary value problems for partial differential equations in satellite gradiometry.
Then Sacerdote and Sansò (1989) analyzed the effects of orbit and attitude errors on GGs,
and they found that using a reference gravity field including the J2 term is preferable. At
the same time, Vermeer (1990) built up three independent invariants and studied how the
difference method for GGs could reduce the effects of the satellite’s attitude and rotation.
They also analyzed the spectrum relationship between the differencing method’s result and
the gravitational signal. More recently, Baur et al. (2008a) expanded the invariant theory
in detail from the invariant system and eigenspace. They parameterized the invariants and
performed numerical simulations, but the parameterization in the spherical polar coordinate is
complicated. Boundary value problems with a sphere approximation including a J2 term are
shown by (Yu and Zhao, 2010; Yu and Wan, 2013). Specifically, the gravity field models are
built using spherical harmonic analysis according to the boundary value conditions. However,
this requires gridding the GOCE gravitational gradient measurements and using spherical
harmonic integral discretization which can introduce errors that are difficult to eliminate.

Based on these previous studies, we investigate how to use IGGT to directly determine
gravity field models using a least squares method in this paper. We study the linearization of
IGGT mathematically from the Taylor expansion. Furthermore, the Lagrange type remainder
or linearization error is investigated by existing, high accurate gravity field models to prove
that it can be ignored when a-priori accurate gravity field model is chosen, e.g. EIGEN-5C
(Förste et al., 2008). So it doesn’t need iterative calculations used by Baur et al. (2008a) during
numerical simulations to eliminate the linearization error which is time-consuming in the least
squares method. Because of the non-uniform accuracy of GOCE GGs, the weighting formula
of IGGT is derived by the law of error propagation. To deal with the inaccurate components
Vxy and Vyz, we use synthetic GGs for both inaccurate gravitational gradient components
derived from the a-priori gravity field model. As GOCE GGs are measured in a band-limited
manner, filtering is necessary for different approaches. One of the possibilities is the Wiener
filter along the orbit to reduce the highly time correlated noise of the gradiometer which is
generally used for collocation procedure e.g. the space-wise approach (Reguzzoni and Tselfes,
2009). Autoregressive moving average filtering is applied to both the time-wise approach and
the direct approach, but it is a kind of filtering of entire spectrum (full decorrelation) for the
time-wise approach in contrast to the filtering within the measurement bandwidth for the
direct approach (Schuh, 2003; Pail et al., 2011). We also applied a band-pass filter as the
direct approach to suppress the signal outside the measurement bandwidth. This makes the
result largely independent of the variability in the colored noise. Furthermore we use a finite
impulse response band-pass filter forward and backward to eliminate the filter caused phase
change and the signals outside the measurement bandwidth are replaced by the a-priori model.
In this way, it avoids to filter both sides of the observations and the columns of the design
matrix during calculations like the time-wise approach and the direct approach. This kind of
filtering and replacement method can be used both for spherical harmonic analysis and direct
least squares method according to Wan et al. (2012). Therefore the final gravity field model
built in this paper is practically a combined one which is improved by GOCE GGs signals
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from the a-priori gravity field model. This is also one reason why we replace the inaccurate
components Vxy and Vyz by the a-priori gravity field model. To verify our approach we built a
gravity field model called IGGT_R1 using GOCE GGs and we compared it with other relevant
gravity field models and also evaluated it by using GNSS/Leveling data.

2.2 The Direct Calculation Model for IGGT

2.2.1 Tensor Invariants Method

According to the symmetric and trace-free characteristics of the gravitational gradient tensor,
Γ, three invariants can be identified by:

I1 = tr(Γ) = 0

I2 = 1
2 tr(Γ2) = −1

2(V 2
11 + V 2

22 + V 2
33) − V 2

12 − V 2
13 − V 2

23

I3 = det Γ = V11V22V33 + 2V12V13V23 − V11V 2
23 − V22V 2

13 − V33V 2
12

(2.1)

The first tensor invariant is the trace of the gravitational tensor and its application in
geopotential recovery yields the trivial solution as shown by Baur et al. (2008a). The
second tensor invariant comprises all 6 independent gravitational gradient tensor components.
Furthermore it is a quadratic function of the spherical harmonic coefficients of the gravity
field:

I2 = I = −1
2(V 2

xx + V 2
yy + V 2

zz) − V 2
xy − V 2

xz − V 2
yz (2.2)

It has been shown in several theoretical studies (e.g. Baur et al., 2008a; Rummel et al., 2011)
that also the second as well as third invariant can be used to compute a global gravity model
solution. Since the second invariant is easier to linearize than the third one, we focus on the
second one here in this study.

2.2.2 Parameterization and Linearization

The expression of the gravitational potential in terms of spherical harmonic series is given by
(e.g. Heiskanen and Moritz (1967)):

V (r, ϑ, λ) = GM

R

Nmax∑
n=0

(R

r
)n+1

n∑
m=0

(C̄nm cos mλ + S̄nm sin mλ)P̄nm(cos ϑ) (2.3)

where GM is the Geocentric gravitational constant, R is Earth equatorial radius. In the
following the variable x represents the spherical harmonic coefficients as given in Eq.(2.4),
the mathematical operator Sigma in Eq.(2.4) means the numbering scheme instead of the
summation of elements as shown by Schuh (1996); the indexed gravity field model coefficients
C̄nm and S̄nm are preferable for calculating the high degree normal equation (e.g. Colombo,
1981; Schuh, 1996).

x = {C̄nm, S̄nm} => {
nmax∑
n=2

C̄n0,
nmax∑
m=1

{
nmax∑

n=max(2,m)
C̄nm,

nmax∑
n=max(2,m)

S̄nm}} (2.4)
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As the tensor invariant I in the GRF is same as in the Local North Oriented Frame
(LNOF), we use it in the GRF directly, but linearize it in the LNOF. The tensor invariant I is
a second order function of the GGs in the LNOF, while the GGs in the LNOF are first order
functions of the spherical harmonic coefficients. Thus I is a quadratic function of the spherical
harmonic coefficients. A Taylor expansion (Taylor , 1717; Courant and John, 2012) of I with
the Lagrange form of the remainder is applied to generate Eq.(2.5):

I(x) − I(x0) =
n=1∑
p=1

1
p! (∆x1

∂

∂x1
+ · · · + ∆xm

∂

∂xm
)pI(x)|x=x0

+ 1
(n + 1)!(∆x1

∂

∂x1
+ · · · + ∆xm

∂

∂xm
)n+1

I(x)|x=x0+θh (0 < θ < 1) (2.5)

where x1, x2, ..., xm is the spherical harmonic coefficients. The Taylor expansion of I exists
since the first and second order partial derivatives of I with respect to xi exist. Eq.(2.7) and
Eq.(2.9) correspondingly yield the partial derivatives of I and the GGs with respect to xi.
In Eq.(2.5), n is equal to 1 as I contains only second order partial derivatives of xi, h is set
to x − x0 and θ is some real number between 0 and 1. For x0 we choose EIGEN-5C as the
a-priori gravity field model as it is of a relatively high accuracy and doesn’t contain GOCE
data. Next we analyze the Lagrange remainder, or the linearization error, using the existing,
high accurate gravity field model EGM2008 (Pavlis et al., 2012) and another high accurate
and GOCE containing gravity field model EIGEN-6C4 (Förste et al., 2015a) to calculate I(x).
The linearization error is defined by Eq.(2.6):

ErrorL = I(x) − I(x0) −
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) (2.6)

As shown in Eq.(2.6), the derivatives of I with respect to xi should be determined before
analyzing the linearization error using existing gravity field models. The purpose of the
linearization is to determine the relationship between the IGGT and the gravity field model
geopotential coefficients. The derivative of I with respect to xi is based on Eq.(2.2) and given
by Eq.(2.7):

∂I
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= −(Vxx

∂Vxx
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∂Vzz

∂xi
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∂xi

+2Vxz
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∂xi
+ 2Vyz

∂Vyz
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) (2.7)

The transformation relationship of GGs between earth center spherical coordinates and
LNOF is given by Eq.(2.8) as shown by Koop (1993) and is used to get the GGs’ derivatives in
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the LNOF to geopotential coefficients of the gravity field model.
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The corresponding derivatives of the GGs with respect to the spherical harmonic coefficients
are given in Eq.(2.9). The coefficients of the observation matrix are then obtained by
substituting them into Eq.(2.7).
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∂S̄nm
= GMRn

rn+3 (−(n + 1)P̄nm(cos ϑ) + 1
tan ϑ

∂P̄nm(cos ϑ)
∂ϑ

− m2

sin2 ϑ
P̄nm(cos ϑ)) sin mλ

∂Vxy

∂S̄nm
= GMRn

rn+3 (m 1
sin ϑ

∂P̄nm(cos ϑ)
∂ϑ

− m
cos ϑ

sin2 ϑ
P̄nm(cos ϑ)) cos mλ

∂Vxz

∂S̄nm
= GMRn

rn+3 (n + 2)∂P̄nm(cos ϑ)
∂ϑ

sin mλ

∂Vyz

∂S̄nm
= GMRn

rn+3
1

sin ϑ
(m(n + 2)P̄nm(cos ϑ)) cos mλ

(2.9)

In next step, the linearization error is investigated using existing gravity field models along
with GOCE track data which will be presented in Section 2.4.
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2.2.3 Determine the Weighting Formula

After linearization, which gives the observation matrix coefficients, the IGGT weighting formula
is deduced by differentiating Eq.(2.2) to get Eq.(2.10):

dI = −(Vxxdvxx + Vyydvyy + Vzzdvzz)

−2(Vxydvxy + Vyzdvyz + Vxzdvxz) (2.10)

Using the adjusted law of measurement error propagation (Teunissen, 2000), the variance of
the IGGT is given by Eq.(2.11):

D(I) = KDGGsKT = V 2
xxσ2

xx + V 2
yyσ2

yy + V 2
zzσ2

zz

+4V 2
xyσ2

xy + 4V 2
yzσ2

yz + 4V 2
xzσ2

xz (2.11)

Since the Vxy and Vyz values for GOCE are degraded by a factor of 100 to 1000 (Catastini
et al., 2006), they are replaced in our study by synthetic values based on the a-priori model (c.f.
section 3 for details). Therefore, the terms 4V 2

yzσ2
yz and 4V 2

xyσ2
xy in Eq.(2.11) are not included

for the calculation of D(I). Finally, Eq(2.12) gives the single weighting of the gravitational
tensor invariant:

Pi = 1/D(Ii) (2.12)

2.2.4 Regularization

Due to the problem of the polar gap in the GOCE data, the normal equation matrix based on
the GOCE GGs is ill-conditioned and must be regularized. We apply the SCRA as proposed by
Metzler and Pail (2005) to the GOCE gravitational gradient normal equation from degree/order
2 to 150. Since the parameter vector x contains different coefficients than the a-priori model
EIGEN-5C, we choose the stabilizing function g0=0 (according to formula 27 in Metzler and
Pail (2005)). Furthermore, for degree/order 150 and higher, Kaula’s rule of thumb (Rapp, 1973;
Reigber , 1989) is applied to the normal equation because for this degree range the low-order
coefficients as well as all other short wavelength spherical harmonic coefficients are disturbed
by the polar gap and the increasing sensitivity of the GOCE gradiometer. This can be seen
in Figure 2.4(a). The optimal SCRA and Kaula rule parameters are emprically determined
by comparing model-derived geoid heights with GNSS/Leveling data rather than with Root
Mean Square (RMS) geoid errors, as shown by Metzler and Pail (2005). We use this approach
because the real gravity field, which is required to calculate the RMS geoid error, is unknown
and this approach is best suited for simulations. The high accuracy of the GNSS/Leveling
data and their wide distribution over several different countries and continents (see Table 2.2)
make them best suitable for evaluation of our method.

2.3 Processing the Gravitational Gradients

2.3.1 Preprocessing

We use the components Vxx, Vyy, Vzz and Vxz of the GOCE GGs in the GRF taken from the
Level2 product EGG_NOM_2 (ESA) which also contains the GRF to Inertial Reference Frame
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(IRF) attitude quaternions. For consistency with ESA’s first generation gravity field models,
we use data from November 01, 2009 to January 11, 2010. Furthermore, we use the GOCE
orbit position given in the Earth-fixed Reference Frame (ERF) from the GOCE orbit product
SST_PSO_2 which also includes the ERF to IRF quaternions. To deal with the two remaining
but worse components of the GOCE GGs, a replacement strategy is used as described for the
generation of ESA’s GOCE product EGG_TRF_2 (Gruber et al., 2010). Here, the degraded
components Vxy and Vyz of the GOCE GGs had been replaced by those computed from GOCE
quick-look solution. But having in mind that the GOCE quick-look gravity field solutions are
not computable satisfactory (Mayrhofer et al., 2010), we use reference GGs from the a-priori
gravity field model EIGEN-5C to replace the worse components Vxy and Vyz. The reference
UGRF value for the GGs should first be calculated using EIGEN-5C in the LNOF (ULNOF)
and then transformed to the GRF (e.g. Fuchs and Bouman, 2011; Bouman et al., 2011):

UGRF = (RIRF
GRFRERF

IRF RLNOF
ERF )ULNOF(RIRF

GRFRERF
IRF RLNOF

ERF )T (2.13)

where RIRF
GRF represents the transformation matrix to convert from the IRF to the GRF and

RERF
IRF is the transformation matrix to convert from ERF to IRF (which is taken from the

quaternions in SST_PSO_2). The transformation matrix from LNOF to ERF is given by
RLNOF

ERF and is taken from Eq.(2.14). Here, the latitude and longitude, λ and φ as well as the
colatitude, ϑ = π/2 − φ, can be calculated from the SST_PSO_2 orbit coordinates. The right
side of ULNOF in Eq.(2.13) is the transpose of RIRF

GRFRERF
IRF RLNOF

ERF .

RLNOF
ERF =


− cos λ cos ϑ sin λ cos λ sin ϑ

− sin λ cos ϑ − cos λ sin λ sin ϑ

sin ϑ 0 cos ϑ

 (2.14)

2.3.2 Filtering processing

After the reference GGs are calculated, the residuals of the used four GOCE gravity gradient
components are obtained by subtracting the reference GGs from the measured GOCE GGs.
These must then be filtered because the GOCE GGs are band-limited measurements. A forward
and backward finite impulse response band-pass filter is used to account for the band-limited
measurements according to Wan et al. (2012). This approach can also eliminate phase change
after filtering. As Figure 2.1 shows, the filter is of 1000th order with a band-pass frequency
of 8.3-125 mHz. This band-pass frequency ensures that the results are as far as possible
independent of the temporal variations in the colored noise (Bruinsma et al., 2014). The
synthetic gravity gradient components Vxy and Vyz are not filtered and are taken as error-free
observations. Figure 2.2 shows a power spectrum diagram of the filtering results; the Spectral
Densities (SDs) for the gradient signal computed with the gravity field model are shown in red,
the SDs for the GOCE gradient signal are shown in blue, and the difference in SDs between
the gravity field model and the measured gradients, filtered to the band-pass frequency, are
shown in green. The black line indicates the lower end of the specified band-pass frequency
(8.3 mHz) and the cyan line indicates the upper end (125 mHz). The power spectrum of the
signal in the filter band-pass remains almost the same, while the power spectrum of the signal
outside the pass-band is obviously decreased, representing a very small proportion of the total
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Figure 2.1: Finite impulse response band-pass filter. The up half figure is the impulse response
of the band-pass filter; The other half one is the magnitude response of the band-pass filter (unit:
dB).

signal. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the filtering process. After filtering, we use the
four accurate gravity gradient disturbance components, and their corresponding reference GGs,
along with two other reference GGs to finally construct the gravitational gradient tensor as
shown in Eq.(2.2).

2.4 Development of IGGT_R1

After determining the mathematic model and the stochastic model, we use GOCE GGs to
build the gravity field model IGGT_R1. The main flowchart is shown in Figure 2.3: The
input data and the filtering method are described in Section 2.3; The main methodology
to use GOCE IGGT to build gravity field models by least squares method is mentioned in
Section 2.2. The rest detailed informations of development of IGGT_R1 are given out as
follow: EIGEN-5C is chosen as the a-priori gravity field model which is used to calculate I(x0)
for linearization error analysis. As mentioned before, EGM2008 and EIGEN-6C4 are used
to calculate I(x) to analyze the linearization error according to Eq. 2.6. The positions are
from one day’s GOCE track data of 1 sec sampling rate and the maximum degree/order of
the gravity field models is set to 240. The linearization error statistics are given in Table 2.1.
Here, the Relative Linearization Error (RLE) is defined using Eq.(2.15):

RLE = 1
N

N∑
i=1

|ErrorLi

I(x)i
| (2.15)
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Figure 2.2: Spectral densities for Vxx, Vyy, Vzz and Vxz for GRF (unit: E/
√

Hz). In red the
Spectral Densities for the gradient signal computed with gravity field model, in blue the SDs for
GOCE gradient signal, in green the SDs of the difference between gravity field model and measured
gradients filtered to the band-pass frequency.

where N is the number of GOCE track data points. The relative linearization error is only
about 0.000711% for the EGM2008 model and 0.000423% for the EIGEN-6C4 model. Using
Eq.(2.10) and considering that the real accuracy of the GOCE GGs is of 2-4 mE (Bouman
and Fuchs, 2012), the maximum absolute linearization error is approximately 10−21s−4 and σI

is ∼ 10−17-10−16s−4. This means the linearization error can be neglected in this study.

Table 2.1: Statistics of the Linearization Error of the a-priori gravity field model EIGEN-5C
according to EGM2008 and the GOCE containing gravity field model EIGEN-6C4 as “true” models
(Unit: s−4)

EGM2008 EIGEN-6C4

Min 1.149e-27 2.309e-27
Max 2.167e-21 7.978e-22
Mean 2.090e-23 1.497e-23
STD 8.935e-23 4.507e-23
RLE 0.000711% 0.000423%

After studying the linearization error, one important step in the flowchart of the development
of IGGT_R1 is about regularization which is already explained in Section 2.2.4. The results
be compared with coefficients of EGM2008 are shown in Figure 2.4: The SCRA and Kaula
rule are effective by comparing these two sub-figures before and after regularization. It can be
seen from the post regularization spectrum errors in Figure 2.4(b), the low-order coefficients
and some short wavelength spherical harmonic coefficients are improved after regularization.

In the calculating process of building up gravity field models, especially dealing with a
large number of satellite gravity measurement data sets by least square method, it needs to
undertake large-scale numerical calculation. Aiming at this problem, we combine MPI and
OpenMP technology which also takes advantage of the symmetrical feature of normal equation
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2. IGGT_R1

Figure 2.3: Flowchart of the development of IGGT_R1. The LS estimation in the flowchart
means least square estimation.

matrix during the calculation. In this way, it can greatly accelerate the computation speed and
improve the computational efficiency. The characteristic of MPI is processing level parallel
granularity and the memory scheme is distributed storage, so it can effectively decompose the
program on different nodes at the same time to shorten running time while the characteristic of
OpenMP is thread level little granularity and the memory scheme is shared storage, especially
for calculating multiplication of small block matrix on the same node, so it can make full use
of CPUs on single node to speed up the calculation process (e.g. Pacheco, 1997; Gropp et al.,
1999; Chandra, 2001; Chapman et al., 2008).
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Figure 2.4: Coefficient differences between IGGT_R1 and EGM2008 before regularization (a),
after regularization (b), provided as absolute values in logarithmic scale (log10).
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2.5 Numerical results and analysis

To evaluate the spectral behavior we computed difference degree amplitudes for
IGGT_R1 to EGM2008 and compared them to those for the gravity field models
GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R1 (TIM_R1), GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R1 (SPW_R1),
and GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R2 (DIR_R2). TIM_R1 and SPW_R1 are part of ESA’s
first release of GOCE gravity field models (Pail et al., 2011) while DIR_R2 is part of ESA’s
second release of GOCE gravity field models (Bruinsma et al., 2010b). We compare IGGT_R1
with TIM_R1 and SPW_R1 as the data period for the GOCE GGs is the same. But we
choose DIR_R2 instead of GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R1 (DIR_R1) which belongs the
ESA’s first release of GOCE gravity field models since the high-degree parts of the model
DIR_R1 are strongly constrained by regularization using a combined gravity field model
containing terrestrial data (Pail et al., 2011). Figure 2.5 shows the obtained difference degree
amplitudes. In the low-degree part (degree is less than 70), IGGT_R1 is closer to EGM2008
and consequently more accurate than TIM_R1, SPW_R1, and DIR_R2. This is because the
SCRA is used for the low-degree part of IGGT_R1 and the GGs signal is replaced by the
a-priori model EIGEN-5C outside the measurement bandwidth. It means that the low-degree
part more closely matches the EIGEN-5C model (the blue line in the figure). From degree 75
to ∼175, IGGT_R1 is almost the same as TIM_R1, SPW_R1, and DIR_R2. This means
that the contribution from the GOCE GGs to these gravity field models is basically the same
at this degree range. In the high-end part (above degree 175), the difference degree amplitudes
of IGGT_R1 are slightly lower than those of TIM_R1, SPW_R1 and DIR_R2. The main
reason for this might be that the different regularization methods and parameters influence
this part. When comparing IGGT_R1 with the a-priori model EIGEN-5C from degree 100 to
210, they are indistinguishable here, but the difference degree amplitudes of IGGT_R1 are
slightly smaller than those for EIGEN-5C. This means that IGGT_R1 might be more precise
than EIGEN-5C in this region thanks to the GOCE GGs.

Figure 2.6 shows gravity anomaly differences between IGGT_R1 and EIGEN-5C. The
large differences in Antarctica, South America, Africa, west China and Indonesia represent
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Figure 2.6: Gravity anomaly differences (unit: mGal) between IGGT_R1 and EIGEN-5C at
degree/order 240.
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Figure 2.7: Histogram of the gravity anomaly differences from Figure 2.6 (unit: mGal).
Min/Max/Mean/STD are -41.609/49.791/-0.009/4.787 mGal.

improvements due to the GOCE GGs. In other places like north America and Australia,
EIGEN-5C already contains good ground gravimetry data. Figure 2.7 shows a histogram of
the gravity anomaly differences between IGGT_R1 and EIGEN-5C. The minimum, maximum,
mean, and standard deviation of the gravity anomaly differences are -41.609, 49.791, -0.009,
and 4.787 mGal, respectively.

In addition to our comparison with other global gravity field models, we check IGGT_R1
also using GNSS/Leveling data as independent data sets. Table 2.2 gives the RMS of the
differences between GNSS/Leveling data and the model-derived geoid heights.

In the first column of the table, SPW_R1, TIM_R1, DIR_R1, and DIR_R2 indicate
the gravity field models mentioned before. From the table, the results of DIR_R1 are better
than those of DIR_R2. This should be caused by the matter of fact that DIR_R1 has been
regularized by using a combined gravity field model which contains terrestrial data. We
also see that IGGT_R1 gives better results than SPW_R1 and TIM_R1. This should be
caused by the impact of the a-priori model EIGEN-5C during the replacement procedure
for the degraded components Vxy and Vyz of the GOCE GGs as mentioned above. That
means IGGT_R1 has not only contributions from the GOCE GGs but contains also gravity
field information from the a-prior gravity field model EIGEN-5C. Thus the results of the
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Table 2.2: The RMS difference between GNSS/Leveling data (number of points in brackets)
and model-derived geoid heights (unit: m). All models are taken to degree/order 210 which is
the maximum degree of SPW_R1. IGGT_R1* is a gravity field model calculated as same as
IGGT_R1 except that its a-priori model is EGM2008.

Germany USA Canada Europe Australia Japan Brazil China
(675) (6169) (1930) (1234) (201) (816) (672) (990)

IGGT_R1 0.304 0.454 0.352 0.459 0.355 0.545 0.434 0.582
EIGEN-5C 0.303 0.456 0.353 0.474 0.362 0.550 0.501 0.623
IGGT_R1* 0.309 0.448 0.350 0.453 0.350 0.542 0.421 0.549
EGM2008 0.306 0.447 0.344 0.455 0.356 0.536 0.457 0.579
EIGEN-6S4v2 0.308 0.447 0.345 0.452 0.355 0.542 0.419 0.540
SPW_R1 0.331 0.470 0.399 0.495 0.383 0.569 0.447 0.589
TIM_R1 0.337 0.460 0.376 0.485 0.379 0.575 0.433 0.577
DIR_R1 0.308 0.446 0.349 0.458 0.354 0.546 0.417 0.552
DIR_R2 0.322 0.450 0.356 0.456 0.370 0.555 0.422 0.572
Sources/References for the used GNSS/Leveling data:
USA: Milbert (1998)
Canada: M. Véronneau, personal communication 2003, Natural Resources Canada
Europe/Germany: Ihde et al. (2002)
Australia: G. Johnston, Geoscience Australia and W. Featherstone,
Curtin University of Technology, personal communication 2007
Japan: Tokuro Kodama, Geospatial Information Authority of Japan, personal
communication (2013)
Brazil: Denizar Blitzkow and Ana Cristina Oliveira Cancoro de Matos, Centro de
Estudos de Geodesia (CENEGEO), personal communication, the data belongs to
the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE)
China: National GNSS Leveling A/B: Zhang et al. (2009) and Li et al. (2014)
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GNSS/Leveling check are relatively better. In comparison to DIR_R1 and DIR_R2, our
model performs best in Germany and Japan with RMS values of 0.304 m and 0.545 m. In
other places, IGGT_R1, DIR_R1, and DIR_R2 have similar RMS values. By comparing
with the a-priori gravity field model, the overall accuracy of IGGT_R1 is better or equal than
EIGEN-5C. Specifically, the difference of the GNSS/Leveling performance between IGGT_R1
and EIGEN-5C is not very large for Germany, USA and Canada. The reason here may be
that the a-priori gravity field model EIGEN-5C is already very accurate in these regions due
to precise ground gravimetry data. The RMS difference between IGGT_R1’s geoid heights
and GNSS/Leveling data in Europe, Australia, Japan are improved by 1.5 cm, 0.7 cm and
0.5 cm respectively due to the GOCE GGs. But for Brazil and China where EIGEN-5C has
almost no contributions from terrestrial data we see a significant improvement by 6.7 cm and
4.1 cm due to the contribution of the GOCE GGs. It is also certified that the large gravity
anomaly differences in South America and west China represent improvements due to the
GOCE GGs as mentioned before. Furthermore, to examine the influence of different a-priori
gravity field models to the approach in this paper, we also choose EGM2008 as the a-priori
gravity field model to build a gravity field model named IGGT_R1*. The GNSS/Leveling
checking results are also shown in Table 2.2: IGGT_R1* is better than IGGT_R1 and reaches
the accuracy of the latest satellite-only gravity field model EIGEN-6S4v2 (Förste et al., 2015b);
The overall improvement of IGGT_R1* to EGM2008 is in Brazil and China by 3.6 cm and
3.0 cm. The reason here may be that the accuracy of EGM2008 is higher than EIGEN-5C and
is already very good at some places where exist precise terrestrial data. But GOCE GGs have
contributions in the other places.

Finally, we apply an oceanographic evaluation on IGGT_R1. Figure 2.8 shows the
geostrophic velocity speed in the Agulhas current area at a resolution of about 27 km.
Geostrophic velocity speed is derived from the ocean’s Mean Dynamic Topography (MDT), as
described by Knudsen and Benveniste (2011); Knudsen et al. (2011). A remove-restore technique
is used to compute the combined MDT, which contains both the low-frequency signal of satellite-
only MDT and the high-frequency signal from the a priori MDT (MDT_DTU_10_2M.nc).
MDT_DTU_10_2M.nc is produced by the Danish National Space Center and it includes
TOPEX Ellipsoid and Mean-Tide system metadata. As can be seen from the figure 2.8, the
geostrophic velocity speed from IGGT_R1 is not as smooth as that from EIGEN-5C. Panel d
of Figure 2.8 shows the difference between these two models. The minimum, maximum, mean,
and RMS of the difference between the models are -0.310, 0.219, -0.0068, and 0.0589 m/s,
respectively. These differences might be due to the GOCE GGs, but this cannot be confirmed
without real drifter velocity measurements. The geostrophic velocity speed from TIM_R1 is a
little more discrepant with EIGEN-5C. The main reason for this might be that the low-degree
coefficients of TIM_R1 are not very accurate, as shown in Figure 2.5.

2.6 Discussion and Conclusions

The gravity field model IGGT_R1 has been generated using the GOCE IGGT by least squares
method as described in this article. Due to the special characteristics of IGGT, this model
avoids errors introduced by inaccurate measurement of the satellite’s attitude during the
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Figure 2.8: Geostrophic velocity speed (unit: m/s) in the Agulhas current area at a resolution of
about 27 km from (a) IGGT_R1, (b) TIM_R1, and (c) EIGEN-5C. Panel (d) shows the difference
in geostrophic velocity speed between IGGT_R1 and EIGEN-5C.

traditional coordinate transformations. Additionally, according to the principle of least squares,
the direct solution method is theoretically strict and there are no grid or integral discretization
errors introduced in the harmonic analysis. The linearization error can be neglected if the
a-priori gravity field model is relatively accurate. In such a case the corresponding linearization
error is smaller than the accuracy of the GOCE GGs. Using the SCRA in combination with
the Kaula rule is an effective way to solve the ill-conditioned problem of the normal equation
which primarily helps to improve the low-order coefficients. From numerical analyses, we show
that the precision of the obtained gravity anomaly values over Antarctica, South America,
Africa, west China and Indonesia are improved due to the GOCE GGs. The RMS difference
between GNSS/Leveling data and the model-derived geoid heights shows that IGGT_R1 is
more precise than SPW_R1 and TIM_R1, and it performs similarly to DIR_R1 and DIR_R2.
In comparison to the a-priori gravity field model EIGEN-5C, the whole accuracy of IGGT_R1
is improved according to the GNSS/Leveling checking results. This represents the contribution
of the GOCE GGs, especially in Brazil and China. According to geostrophic velocity speeds
in the Agulhas current area, IGGT_R1, which yields more details because of the GOCE GGs,
might be an improvement over EIGEN-5C. Considering time-consuming of calculation by the
least squares method, IGGT_R1 contains the same GOCE GGs as ESA’s first released gravity
field models. In the future, all the GGs data of GOCE mission may be contained to calculate
a more precise gravity field model. Our conclusion is that high precision gravity field models
can be obtained using the approach as outlined in this paper. This provides a new direction
for building gravity field models from the GOCE GGs as well as from future satellite GGs.
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3
Airborne gravimetry of GEOHALO

mission: data processing and gravity
field modeling

3.1 Introduction

The GEOHALO project includes different scientific experiments over Italy and adjacent
regions over the Mediterranean: GNSS navigation and positioning (He et al., 2016), GNSS
reflectometry (Semmling et al., 2014), magnetometry and laser altimetry (Scheinert, 2013).
Airborne gravimetry is one of the main experiments of the GEOHALO project (Petrovic et al.,
2016). The characteristics of this mission were: Total length of all profiles of about 16150 km,
an effective measurement time of circa 33 h, mostly at an altitude of approximately 3500 m,
and an average speed of 425 km/h. Additionally, one ground track was repeated at a different
altitude (10500 m) and aircraft speed (720 km/h) which is also investigated in this paper to
test the behavior of the equipment and to prepare for the planned future airborne gravity
survey over Antarctica.

The HALO aircraft (Figure 3.1 (left)) used in this experiment is a modified Gulfstream
G550 business jet, which can reach altitudes of up to 15 km, and has a long endurance of up
to 10 hours and a range of up to 4000 km. This ensures that a gravimetry campaign can be
also accomplished across hard-to-reach regions like mountains as well as the North and South
Polar regions. Especially the latter is crucial because the most recent satellite-only gravity
field models suffer from gaps over the polar regions which were caused by the inclination of
the GOCE orbit of 96.70 (see Rudolph et al. (2002)). Hence, the experiment described in
this article is an airborne gravimetry study for exploring Antarctica in the future, too. The
mobile airborne/marine gravimeter Chekan-AM used in this experiment was manufactured
by CSRI Elektropribor (Blazhnov, 2002). A picture of this gravimeter is given in Figure 3.1
(right). This kind of gravimeter has already been used on various airplanes and ships in many
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3. Airborne graviemtry

countries and there are consequently many operation experiences with this instrument (e.g.,
Zheleznyak, 2010; Krasnov et al., 2011, 2014; Zheleznyak et al., 2015).

Figure 3.1: Equipments of airborne gravimetry of the GEOHALO mission: The HALO aircraft
(left) and the Airborne/Marine Gravimeter Chekan-AM (right).

Any gravimeter, and hence also Chekan-AM, measures the total acceleration along the
direction of the gravimeter sensitive axis which includes the gravity acceleration signal as well
as all accelerations of the aircraft or ship. It turns out that even after filtering the vertical
accelerations of the aircraft strongly dominate the accelerations recorded by a gravimeter
compared to the gravity variations along the trajectory. Hence, one of the main questions of
airborne gravimetry is how to separate the vertical accelerations of the airplane (usually called
kinematic accelerations) from the actual gravity accelerations which are both contained in the
Chekan-AM measurements. The kinematic vertical accelerations are the first derivative of
the kinematic vertical velocities, and the latter can be determined from GNSS measurements.
Therefore, it is really important for airborne gravimetry in accurate GNSS processing to get
highly accurate GNSS-derived kinematic accelerations. The first results of the GEOHALO
campaign ((Petrovic et al., 2016), presented in 2013) were very preliminary and rather
unsatisfactory. The main reason was that the GNSS-derived kinematic accelerations were
not accurate enough. To improve the result, kinematic vertical accelerations derived from
GNSS Doppler observations were included in the processing and they are used for the airborne
gravity data processing in this article as well.

The GNSS-derived kinematic velocities which are used to calculate the kinematic vertical
accelerations can be based on two different kinds of Doppler observations (Cannon et al.,
1997). One of them are raw Doppler observations and the other are derived from GNSS carrier
phase measurements. Furthermore, GNSS velocity solutions can also be influenced by chosen
sampling rates. In this study, we use 1 Hz and 10 Hz. We analyze these different GNSS velocity
solutions and try to find out the best result for the airborne gravimetry of GEOHALO mission.
For this, the gravity measurements along tracks derived at airplane altitude are compared
with the corresponding values from a combined gravity field model. Additionally, the crossover
points are analyzed to check the accuracy of the derived gravity measurements.

Subsequently, possible geodetic applications of this mission are studied. For example,
a harmonic function based on the potentials of point masses was fitted to the airborne
gravity measurements to show the extent of improvement with respect to a satellite-only
gravity field model. Furthermore, a local quasigeoid model has been calculated from the
gravity measurements of this campaign. The method to build the local quasigeoid is based
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on the combination of the PMM and the RCR technique. In remove and restore steps,
one calculated local quasigeoid considers only the reference satellite-only gravity field model
DIR_R5 calculated by Bruinsma et al. (2014) while the other one considers the topography
effects in addition. The main contents of this article are as follow: Section 3.2 gives the
basic processing strategy of airborne gravimetry of the GEOHALO mission while Section 3.3
gives the modeling methods for geodetic purposes of the airborne gravimetry measurements.
Then Section 3.4 demonstrates the numerical results and analysis. Finally, discussion and
conclusions are presented in Section 3.5.

3.2 Processing Strategy of Airborne Gravimetry

3.2.1 Processing of gravimeter recordings

The gravity sensor of Chekan-AM is designed as a double quartz elastic system (two quartz
torsion fibers) to measure accelerations along the direction of the sensitive axis. This system
is placed in a viscous liquid to damp high-frequency accelerations (vibrations). To keep the
sensitive axis of this sensor in the vertical direction (precisely: in the direction of the normal
gravity) it is mounted on a GNSS-supported gyro stabilized platform (Sokolov, 2011). The
equation for the calculation of the gravity value is:

g = gChekan − aGNSS + δgEtvs − δgHAC − δgdrift + glink (3.1)

This is the fundamental equation of airborne and shipborne gravimetry, where gChekan is the
raw gravity measurement from the Chekan-AM gravimeter. This raw gravity measurement is
calculated from the position (P (t)) and velocity (V (t)) of the proof mass in the gravimeter as
shown in Eq. (3.2). Here the acceleration information of the proof mass is ignored because of
the strong damping by the liquid inside the gravimeter sensor unit:

graw(t) = C1 × P (t) + C2 × V (t) (3.2)

C1 and C2 are constants for the respective gravimeter, t is the time of recording. The exact
equation for the Chekan-AM gravimeter value is

gChekan = b × (m − m0) + a × (m − m0)2

+ Tg × (∂(b × (m − m0) + a × (m − m0)2)
∂t

) (3.3)

where b, m0, a, Tg are constants determined during Chekan-AM’s calibration; m is the sum of
the recordings of the two sensors m1 and m2. m1 is calculated according to equation:

m1 =
N∑

n=1
Inn/

N∑
n=1

In (3.4)

Here, In is the intensity of pixel n; n is the ordinal number of pixel, intensity of which in the
code exceeds the specified level; N is the number of pixels, intensity of which exceeds the
specified level. This means that m1 describes the position of the sensor and Eq. 3.3 (which is
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a special case of Eq. 3.2) is used to transform it into a measured acceleration. The m2 reading
is calculated similarly from the other quartz system.

Another main item in Eq.3.1 is the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical acceleration of the
moving platform aGNSS . It is the first derivative of the kinematic velocity calculated from
GNSS observations and explained in the section 3.2.2.

Furthermore, δgEtvs is the Eötvös correction (Harlan, 1968; Jekeli, 2001). Here, a slight
smoothing by a moving average filter is applied to the trajectory before computing the Eötvös

correction to avoid systematic errors. δgdrift is the drift correction of the gravimeter which
is calculated to be 1.88 mGal/day according to the known long time records (starts and
ends of all flights) of the instrument during the GEOHALO campaign; glink is the difference
between the reference gravity value and the measurement of Chekan-AM at the base station;
δgHAC is the horizontal acceleration correction as the vertical acceleration is also influenced
by horizontal components. It is also called Harrison effect (LaCoste, 1967; Swain, 1996).
Generally, the correction for the Harrison effect is calculated according to the instructions
from the manufacturer of the gravimetry equipment (Krasnov and Sokolov, 2015). From our
investigation, in the GEOHALO mission the RMS value of the Harrison effect after filtering is
0.45 mGal. Furthermore, the RMS of absolute differences at crossover points is 1.50 mGal
without taking this correction into account (L1 (1 Hz)*) , while it is 1.39 mGal with this
correction included (L1 (1 Hz)), as shown in Table 3.2. The Harrison effect is small and only
up to 1 mGal in few situations, but it should be taken into account with an accuracy goal of
1 mGal or better.

3.2.2 Determining the Kinematic Trajectories and Accelerations From
GNSS

The GNSS kinematic trajectories are based on multiple reference stations and multiple kinematic
stations (2) as shown by He et al. (2016). From the results, this method can effectively improve
the reliability and accuracy of the kinematic relative positioning down to 1-2 cm accuracy.
With respect to the aim to reach an accuracy of 1 mGal or better for the airborne gravity
measurements, the horizontal accuracy of the position is not critical because the gravity field
does not change much if we change the horizontal position. In contrast, the accuracy of the
vertical component of the position must be much better since the vertical gravity gradient is
about 0.3086 mGal/m. Hence, the positioning accuracy of 1-2 cm is sufficient for airborne
gravimetry. So the main problem is to determine the kinematic velocities of the platform
which are used to calculate the kinematic vertical accelerations by computing the vertical
derivatives using cubic spline interpolation.

Two methods are used in this study to determine the velocity of the aircraft from GNSS
(see He (2015)). One is based on raw Doppler observations (Cannon et al., 1997; Szarmes
et al., 1997; Borio et al., 2009). This method is theoretically rigorous and dependent on the
accuracy of raw Doppler observations. The kinematic velocity from raw Doppler observations
of higher sampling rates (10 Hz) may provide us more accurate acceleration information
compared to that of lower sampling rates (1 Hz). The other method is also based on Doppler
observations which are in contrast derived from carrier phase measurements (Cannon et al.,
1997; Bruton et al., 1999; Serrano et al., 2004). The accuracy of carrier phase observations is
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higher than of raw Doppler observations. However, the second method needs to incorporate
cycle slip detection and correction. The velocity determination for the aircraft in the second
method is additionally influenced by the movement state of the aircraft. One assumption here
is that the carrier phase variation rate obtained by differencing between epochs represents
the instantaneous variation rate with the time. From this point of view, we should record
measurements of a sampling rate as high as possible. But in reality, the noise of the carrier
phase variation rate will be enlarged as the sampling rate is increased. Therefore, we use both
methods to calculate kinematic velocities with two different sampling rates (1 Hz and 10 Hz)
and investigate which gives the best result.

One problem is that the raw accuracy of various kinematic vertical acceleration estimation
approaches cannot meet the requirements of airborne (several mGal or even better) and
shipborne (sub mGal) gravimetry. Fortunately, the noise of the kinematic vertical accelerations
derived from the kinematic velocities of the aircraft mainly affects the high-frequencies.
Therefore we analyze the different results after applying a low-pass filter.

3.2.3 The FFT Low-pass Filter

Although we expect gravity variations of several tens of mGal up to a maximum of one or
two hundred mGal in the Mediterranean area, the range of the measurements recorded by
the Chekan-AM gravimeter spans over several ten thousand mGal for a typical track of the
GEOHALO mission (see Figure 3.2(a)). The reason are the kinematic vertical accelerations of
the aircraft (which are, of course, inherent in the measurements of the gravimeter), possible
influences of these accelerations onto the gravimeter which could cause additional errors and
other corrections in Eq.3.1. Fortunately, as can be seen in Figure 3.2(b), most of the power is
concentrated in the high frequency part which cannot be generated by the variation of the
“real” gravity field along the track (the blue line in Figure 3.2(b) is calculated from gravity
field model EIGEN-6C4 (Förste et al., 2014)). Therefore, it is obvious that the high frequency
part can easily be filtered out by applying an appropriate low-pass filter (the red line in
Figure 3.2(b) represents the final gravimetry measurements after filtering). For this low-pass
filtering we used the technique of FFT (Cooley and Tukey, 1965). The data to be filtered are
transformed by FFT into the frequency domain and multiplied by a specific transfer function.
Finally they are re-transformed back into the time domain by Inverse FFT. This technique
has been described for airborne gravimetry by Childers et al. (1999). In our processing, a
window with cosine type at both edges (Tukey window) is applied to the measurements before
the FFT low-pass filtering to avoid sudden jumps at the beginning and end of the data sets.
It should be noted that this approach is not suitable for real-time processing but it doesn’t
produce any phase shift compared to the widely used low-pass filtering in airborne gravimetry
like Butterworth filter in the time domain. A further advantage is that the filter which is
characterized by cut-off wavelength, transition range (sharpness or steepness of cut-off) and
the shape of the transfer function can be simply defined directly in the frequency domain as
shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: Unfiltered measurements (a) and their spectral densities (b) (the black line) of
the gravimeter along a typical track of the GEOHALO mission. The blue line in the figure (b)
represents the spectral densities of “real” gravity calculated from gravity field model EIGEN-6C4,
the red line in the figure (b) represents the spectral densities of the final gravimetry measurements
after filtering.

Figure 3.3: Transfer function of the Low-pass filter to be applied in the Frequency Domain.

3.3 Modeling of Gravity Disturbance and of the Quasigeoid

After having processed the GEOHALO airborne gravimetry measurements, geodetic applica-
tions were performed to demonstrate the usefulness of this experiment. Although the global
models like EIGEN-6C4 are already very good and have a spatial resolution of about 10 km
over the region of this mission (see also: Barzaghi et al. (2016)), we wanted to investigate the
situation for a region where the gravity field is based on satellite measurements only. Hence,
we want to know how a satellite-only model can be improved regionally by using only the
airborne measurements and available topography information, and, in particular, how good a
derived regional quasigeoid can be.

To compute a gravimetric quasigeoid, a harmonic function has to be fitted to the gravity
measurements which then can be used to compute the quasigeoid. Strictly, the computation
of a geoid from gravity measurements is only possible globally. Therefore, to reduce the
influence of the gravity field outside the surveyed area a satellite-only model containing the
long-wavelength part of the gravity field is subtracted beforehand (and re-added afterwards).
The result is a regional gravity field model (i.e., also a geoid) with the resolution of the airborne
measurements. To improve this resolution, the available information of the highly resolved
topography can be used additionally.
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3.3 Modeling of Gravity Disturbance and of the Quasigeoid

To model the gravity field regionally or locally, spherical radial basis functions are widely
used and investigated (see, e.g. (Klees et al., 2008; Wittwer , 2009)). Point mass potentials
are the most simple and natural radial basis functions (see e.g. (Barthelmes, 1986a, 1988;
Barthelmes and Dietrich, 1991; Claessens et al., 2001)) and we use this method to fit the
gravity disturbances to model the regional gravity field and, hence, the quasigeoid.

3.3.1 Modeling Method

According to Newton’s law of gravitation (see Newton et al. (1833)), the equation for the
potential generated by one point mass is

ϕ = Gm

l
(3.5)

and the gradient of this potential, i.e. the vector of the gravitational acceleration related to
the potential of a point mass is

grad ϕ = Gm

l2
l⃗

l
(3.6)

where G is the Newtonian gravitational constant, m is the magnitude of the point mass, l

and l⃗ are distance and distance vector between the computation point and the point mass,
respectively. As mentioned before, the long-wavelength part is subtracted prior to the fit of
the point masses. Here two options are applied: (1) subtraction of the normal gravity γwgs84

related to the ellipsoidal normal potential Uwgs84 of the reference system WGS84, and, (2)
subtracting of the gravity gsatmodel related to the potential Wsatmodel of a satellite-only model.
The gravity disturbance in point P is defined as:

δg = g(P ) − γ(P ) (3.7)

where g is the measured gravity related to the potential W , and, γ can be (1) γ = γwgs84, or
(2) γ = gsatmodel. These two types of gravity disturbances have to be approximated by a point
mass model. Hence, we have to model the two different disturbance potentials: T = W −Uwgs84

and T = W − Wsatmodel. If the disturbing potential and its gradient are modeled by N point
masses mi at the positions qi, we get:

T (P ) =
N∑

i=1

Gmi

l(P, qi)

δ⃗g(P ) = grad T (P ) =
N∑

i=1

Gmi

l2(P, qi)
l⃗(P, qi)
l(P, qi)

(3.8)

δg(P ) ≈
N∑

i=1

Gmi

l2(P, qi)

(
γ⃗wgs84
γwgs84

· l⃗(P, qi)
l(P, qi)

)

where l(P, qi) is the distance between the mass point (qi) and the computation point (P ).
The gravity disturbance δg is not the magnitude of the gravity disturbance vector δ⃗g but
the difference of the magnitudes of g and γ (see formula (3.7)) which can be approximated
by projecting the vector δ⃗g onto the direction of the normal gravity γ⃗/γ. In this article, the
point mass method is used with fixed positions for the masses and the masses are the free
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parameters to be fitted. To avoid contributions of the point mass model in areas without
measurements, the masses are distributed only below measurements. Although the resolution
of airborne gravity measurements is about 12 km along the tracks, the distance between the
tracks is about 40 km. Therefore, the masses are distributed below the tracks also with a
40 km spacing to ensure an isotropic spatial resolution. There are different criteria to define
the depth of masses. One is the best-r-formula by Hardy and Göpfert (1975) which delivers
a depth of ca. 23 km for a horizontal distance of 40 km. This means that the depth should
not be less than 23 km. If masses are situated too shallow (e.g. at depths much less than the
horizontal distance), the approximation in areas between the masses would be wrong. If the
depth is too big, the computation of the masses would be unstable. So we found that a depth
of 40 km is a good compromise between the smoothness of the point mass model and a stable
solution.

The point mass method is used in three different schemes. Firstly, the masses are fitted to
the gravity disturbances g − γwgs84 (at flight altitude) to compare the result with a combined
gravity field model of the same resolution to check the method. Secondly, the masses are fitted
to the gravity disturbances g − gsatmodel (at flight altitude) and the result is used to compute
the quasigeoid (height anomaly ζ) by Bruns’ formula ζ = T/γ. Thirdly, the topography effects
are considered additionally during the RCR computation. Residual Terrain Modeling (RTM)
reduction is used to calculate topography effects in this research and will be explained in
detail in the next subsection. Furthermore, besides the comparison with a good global model,
GNSS/Leveling points within the local area are used to check the quality of the quasigeoid.

3.3.2 RTM Reduction

RTM reduction was introduced by Forsberg (1984) based on a smooth mean elevation surface,
which is usually derived by applying a moving-average filter to the existing high-resolution
DTM model (Dahl and Forsberg, 1998; Denker , 2013) or a high-order spherical harmonic
expansion of the topography of the Earth (Hirt, 2013), e.g., RET2012. In order to calculate
RTM effects from the residual topography, the tesseroid approach is chosen in our research.
Compared to the formulas of RTM effects derived by using rectangular prisms, tesseroids offer
a better approximation of the Earth surface as no gaps exist between the neighboring tesseroids,
no coordinate system transformation is needed and the computation time is decreased as
shown by Heck and Seitz (2007). The basic formula for the RTM effect (the gravitational
potential v), derived from a spherical tesseroid of homogeneous mass-density ρ, is

v(r, φ, λ) = Gρ

∫ λ2

λ1

∫ φ2

φ1

∫ r2

r1

r
′2cosφ

′
dr

′
dφ

′
dλ

′

l
(3.9)

where l =
√

r2 + r′2 − 2rr′cosΨ means the distance between the computation point P (r, φ, λ)
and the running integration point Q(r′

, φ
′
, λ

′), cosΨ = sinφsinφ
′ + cosφcosφ

′
cos(λ − λ

′).
The gravitational effect is the derivative of v with respect to r. More details concerning
the formulas for the RTM reduction are given by Heck and Seitz (2007). The advantage of
the RTM reduction is that the influence of the distant topographic masses cancels out due
to the oscillation of the density anomaly between positive and negative values. Thus, the
integration for computing RTM corrections could be done in a limited region only instead of a
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global integration. Moreover, the RTM reduction gives similar results as topographic-isostatic
reduction which smooths the regional gravity field significantly at very short scales, and
introduces no large long-wavelength aliasing errors as shown by Forsberg (1984).

In this article, SRTM_CR (combined and rock-equivalent over the oceans) is used as the
high-resolution digital topographic elevation while RET_MA is the smooth mean elevation
surface derived by applying a moving-average filter to SRTM_CR. In detail, SRTM_CR is
derived in two steps. Firstly, the 3 arc second SRTM V4.1 model is merged with 15 arc second
SRTM15_PLUS model. SRTM15_PLUS is interpolated to 3 arc second before inserting the
SRTM15_PLUS bathymetric depths into the V4.1 release over ocean areas. In the second step,
the Rock-Equivalent Topography (RET) approach is applied to reduce the ocean depths by
factor 0.614 to equivalent rock heights as proposed by (Rummel et al., 1988; Hirt, 2012, 2013).
The use of RET is convenient due to a single constant uniform mass-density of 2670 kg/m−3

for the RTM reduction. Lastly, the relevant topography data (SRTM_CR, RET_MA and
residual SRTM_CR minus RET_MA) are shown in Figure 3.4.

3.4 Numerical Results and Analysis

3.4.1 Gravimetry Results of GEOHALO Mission

The two different kinds of GNSS-derived kinematic velocities with two different sampling rates
are calculated to derive kinematic vertical accelerations: Based on raw Doppler observations at
1 Hz and 10 Hz as well as on Doppler observations derived from carrier phase measurements
at 1 Hz and 10 Hz. We try to find the best result by two criteria. The first criterion is to
compare the airborne gravity results with the Earth gravity field model EIGEN-6C4, because
it is accurate in this area based on good and dense terrestrial gravimetric data. The cut-off
wavelength of the low-pass filter is 200 s. As the velocity of the aircraft is about 120 m/s, the
half-wavelength in a spatial resolution is about 12 km along the tracks, which corresponds to
the resolution of EIGEN-6C4. Another criterion is to check the differences at crossover points.

Firstly, for the track named R11-12 the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations
from different methods and sampling rates are shown. Figure 3.5 displays the four different
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations before filtering: D1 (1 Hz) and D1 (10 Hz) are
the results from raw Doppler observations for 1 Hz and 10 Hz sampling rates, respectively; L1
(1 Hz) and L1 (10 Hz) mean the 1 Hz and 10 Hz results from Doppler observations derived from
carrier phase measurements respectively. In this figure, the high sampling rate accelerations
are larger than the low sampling rate accelerations. There is large noise in the high-frequency
part which can be seen from the spectral densities shown in the Figure 3.6. By comparing the
different spectral results in Figure 3.6, the high-frequency noise is larger for the high sampling
rate results than for the low sampling rate. Therefore, a low-pass filter should necessarily
be applied to check the results. After filtering, as shown in Figure 3.7, the GNSS-derived
kinematic vertical accelerations are mutually similar. The differences between these vertical
accelerations are shown in Figure 3.8: D1 (10 Hz), L1 (1 Hz) and L1 (10 Hz) are close to each
other, but the differences from D1 (1 Hz) are somewhat larger. Figure 3.9 shows the spectral
densities for vertical accelerations after filtering, and the differences among these four different
accelerations are shown in Figure 3.10. The spectral differences are very small among D1
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Figure 3.4: Topography: (a) SRTM_CR surface, (b) RET_MA surface and (c) The residual
surface SRTM_CR minus RET_MA.

(10 Hz), L1 (1 Hz) and L1 (10 Hz), but a little larger to D1 (1 Hz). The differences obtained
using all tracks together are given later on in the frame of the comparisons based on the two
criteria mentioned before, which are used to find the best result.

Table 3.1 shows the statistics of gravity differences between our airborne gravity data
and gravity values derived from EIGEN-6C4. It can be seen that the result obtained using
L1(10 Hz) is closest to EIGEN-6C4, and its RMS is 2.85 mGal. The result based on Doppler
observations derived from GNSS carrier phase measurements is a little more accurate than
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Figure 3.5: Vertical accelerations from different Doppler observations (D1 = raw Doppler data,
L1 = Carrier Phase derived Doppler data) and two sampling rates for Track R11-12 before filtering.
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Figure 3.6: Spectral densities for vertical accelerations from different Doppler observations (D1
= raw Doppler data, L1 = Carrier Phase derived Doppler data) and two sampling rates for Track
R11-12 before filtering.

the result based on GNSS raw Doppler observations. However, the result from D1 (10 Hz)
is very close to L1 (1 Hz) and L1 (10 Hz), which means that the high sampling rate raw
Doppler observations are useful to calculate the velocity and acceleration of the platform.
From the third column of this table, it follows that the mean values of differences from these
four different results are almost the same which means that there may exist a constant bias of
about -0.89 mGal.

Table 3.2 gives the statistics of absolute gravity differences at crossover points. Their
positions are shown in Figure 3.11 (a). The total number of crossover points is 20, but we only
use 17 of them (colored green) because two crossover points (in red) are obviously outliers
which are near ends of the tracks. The third unused crossover point (in black) is also an
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Figure 3.7: Vertical accelerations from different Doppler observations (D1 = raw Doppler data,
L1 = Carrier Phase derived Doppler data) and two sampling rates for Track R11-12 after filtering.
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Figure 3.8: Differences between vertical accelerations from different Doppler observations (D1 =
raw Doppler data, L1 = Carrier Phase derived Doppler data) and two sampling rates for Track
R11-12 after filtering.

Table 3.1: Statistics of gravity differences between airborne gravity results (70760 points) and
gravity values derived from EIGEN-6C4 (unit: mGal).

Min Max Mean RMS

D1(1 Hz) -29.32 23.01 -0.89 4.17
D1(10 Hz) -16.46 16.45 -0.89 2.97
L1(1 Hz) -16.29 16.29 -0.89 2.88
L1(10 Hz) -15.76 15.79 -0.89 2.85

outlier because there is a jump (of about 5 mGal) in one track which obviously comes from
turbulences and could not be reduced by the GNSS-derived kinematic accelerations. It can
be seen from the table that the results from Doppler observations derived from carrier phase
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Figure 3.9: Spectral densities for vertical acceleration from different Doppler observations (D1 =
raw Doppler data, L1 = Carrier Phase derived Doppler data) and two sampling rates for Track
R11-12 after filtering.
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Figure 3.10: Differences between spectral densities for vertical acceleration from different Doppler
observations (D1 = raw Doppler data, L1 = Carrier Phase derived Doppler data) and two sampling
rates for Track R11-12 after filtering.

measurements are better than those from raw Doppler observations. By comparing the 1 Hz
and 10 Hz results of L1, the RMS of L1(1 Hz) is 1.39 mGal which is better than L1(10 Hz) of
1.54 mGal.

By analyzing the results from these two criteria, it seems that the kinematic velocity
determined from Doppler observations derived from carrier phase measurements is more
accurate than that from raw Doppler observations. Furthermore, the sampling rates of 1 Hz
and 10 Hz are both useful and the differences of the final results from these two different
sampling rates are very small. The final accuracy of 1-2 mGal from crossover points is
acceptable. On the other hand, the accuracy of the comparison with EIGEN-6C4 is about
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3. Airborne graviemtry

Table 3.2: Statistics of absolute differences at crossover points (unit: mGal), L1(1 Hz)* is without
the horizontal accelerations correction while others are with this correction.

Min Max Mean RMS

D1(1 Hz) 0.20 4.03 2.08 2.47
D1(10 Hz) 0.20 3.26 1.68 1.87
L1(1 Hz) 0.12 2.52 1.22 1.39
L1(1 Hz)* 0.24 2.42 1.33 1.50
L1(10 Hz) 0.01 3.34 1.22 1.54
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Figure 3.11: (a) Tracks and crossover points: two red crossover points and one black crossover
point are outliers and (b) Repeat tracks: H03-02 and R11-12 with average altitude of 10490.4 m
(yellow) and 3577.8 m (red) respectively.

3 mGal, which means that airborne gravimetry can improve the current model at locations
with lack of good quality gravimetry data, such as Antarctica.

Since it was a test campaign, a “repeat track” was flown two times over almost the same
ground track but at two different altitudes. The positions of the overlaid two tracks are shown
in Figure 3.11 (b). Track R11-12 (red) had an average height of 3577.8 m, and H03-02 (yellow)
was flown at an average height of 10490.4 m. Another difference between these two tracks is the
speed of the aircraft. The mean speed of the aircraft at the lower track was about 425 km/h
but ca. 720 km/h at the higher one. The gravity disturbances along these two tracks and the
differences between the airborne gravimetry results and EIGEN-6C4 are studied to compare
these two tracks, see Figure 3.12. It can be seen that the gravity disturbance differences of
these two tracks look reasonable: The gravity disturbances of track H03-02 (with higher speed
and altitude) are smoother than those of track R11-12 (with lower speed and fly height). The
oscillations of the gravity disturbances at 10000 m are smaller and smoother due to a strong
damping of the shorter wavelengths of the gravity field with increasing altitude (see Figure
3.12). The RMS of the differences between the gravity disturbances based on the Chekan-AM
measurements and those derived from EIGEN-6C4 for these two tracks are 3.24 mGal and
3.08 mGal, respectively. According to potential theory it’s not strictly possible to upward (or
downward) continue gravity measurements along an individual track without knowing the real
3-dimensional gravity field. Nevertheless, we do it approximately to compare these two tracks.
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A low-pass filter with a longer cut-off wavelength (340 s) is applied to the low track R11-12
which gives approximately the same spatial resolution (≈ 20 km) as the high track H03-02
(which was flown with higher speed). Then, the low track R11-12 is upward continued using
the difference of the gravity field model EIGEN-6C4 at the two altitudes. The RMS of gravity
differences between these two tracks after upward continuation is 4.40 mGal. The applied
upward continuation contains some approximations, for example, the “real” gravity gradient
comes from the gravity model and the spatial resolutions of these two tracks are not exactly
the same due to the different aircraft velocities and different low-pass filter parameters.
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Figure 3.12: Gravity disturbances at flight altitude of the repeat tracks (H03-02 and R11-12)
compared with those derived from EIGEN-6C4.

Figure 3.13 (a) shows gravity disturbances along all tracks. They range from -80 to
200 mGal. From this figure, it is obvious that the gravity disturbances are large over the
Italian part of the European continent and small over the Mediterranean sea. Further, Figure
3.13 (b) shows gravity differences between the Chekan-AM measurements and EIGEN-6C4.
Again, it can be seen that the differences are mainly large over the continent and small over the
sea. As already mentioned, airborne gravity measurements are expected to be more accurate
than the gravity field model EIGEN-6C4, especially over land. The Italian ground gravity
coverage is quite poor in the Alpine region and some areas of the Apennines. In addition,
the comparison between preliminary GEOHALO gravimetry measurements (which are low
accurate with low resolution) and Italian ground-based data has shown that there exist some
biased ground data in the Northern area of the Adriatic Sea (Barzaghi et al., 2016). Therefore,
the latest processed airborne gravimetry measurements of GEOHALO mission in this article
are expected to further assess the quality and homogeneity of the Italian ground based data.

3.4.2 Gravimetric Geoid

To investigate how well a geoid (quasigeoid) can be derived on the basis of the gravity
measurements of the GEOHALO mission, a point mass model is fitted to the measurements.
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Figure 3.13: (a) Measured gravity minus the normal gravity of WGS84 and (b) Gravity differences
between Chekan-AM’s measurements and that from EIGEN-6C4 (d/o 2190).

The corresponding spatial resolution of 40 km corresponds to maximum degree and order of ca.
500 of a global model in terms of spherical harmonics which means that airborne gravimetry
onboard the HALO aircraft has the potential to improve a satellite-only gravity field model of
such max. degree and order. The plots on Figure 3.14 show a comparison between the gravity
disturbances modeled from our airborne measurements and derived from the combined global
model EIGEN-6C4 truncated at degree 500. The areas with larger differences (Figure 3.14
(c)) lie mainly at the borders and in areas without GEOHALO measurements, i.e. without
point masses (see Figure 3.14 (b)), and can thus be explained. The reasons for the remaining
differences could be, obviously, errors in (at least) one of the models. A further aspect is
that we compare two models with different mathematical basis functions. This means, the
truncated spherical harmonic model does not contain wavelengths shorter than those related
to degree 500, whereas, although the spherical harmonic spectrum of the point mass model
decays rapidly after degree 500 due to the depth of 40 km, nevertheless, shorter wavelengths
are still in the model.

Furthermore, the local quasigeoid is calculated without and with RTM reduction. Figure
3.15 (a) shows the residual gravity values after removing merely the reference gravity model
DIR_R5 while Figure 3.15 (c) shows the final residual gravity values from which additionally
the RTM reduction (see 3.15 (b)) is removed. By comparing these two figures, it is completely
obvious that the residual gravity values become smooth after removing the RTM reduction.
The relative statistics are shown in Table 3.3: the RMS of RTM reduction is 11.70 mGal; the
RMS of gravity residuals from DIR_R5 is already smaller than that of gravity disturbances
from γwgs84; and the RMS of the final gravity residuals with RTM reduction drops even to
15.72 mGal. The quasigeoid models within the local area are as follow: Figure 3.16 (a) shows
the local quasigeoid of EIGEN-6C4 (d/o 500) while Figure 3.16 (b) shows the local quasigeoid
of the point mass model which is combined with RCR technique and RTM reduction. The
differences are mainly in the north-west area, where there is lack of airborne gravity data, and
at locations near the border of the research region. In other regions, our point mass model
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Figure 3.14: (a) Gravity disturbances on the ellipsoid of the model EIGEN-6C4 up to Nmax=500,
which is the resolution expected due to the 40 km track distance, (b) Gravity disturbances on the
ellipsoid of the point mass model (183 masses) computed alone from the airborne gravity values
at flight altitude and (c) Gravity differences between these two models (the point mass model
(183 masses) minus EIGEN-6C4 (d/o 500)) on the ellipsoid.

may result in a more detailed gravity field information due to the measurements of the mission
and the topography effect which is shown in Figure 3.16 (c).

Finally, GNSS/Leveling points within the local region are used to investigate the quality of
the local quasigeoid. These GNSS/Leveling points are from the EUVN_DA project (Kenyeres
et al., 2010). There are totally 42 GNSS/Leveling points over Italy. But 8 of them are
outside the research region or at data gap areas. The distances of these points to GEOHALO
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Figure 3.15: (a) Measured gravity minus the satellite-only model DIR_R5, (b) Gravity values
calculated from RTM reduction and (c) Measured gravity minus the satellite-only model and RTM
reduction.

Table 3.3: Statistics of gRT M (RTM reduction), g − γwgs84 (gravity disturbances from γwgs84),
g − gDIR_R5 (gravity residuals from DIR_R5) and g − gDIR_R5 − gRT M (final gravity residuals)
at the flight height (unit: mGal).

Min Max Mean RMS

gRT M -31.42 66.12 0.03 11.70
g − γwgs84 -84.47 119.44 27.24 57.33
g − gDIR_R5 -100.49 96.79 -0.15 22.39
g − gDIR_R5 − gRT M -81.92 57.74 -0.18 15.72

measurements are larger than 40 km and they are marked by triangles in Figure 3.16(d). There
are other 8 GGNSS/Leveling points which are closer to the measurement tracks than 40 km.
These latter are marked as dots in that figure. All other GNSS/Leveling points are given by
stars. Figure 3.16(d) shows the differences between the height anomalies of the GNSS/Leveling
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Figure 3.16: (a) Quasigeoid derived from the model EIGEN-6C4 up to Nmax=500, (b) Quasigeoid
derived from the point mass model (183 masses) which is combined with the RCR technology and
RTM reduction, (c) Quasigeoid differences and (d) Difference between GNSS/Leveling points and
the Quasigeoid derived from the point mass model.

points and that from our model. The obtained values are obviously larger for the triangle
points than for those indicated by dots. That means, estimation of a reliable quasigeoid
with a dedicated spatial resolution in a not so well surveyed area requires line spacing to the
measurements less than the quasigeoid resolution in question (here 40 km). Otherwise the
quasigeoid there is less accurate. Hence, in the following we analyse statistically the quality
of the obtained quasigeoid twice: 1) by using all GNSS/Leveling points except those marked
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by the triangles (i.e. 34 points) and 2) by using the remaining 26 points after removing the
8 points indicated by dots. Our respective statistics are shown in Table 3.4. There, RMS
simply means root mean square of the differences between the height anomalies from the
GNSS/Leveling points and those from the model to be compared. In contrast, STD is standard
deviation between the GNSS/Leveling height anomalies and the model after subtraction of the
difference mean. From the 34 GNSS/Leveling points we obtain the following results: First
of all, the RMS of the differences between the height anomalies from the GNSS/Leveling
points and that from the satellite-only model DIR_R5 is reduced by 1.6 cm when applying
the RTM reduction due to the high-frequency gravity information represented by the RTM
reduction (DIR_R5 minus DIR_R5+RTM). Furthermore, the inclusion of the GEOHALO
measurements by means of the PMM gives an improvement by 11 cm (DIR_R5+RTM minus
DIR_R5+PMM+RTM). Consequently, RTM reduction and airborne gravimetry onboard
HALO are suitable to improve satellite-only gravity field models. Furthermore, the RMS of
the differences between the height anomalies from the GNSS/Leveling points and those from
the point mass model results (0.551 m and 0.562 m, respectively) is significantly smaller than
that from EIGEN-6C4 (d/o 500). On the other hand, the relative STD after reduction of the
mean is 0.356 m and 0.313 m, which is larger than 0.201 m as obtained from EIGEN-6C4
(d/o 500). That means, there exists a small bias between EIGEN-6C4 (d/o 500) and our
modeling with respect to the mean values of the differences from GNSS/Leveling. The reason
may be a non-symmetric slope from north to south in our measurement region. This has
been already reported by (Kenyeres et al., 2010) in a comparison between EGG08 and the
same GNSS/Leveling points which we used in our study. Figure 3.16(d) shows that there
are more GNSS/Leveling points of larger differences to the quasigeoid in the northern part
of the GEOHALO area compared to the south. In the northern part the height differences
between GNSS/Leveling points and our quasigeoid are relatively large. This may be one of
the reasons that the STD of the differences between height anomalies from GNSS/Leveling
points and those from final modeling results is larger than that derived from EIGEN-6C4
(d/o 500). Therefore we have also checked the GNSS/Leveling differences by using only the
26 points (stars) after discarding those 8 points indicated by dots. From the latter results,
the RMS of our final model is 0.414 m, which is smaller than 0.573 m for EIGEN-6C4 (d/o
500) and both STD are similar (0.225 m and 0.200 m, respectively). Comparing the results
using either 34 or 26 GNSS/Leveling points, it shows that the statistics for EIGEN-6C4 (d/o
500), DIR_R5 and DIR_R5 with RTM reduction are almost the same, but our quasigeoid
results are better when using 26 GNSS/Leveling points. Hence, it can be concluded that data
gaps in measurements and the border effect have negative influences on quasigeoid modeling.
Apart from that, such measurements from GEOHALO can not only fill in gaps of satellite
gravimetry, but can also improve the local quasigeoid where only satellite gravimetry data
exist. In addition, the quality of a local quasigeoid can be improved by RTM reduction.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusions

The airborne gravimetry of the GEOHALO project is investigated from the basic processing
of the gravimetry measurements to final geodetic applications. There are three crucial findings
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Table 3.4: Comparison of GNSS/Leveling with different gravity field models (34/26 points close
to the GEOHALO measurement tracks within the surveyed area) (unit: m). The 34 points are
those marked by dots (8 points) and stars (26 points) in Figure 3.16(d).

Min Max Mean RMS STD

EIGEN-6C4(d/o 500) (34) -0.934 -0.013 -0.579 0.612 0.201
EIGEN-6C4(d/o 500) (26) -0.934 -0.013 -0.539 0.573 0.200
DIR_R5 (34) -1.400 0.702 -0.500 0.688 0.480
DIR_R5 (26) -1.400 0.628 -0.518 0.651 0.402
DIR_R5+RTM (34) -1.330 0.478 -0.545 0.672 0.398
DIR_R5+RTM (26) -1.330 0.271 -0.568 0.649 0.321
DIR_R5+PMM (34) -1.467 0.358 -0.435 0.551 0.356
DIR_R5+PMM (26) -0.670 0.358 -0.301 0.404 0.276
DIR_R5+PMM+RTM (34) -1.357 0.082 -0.470 0.562 0.313
DIR_R5+PMM+RTM (26) -0.625 0.082 -0.350 0.414 0.225

related to the processing of the gravimetry measurements: Firstly, the vertical kinematic
accelerations of the jet aircraft calculated from Doppler observations derived from carrier
phase measurements are generally better than those from raw Doppler observations. Secondly,
the gravimetry equipment Chekan-AM worked well on the jet aircraft on a high altitude and
at high speed according to the two repeat tracks. This helps us to design future airborne
gravity campaigns. Lastly, the RMS of differences at crossover points is 1.4 mGal. This implies
(according to the law of error propagation) that the accuracy for our GEOHALO airborne
gravimetry is of 1.4/

√
2 ≈ 1 mGal along the tracks. This is more accurate than the gravity field

model EIGEN-6C4 (d/o 2190) as the RMS of differences between the GEOHALO gravimetry
measurements and gravity values derived from this model is 2.88 mGal (L1(1 Hz)). Regarding
geodetic applications, gravity disturbances on the ellipsoid of the point mass model show good
agreement with EIGEN-6C4 (d/o 500) at locations of existing measurements. That means, the
Chekan-AM instrumentation on-board of the HALO jet aircraft can help to improve current
satellite-only gravity field models, especially in regions with sparse terrestrial data coverage.
Furthermore, according to GNSS/Leveling comparison, the local quasigeoid calculated from
the GEOHALO measurements is more accurate than the one derived from the satellite-only
gravity field model DIR_R5 and reaches the accuracy of EIGEN-6C4 (up to d/o 500) when
the topography effect is taken into account. Concluding, the GEOHALO mission was a very
successful airborne gravity campaign, which was also an experiment for preparing future
campaigns for instance in Antarctica.
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4
Shipborne gravimetry in the Baltic

Sea: data processing strategies, crucial
findings and preliminary geoid

determination tests

4.1 Introduction

Since 2013, GFZ has performed five shipborne gravimetry missions over the Baltic Sea. Four
particular campaigns were carried out in cooperation with the BKG and the BSH with the aim
to measure gravity values on the Baltic Sea in order to improve the local geoid. The BKG is
responsible for the national German quasigeoid model, whereas the BSH provided the survey
vessels. A part of the activities is linked to the ongoing project “FAMOS”, led by the Swedish
Maritime Administration and co-financed by the European Union. The main purpose of the
FAMOS project is hydrographic surveying of the Baltic Sea to support sustainable and safe
shipping. It contributes to Blue Growth which is the long term strategy to support sustainable
growth in the marine and maritime sectors as a whole in this region. One of the activities
in this project is shipborne gravimetry to obtain high-quality gravity measurements to verify
and check the quality of the existing gravity data, as well as to fill data gaps in this region.
Finally, a high-quality geoid model will be developed based on existing and new gravity data
which will be used as a future-proof geodetic chart datum in the entire Baltic Sea.

The platforms used for shipborne gravimetry in the Baltic Sea are the research vessels
AIRISTO (in 2015), CAPELLA (in 2013), DENEB (in 2015 and 2016) and JACOB HÄGG
(in 2016). An example of these research vessels is shown in Figure 4.1 (a). The gravimetry
equipment Chekan-AM is a mobile air-marine gravimetric system which is developed by CSRI
Elektropribor (Blazhnov, 2002) (Figure 4.1 (b)). This kind of integrated mobile gravimetric
system has already been used on various platforms in many different projects and there are
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many operational experiences gained by different teams (e.g., Zheleznyak, 2010; Krasnov et al.,
2011, 2014; Zheleznyak et al., 2015; Petrovic et al., 2016).

Figure 4.1: (a) An example of research vessels: DENEB. (b) The mobile air-sea gravimeter:
Chekan-AM.

In principle, the raw measurements from a mobile gravimeter (Chekan-AM or other
gravimeters) contain not only gravity signals, but also all other kinematic vertical accelerations
including high-frequency accelerations which can be treated as disturbing noise. According to
recent studies (e.g., Blazhnov, 2002; Krasnov et al., 2011; Sokolov, 2011; Krasnov and Sokolov,
2015) and the operation manual of the gravimeter Chekan-AM, shipborne gravimetry does not
need to consider these external vertical accelerations (e.g., GNSS-derived kinematic vertical
accelerations). They argued that the basic period of these disturbing accelerations is within
6-10 s and can be effectively suppressed by a smoothing filter. Therefore, shipborne gravimetry
measurements are usually not corrected for these disturbances. However, the Chekan-AM
measurements were exposed also to disturbing accelerations with longer periods in the same
range as the expected gravity signal in some harbors of the Baltic Sea. For geoid improvement,
the absolute reference of the gravity is of particular interest (in contrast to, e.g., exploration
geophysics, where relative accuracy, or precision, is sufficient). Therefore, a constant drift
behavior of the gravimeter and also the reference readings in the harbor are important for this
application. In this context, the disturbing accelerations with longer periods (seiches) in the
harbor are interesting, because they might affect the harbor tie. For example, the Chekan-AM
measurements in the harbor Trelleborg still contain oscillation signals (several mGal) after
passing a low-pass filter with a cut-off wavelength of 200 s. One simple solution is to apply
a stronger smoothing filter to filter these oscillation signals out. However, considering the
existence of disturbing accelerations with longer periods (e.g., seiches) in the open sea, this
reduces the spatial resolution of the measurements. Fortunately, we find that these oscillation
signals (seiches) in the harbors can also be eliminated by subtracting the GNSS-derived
kinematic vertical accelerations from Chekan-AM measurements which is presented in this
article.

The Chekan-AM measurements could also contain disturbing accelerations of longer periods
(longer than the basic period of 6-10 s) which cannot be ignored in the open sea. However,
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations of longer wavelengths are, since derived from
measurements, not error-free either. Hence, their contribution to an improvement depends on
signal-to-noise ratio. In such cases, we analyze the spectrum of Chekan-AM measurements and
that of GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations to find a suitable range of the cut-off
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wavelength of the low-pass filter to suppress these disturbing acceleration signals. Additionally,
the statistics of gravity differences at the crossover points of measured tracks help us to
determine the most suitable parameters for the low-pass filter.

From our investigations, we also find that the measurements from Chekan-AM contain
sudden changes of several mGal when the research vessel moves across sea channels in shallow
water. The depth of such channels is typically about 11 m, which is 5 m deeper than the
normal sea floor according to the bathymetry measurements. It can be shown that these
sudden changes in the gravity measurements are not caused by the gravitational attraction
of the density contrast, but by the vertical movement of the moving platform due to the
squat effect. The squat is the vertical downward movement of a vessel in case of increasing
speed or/and decreasing water depth beneath the vessel. The physical reason is the increasing
relative speed of the water between ground and vessel and the resulting Bernoulli effect (e.g.,
Bernoulli, 1968; Hàrting et al., 2004; Varyani, 2006; Jachowski, 2008). One simple method
to deal with this problem is to remove these parts of measurements while another method
is to apply a stronger smoothing filter which reduces the spatial resolution of the gravity
measurements. According to our research, the change of several mGal will be smoother or
even eliminated after subtracting the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations.

In this article, we focus on the data processing strategy of shipborne gravimetry to get
high-accuracy and high-resolution gravimetry measurements in the Baltic Sea. Especially the
use of GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations is investigated to improve the quality of
the gravity data. In Sect. 4.2, the basic data processing strategy is presented briefly. In Sect.
4.3, numerical results of the crucial findings, the key question to find suitable parameters for
the FFT low-pass filter and preliminary tests in geoid determination are given. In Sect. 4.4,
our current findings of shipborne gravimetry in the Baltic Sea are summarized.

4.2 Data Processing Strategy of Shipborne Gravimetry

4.2.1 Processing of gravimeter recordings

The gravity sensor of Chekan-AM is designed as a double quartz elastic system (two quartz
torsion fibers) to measure accelerations along the direction of the sensitive axis. The system
is placed in a viscous liquid to damp high-frequency accelerations (vibrations). To keep the
sensitive axis of this sensor in the vertical direction, it is mounted on a GNSS-supported
gyro stabilized platform (Sokolov, 2011). The equation to calculate the gravity value from
Chekan-AM raw measurements is:

g = gChekan − aGNSS + δgEtvs − δgHAC − δgdrift + δglink (4.1)

where gChekan is the raw gravity measurement from the Chekan-AM gravimeter, aGNSS is the
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical acceleration of the moving platform. Here, the minus sign
between gChekan and aGNSS means that the vertical (up) acceleration from GNSS has the same
definition as gravity (positive in the downward direction). δgEtvs is the Eötvös correction (e.g.,
Harlan, 1968; Jekeli, 2001), δgHAC is the horizontal acceleration correction as the vertical
acceleration is also influenced by horizontal components, δgdrift is the instrumental drift
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correction, δglink is the difference between the reference gravity value and the measurement of
Chekan-AM at the base station. A more detailed processing scheme of shipborne gravimetry
with the gravimeter Chekan-AM can be found in the operation manual of Chekan-AM and
has been also presented by Krasnov et al. (2011) and Krasnov and Sokolov (2015). They
also mentioned that it is not necessary to take into account the external vertical acceleration
for shipborne gravimetry. However, we use external vertical accelerations (GNSS-derived
kinematic vertical accelerations) to find the suitable parameters of the low-pass filter and
investigate the special cases during shipborne gravimetry missions in the Baltic Sea.

4.2.2 Determination of the GNSS Kinematic Trajectories and Accelera-
tions

The GNSS kinematic trajectories are computed based on Differential GPS (DGPS) method
(He, 2015; Li et al., 2018). Here, carrier phase observations are used in DGPS method. It has
been already proved that an accuracy of 1-2 cm in the horizontal and 1-5 cm in the vertical
directions can be obtained with DGPS by applying multi-GNSS systems (GPS and GLONASS).
Additionally, by using the a priori distance constraints and a common atmospheric delay
parameter estimation strategy on multiple kinematic stations, the accuracies of the estimated
kinematic state parameters can be further improved, especially in the vertical direction (the
improvement of several mm) (He et al., 2016). Furthermore, we also checked the sea surface
height (calculated from GNSS) differences at crossover points. For example, the RMS of height
differences at the crossover points (50 points) is 8.8 cm (with the largest difference of 13.4 cm)
from the shipborne gravimetry mission “Deneb 2016”. The corresponding accuracy (standard
deviation of a single measurement) in the vertical direction is about 8.8/

√
2 ≈ 6.2 cm according

to the law of error propagation. Since the vertical gravity gradient is about 0.3086 mGal/m
and the required accuracy of shipborne gravimetry is sub-mGal, the GNSS based kinematic
positioning is sufficient for determination of the trajectory of the research vessel.

For the determination of the kinematic vertical accelerations, we use derivatives of the
kinematic velocities with respect to time in the vertical direction. The kinematic velocity of the
research vessel is calculated based on the L1 carrier phase observations due to the lower noise.
The GNSS based Double Differencing (DD) observation equation for velocity determination is
as follows (Cannon et al., 1997; Bruton et al., 1999; He, 2015):

−ep,q
k Vk = ∇∆φ̇p,q

k,r − ep
k,rV p + eq

k,rV q + ∇∆u̇p,q
k,r (4.2)

where p, q are common satellites observed by a kinematic station k and a reference station r;
e is the unit vector of the satellite and receiver at the direction cosine; V is the velocity vector;
∇∆ means the DD operator; a dot represents the first derivative with respect to time; φ̇p,q

k,r

denotes the double differenced carrier phase derived Doppler measurements; u̇p,q
k,r denotes the

modeling error and measurement error rates for carrier phase observations.
In DD processing, most error sources such as ionosphere, troposphere, tide and multipath

effects can be significantly eliminated, so only the satellite orbit error remains to be taken into
account. According to the IGS reports, Ultra-Rapid orbits can even achieve an accuracy of
about 5 cm, which is sufficient for obtaining velocity estimates at the mm/s level (Serrano
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et al., 2004). Thus the IGS Final orbits, also the Rapid and Ultra-Rapid products can be used.
Eq. 4.2 can be directly solved by the classical least-squares adjustment when more than four
GNSS satellites are observed. This method had already been successfully used in airborne
gravimetry for the determination of the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations (Lu
et al., 2017).

4.2.3 The Low-Pass Filter

The gravity variations in the Baltic Sea are expected to be several tens of mGal. However,
the range of the raw shipborne gravimetry measurements extends to several tens of Gal
for a typical track (see Figure 4.2 (a)) because of the other kinematic vertical accelerations
(treated as noise). Fortunately, these disturbing signals in Chekan-AM raw measurements
are mainly concentrated in the high-frequencies, as shown in Figure 4.2 (b), and they can be
removed by applying an appropriate low-pass filter. Apart from that, GNSS-derived kinematic
vertical accelerations used to detect the ship’s vertical movements are not accurate enough
in high-frequency parts to be considered to correct the gravimetry measurements. Therefore,
a low-pass filter needs to be applied to both Chekan-AM measurements and GNSS-derived
kinematic vertical accelerations to filter out the noisy components. In our study, a FFT filter
is used as a low-pass filter which was effectively applied in airborne gravimetry (Childers et al.,
1999; Lu et al., 2017). The main advantage is that the FFT filter, which is characterized by
the cut-off wavelength, the transition region (sharpness or steepness of cut-off) and the shape
of the transfer function (we use a cosine type in our study), can be simply defined directly in
the frequency domain, as shown in Figure 4.3. The main parameter of the FFT low-pass filter
is the cut-off wavelength as it corresponds to the resolution of the final gravimetry results.
The other one is the length of the transition zone which is related to the oscillations of the unit
impulse response of the low-pass filter (Akaike, 1968; Rabiner and Gold, 1975). The length of
the transition zone should not be designed too short. In other words, the oscillations of the
unit impulse response should be designed not very large. A practical method to choose the
cut-off wavelength and the length of the transition zone is given in Sect. 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Unfiltered Chekan-AM measurements and (b) the respective power spectral
densities along a typical track of shipborne gravimetry.
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Figure 4.3: Transfer function of the low-pass filter in the frequency domain.

4.3 Analysis and Numerical Results

Five shipborne gravimetry campaigns have been carried out in the Baltic Sea by GFZ since
2013. The RMS of the gravity differences at crossover points is 0.76 mGal (380 crossover
points). The corresponding accuracy (standard deviation of a single measurement) of these
campaigns is about 0.76/

√
2 ≈ 0.5 mGal according to the law of error propagation. For the

crossover point analysis, we did not apply error adjustment (e.g., shifts or linear equations)
to the measurements according to the information of gravity differences at crossover points
as many researchers did before (e.g., Wessel and Watts, 1988; Lequentrec-Lalancette, 1992;
Denker and Roland, 2005; Hunegnaw et al., 2009; Lequentrec-Lalancette et al., 2016). The
reason is that there is no inconsistencies in our shipborne gravimetry data due to sufficient
and consistent link informations. Moreover, the accuracy of shipborne gravimetry has been
improved due to the development of GNSS technologies as mentioned in Sect. 4.2.2. On the
other side, the accuracy of our shipborne gravimetry has already reached the level of sub-mGal
which is much better than previous global or regional shipborne gravimetry data sets with
accuracy of several or even tens of mGal. It is worth noting that the differences at crossover
points would generally become smaller after some error adjustments, it does ensure that the
real accuracy of shipborne gravity can be improved at all times.

Although the accuracy of shipborne gravimetry is at the sub-mGal level, there are still
some special cases existing in the measurements which generally cannot be shown by the
measurement differences at crossover points. Here, we use GNSS-derived kinematic vertical
accelerations (1 Hz) to analyze these phenomena (seiches, squat effect) and improve the
shipborne gravimetry final products. Additionally, the crucial problem of shipborne gravimetry
to find a suitable cut-off wavelength (with a suitable length of the transition zone) for the
FFT low-pass filter is investigated by analyzing GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations
and statistics of the measurement differences at crossover points in this section. Finally, some
preliminary tests in verifying the previous gravity data and improving the current geoid models
are presented there.

4.3.1 The Influence of Seiches on Shipborne Gravimetry

One special case in shipborne gravimetry occurs in some harbors, e.g., Trelleborg, due to the
influence of seiches. Based on our analyses, we find that there are still some oscillation signals
in the Chekan-AM measurements (about 3 mGal) even after applying a low-pass filter with
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a cut-off wavelength of 400 s. In order to eliminate the residual oscillation signals, first we
investigate the measurements in the frequency domain. The power spectral density (PSD)
of the Chekan-AM measurements before filtering is shown in Figure 4.4 (a). We only focus
on the long-wavelength signals which are indicated by the black box. The reason is that the
cut-off wavelength of the low-pass filter is generally longer than 100 s to remove the noise in
the high frequency part. From the figure 4.4 (b), it is seen that there are two main peaks
around the wavelengths 230 s and 380 s.

Figure 4.4: (a) PSD of Chekan-AM measurements before filtering. (b) We are interested in the
region indicated by the black box as the cut-off wavelength of the low-pass filter is regularly longer
than 100 s. (c) Time-wavelength representation of normalized power (from 0 to 100) from CWT
analysis shows two main wavelength components (around 230 s and 380 s). The gravity values
are scaled to the interval [-1,1] by dividing by the maximum value after removing the mean value
which are also presented in the figure. The white line is one of the analyzing wavelet functions
(the Morlet-Wavelet with the wavelength of 300 s) used in this study.

In order to investigate the power strength at different wavelengths over time, we use the
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) analysis to study the Chekan-AM measurements in
the harbor Trelleborg. Here, we use the sine-like Morlet wavelet as the mother wavelet which
allows 1/s (s means second) to be interpreted as frequency (e.g., Grossmann and Morlet, 1984;
Prokoph and Barthelmes, 1996). The result of the CWT analysis is shown in Figure 4.4 (c).
Some wavelength components around 230 s mainly occur at the beginning (around 8000 s)
and with less power at other times while some other wavelength components around 380 s
seem to exist with average power during the whole time. The mechanism of these oscillation
signals is that the research vessel was inside a port basin with a rather narrow entry to the
harbor (see the bottom-right corner of Figure 4.5) and the movements of big ferries in the
same area may cause natural oscillations in the port basin, which decay only slowly. These
kinds of waves are named seiches (e.g., Darwin, 1898; Okihiro et al., 1993; Pinkster , 2009).

In these particular cases where the measurements are affected by the seiches, we use
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations to test if they can detect these signals since
the research vessel is anchored in the harbor and does not move horizontally. Here, the
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Figure 4.5: Three tracks P20-TRE, P20-P22 and P24-P25 near the harbor Trelleborg. The small
figure in the bottom-right corner presents the structure of the harbor Trelleborg from Google Maps.

respective measurements in the harbor Trelleborg and their PSDs are presented in Figure
4.6, where Figure 6 (a), 6 (b) and 6 (c) show PSD of Chekan-AM measurements, PSD of
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations and PSD of Chekan-AM measurements minus
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations, respectively. The black, blue and brown lines
in Figure 4.6 (d) represent the relevant measurements in the time domain of Figure 4.6 (a),
(b) and (c). Here, the reason of oscillation signals existing in the Chekan-AM measurements
after low-pass filtering with cut-off wavelength 400 s is that there is a transition zone in the
FFT low-pass filter. Moreover, some oscillation signals with the wavelength around 400 s
(in the transition zone) still exist in the gravimetry measurements, although they have been
suppressed. Fortunately, we find that both the gravimeter Chekan-AM and GNSS can detect
these signals which are obviously due to the vertical accelerations of the research vessel. Here,
the correlation coefficient between the Chekan-AM measurements (the black line in Figure
4.6 (d)) and GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations (the blue line in Figure 4.6 (d))
is -0.96. The values of the Chekan-AM measurements after subtracting the GNSS-derived
kinematic vertical accelerations are smaller than 1 mGal as seen from the brown line. It is
also obvious from Figure 4.6 (a), (b) and (c) that the PSD peaks are very consistent between
Chekan-AM measurements and GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations. The PSD
peaks are located mainly near 400 s. After subtracting the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical
accelerations from the Chekan-AM measurements, the PSD of the remaining components are
much smaller compared to that of Chekan-AM measurements. In summary, GNSS-derived
kinematic vertical accelerations can detect the vertical accelerations of long-wavelengths due
to the vertical movement of the research vessel in harbors. They can further help to separate
the long-wavelength vertical acceleration signals of the research vessel from the gravity signals
measured by Chekan-AM.
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Figure 4.6: Different observations in the harbor Trelleborg after low-pass filtering with cut-off
wavelength 400 s: (a) PSD of Chekan-AM measurements, (b) PSD of GNSS-derived kinematic
vertical accelerations, (c) PSD of Chekan-AM measurements minus GNSS-derived kinematic vertical
accelerations and (d) the respective measurements. The reason of oscillation signals existing in the
Chekan-AM measurements after low-pass filtering (with cut-off wavelength 400 s) is due to the
transition zone in FFT low-pass filter. It causes some oscillation signals with wavelengths in the
transition zone leak into the measurements after filtering, although they have been suppressed.

4.3.2 Determination of Suitable Parameters for the FFT Low-Pass Filter

After investigating the influences of seiches on shipborne gravimetry in the harbor of Trelleborg,
we analyze Chekan-AM measurements and GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations
for the similar long wavelength signals in the open sea. Three example tracks P20-TRE,
P20-P22 and P24-P25 near the harbor Trelleborg (see Figure 4.5) are examined to check if
the movements of big ferries in the sea channels have influences to the shipborne gravimetry.
We choose three particular tracks to investigate, because P20-TRE is a short track (around
2.2 km) close to the harbor, P20-P22 is a track mainly in the direction of north to south (along
the direction of a sea channel) and P24-P25 is a track in the direction of east to west (across
sea channels). The cut-off wavelength of the FFT low-pass filter used here is 100 s which is
shorter than the usual cut-off wavelength (200 s, 400 s or even longer) to help to find out the
suitable cut-off wavelength for the FFT low-pass filter.

Figure 4.7 (a1, b1, c1 and d1) shows the results for the track P20-TRE. From the spectrum
results, both the gravimeter Chekan-AM and GNSS seem to detect a signal around the
wavelength of 100 s. It is for sure that the disturbing accelerations have periods considerably
longer than 6-10 s in the open Baltic Sea. Here, the correlation coefficient between the Chekan-
AM measurements and GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations is 0.76. One reason
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for the weaker correlation compared to that in the harbor Trelleborg is that the Chekan-AM
measurements contain also the gravity signals in the track P20-TRE, although it is a very
short track. Investigations on the time series of the measurements show that the Chekan-AM
results become smoother after subtracting the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical acceleration.
Here, we use a strategy to test if the smoother measurements are still noisy: When we choose
the interval of the smoother measurements to be 25 s and 50 s, the RMS of the corresponding
differential series is 1.3 mGal and 1.5 mGal, respectively. As the cut-off wavelength of the
FFT low-pass filter used here is 100 s, we think that the RMS of the corresponding differential
series should be very small if the smoother measurements contain only gravity signals (at an
accuracy level of sub-mGal). This is another reason for the weaker correlation compared to
that in the harbor Trelleborg. Therefore, we think this short track is still noisy which means
that we need to apply a low-pass filter with a longer cut-off wavelength. In other words, the
suitable cut-off wavelengths of the low-pass filter should be longer than 100 s.

Figure 4.7: Results of Track P20-TRE (a1, b1, c1 and d1), Track P20-P22 (a2, b2, c2 and d2)
and P24-P25 (a3, b3, c3 and d3): (a1,2,3) PSD of Chekan-AM measurements, (b1,2,3) PSD of
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations, (c1,2,3) PSD of Chekan-AM measurements minus
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations and (d1,2,3) the respective measurements. The
remaining signals of Chekan-AM minus GNSS are still noisy after low-pass filtering with cut-off
wavelength 100 s.

Figure 4.7 (a2, b2, c2 and d2) and Figure 4.7 (a3, b3, c3 and d3) present the results of
the tracks P20-P22 and P24-25, respectively. They show similar results: The GNSS-derived
kinematic vertical accelerations are within 5 mGal. The PSD of GNSS-derived kinematic
vertical accelerations mainly concentrates between 70 s and 200 s at the level of 0.2-0.3
mGal/Hz1/2. Here, the same strategy applied to the Track P20-TRE is used: We choose the
interval of 25 s and get the corresponding differential series. The RMS of the differential series
from Chekan-AM measurements (alone) and that after subtracting GNSS-derived kinematic
vertical accelerations are 2.0 mGal and 2.9 mGal for the track P20-22 (1.5 mGal and 2.6 mGal
for the track P24-25). Although these are mobile measurements of long distance tracks,
the time series and related statistics from differential series give us an impression that the
Chekan-AM measurements before and after subtracting GNSS-derived kinematic vertical
accelerations are both noisy. On the other hand, the correlation coefficients between the
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Chekan-AM measurements and GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations are 0.01 and
0.03 for the tracks P20-P22 and P24-P25, respectively. One reason for such small values of the
correlation coefficients is that these two tracks are very long and mainly contain the gravity
signal. Therefore, the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations are not accurate enough
to separate the kinematic vertical accelerations (low PSD within 70 s and 200 s) contained
in the Chekan-AM measurements. The more convincing evidence will be displayed by the
statistics of gravimetry measurement differences at crossover points. Based on our tests, the
values of GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations becomes very small (0.3 mGal) after
filtering with the cut-off wavelength of 200 s. It also cannot help to improve the Chekan-AM
measurements. Therefore, a cut-off wavelength longer than 200 s may be suitable for the
shipborne gravimetry. Here, the half wavelength in a spatial resolution (corresponding the
cut-off wavelength of 200 s) is about 0.5 km along the tracks as the average velocity of the
research vessels is about 5 m/s.

Next, to find out the most suitable cut-off wavelength and length of the transition zone, we
analyze the gravity differences at crossover points (50 points) from the shipborne gravimetry
mission “Deneb 2016” after FFT low-pass filtering with different parameters. Table 4.1 shows
the RMS of gravity differences at crossover points for different cut-off wavelengths and lengths
of the transition zone. From this table, the boxed cut-off wavelength (400 s) and the length
of the transition zone (30% length of the cut-off wavelength) is a good set of parameters for
the FFT low-pass filter considering the balance between accuracy and spatial resolution. As
the average velocity of the research vessels is about 5 m/s, the half wavelength in a spatial
resolution is about 1 km along the tracks. The first parameter (the cut-off wavelength) of
the FFT low-pass filter is much more important than the other one (the transition zone).
The differences of RMS of gravity differences at crossover points are generally smaller than
0.05 mGal by applying the FFT low-pass filter with different transition zones (20%, 30%, 40%,
and 50%) and same the cut-off wavelengths in the Table 4.1. As mentioned in Sect. 4.2.3,
short transition zones (e.g., 10%) are not good choices, which can be also seen from the RMS
shown in the first row of the table.

To complement our investigations, we also analyze gravity differences at the crossover
points from the Chekan-AM measurements after subtracting the GNSS-derived kinematic
vertical accelerations. Here, the transition zone of the FFT low-pass filter is the same as the
good choice without subtracting GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations (see the row
with “*” in Table 4.1). By comparing these two rows, the RMS differences between the Chekan-
AM measurements (30%) and that after subtracting the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical
accelerations (30%*) are very small (about 0.15 mGal except with the cut-off wavelength 200 s)
which indicates that the vertical accelerations can be ignored after low-pass filtering with cut-off
wavelengths longer than 200 s. On the other hand, the shipborne gravimetry results seem to
be slightly worse after subtracting the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations after
low-pass filtering, especially with the cut-off wavelengths (200 s) and the length of the transition
zone (30%). Our conclusion is that the current GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations
are not accurate enough to separate long wavelength kinematic vertical accelerations with
small amplitudes from Chekan-AM measurements.
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Table 4.1: RMS of absolute differences at crossover points for different cut-off wavelengths
(CW) and lengths of the transition zone (LTZ). These 50 crossover points are from the shipborne
gravimetry mission “Deneb 2016”.

LTZ/CW 200 s 250 s 300 s 350 s 400 s 450 s 500 s
10% 0.80 0.83 0.88 0.73 0.53 0.54 1.37
20% 0.64 0.64 0.69 0.56 0.54 0.48 0.51
30% 0.67 0.65 0.61 0.58 0.51 0.49 0.47
30%*a 1.09 0.78 0.67 0.74 0.67 0.65 0.62
40% 0.65 0.62 0.62 0.59 0.56 0.56 0.51
50% 0.63 0.61 0.58 0.57 0.55 0.53 0.48
Note. Unit: mGal. The results with “*” mean that the crossover
points are from the Chekan-AM measurements after subtracting
the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations.

4.3.3 The Influence of the Squat Effect on Shipborne Gravimetry

Two examples of the special case caused by the squat effect in shipborne gravimetry are shown
in Figure 4.8 (b): (1) and (2) are the results from one track (zP1-zP2) while (3) and (4) are
from another track (zL1-zL2). Here, these two tracks are from the campaign “Capella 2013”
near the German coast (see Figure 4.8 (a)). In Figure 4.8 (b) ((1) and (3)), the blue line
represents the vertical accelerations from GNSS; the magenta line represents the depth of the
sea floor from bathymetry; the black line represents the Chekan-AM measurements and the
brown line represents Chekan-AM measurements minus the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical
accelerations, respectively. Here, the cut-off wavelength is 200 s and has been applied on GNSS
as well as on Chekan-AM measurements. From the bathymetry measurements, it is obvious
that the depth of the sea channel is about 11 m which is 5 m deeper than the normal sea
floor of 6 m. When the research vessel crossed the sea channel, the gravimeter Chekan-AM
detected a variation of 2 mGal. This is not mainly caused by the gravitational attraction from
the submarine topography effect, because the gravity (at the sea surface) over such a cuboid
is about 0.3 mGal. Here, a cuboid hypothetically represents the channel with height 5 m
(the depth difference between the channel and the normal sea floor), width 300 m (the width
of the channel), length 1 km (or 10 km), mass-density dρ = 1640 kg/m3 (the mass-density
difference between standard topographic rock and ocean water). The far topography effect is
negligible for sufficiently long cuboids, i.e., 1 km and beyond. It is also not mainly caused
by the gravity change due to the change of the ship elevation (sea surface height), because
the maximum change of ship elevation around the channels is approximately 5 cm. Since
the vertical gravity gradient is about 0.3086 mGal/m and the required accuracy of shipborne
gravimetry is sub-mGal, the gravity change due to the change of the ship elevation can be
ignored.

The values of GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations also show similar changes
of 2 mGal. Here, the correlation coefficients between the Chekan-AM measurements and
GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations are 0.88 and 0.91 at these channel areas of
the tracks zP1-zP2 and zL1-zL2, respectively. After subtracting the GNSS-derived kinematic
vertical accelerations from the Chekan-AM measurements, the variation becomes smoother or
even vanishes, which further indicates that it is not gravity change but comes from the vertical
accelerations of the research vessel. In other words, this phenomenon is obviously caused by
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Figure 4.8: (a) The positions of the tracks zP1-zP2 and zL1-zL2 crossing ship channels. (b)
Gravimetry results of these two tracks : (1) and (3) different observations after low-pass filtering of
these two tracks, respectively, (2) and (4) PSD for GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations
of these two tracks, respectively.

the vertical movement due to the squat effect. The PSD for the GNSS-derived kinematic
vertical accelerations of the tracks are shown in Figure 4.8 (b) ((2) and (4)). It can be seen
that there are signals with high amplitudes between the wavelength 100 s and 1000 s, especially
between 200 s and 500 s. That means, a low-pass filter with the cut-off wavelength of 500 s or
even longer (due to the transition zone) should be applied to Chekan-AM measurements to
eliminate this phenomenon when the GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations are not
taken into account. However, in case of such a long cut-off wavelength, the spatial resolution
of the results will be only several km which does not seem favorable for shipborne gravimetry.
Fortunately, these disturbing acceleration signals can be detected by GNSS-derived kinematic
vertical accelerations from the results mentioned above. With an accuracy goal of sub-mGal,
the influence of the squat effect on shipborne gravimetry should be taken into account in
shallow waters. It can be resolved by subtracting GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations
from Chekan-AM’s measurements.

4.3.4 Preliminary Tests in Geoid Determination

Finally, the content of the Nordic Geodetic Commission (NKG) gravity database in the Baltic
Sea area and the gravity disturbances along our shipborne gravimetry tracks in the Baltic
Sea are shown in Figure 4.9. Two of the five shipborne gravimetry missions were done mainly
in the Gulf of Bothnia, as shown in Figure 4.9 (b). The other three shipborne gravimetry
missions were done near the coast of Germany, Poland and Sweden, as shown in Figure 4.9 (c).
The range of the gravity disturbances of these tracks is from -80 mGal to 40 mGal. There are
380 crossover points among all these tracks. The statistical results of the gravity differences
at crossover points for Minimum, Maximum, Mean, STD and RMS values are -0.255 mGal,
2.76 mGal, 0.17 mGal, 0.74 mGal and 0.76 mGal, respectively. Therefore, the accuracy of
these five shipborne gravimetry missions is 0.76/

√
2 ≈ 0.5 mGal derived from the RMS value.

These tracks are mainly at such places where gravity measurements are sparse or old gravity
measurements need to be verified. For example, our shipborne gravimetry results in the Gulf
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of Bothnia confirms that the old Håkon Mossby shipborne data of 1996 has a positive offset
with respect to surrounding observations, although its size varies in the area. The impact of
our shipborne gravimetry measurements on geoid determination is up to 5 cm in this area
(Bilker-Koivula et al., 2017). The newer measurements on the ice from the nineties also show a
similar positive offset existing in the old shipborne gravimetry data (Kaariainen and Makinen,
1997).

Figure 4.9: (a) The NKG gravity database in the Baltic Sea area in May 2015. Black dots are
land (surface) data, red dots are either shipborne or ice measurements, blue dots are airborne and
dark green sea bottom measurements (Bilker-Koivula et al., 2017). (b) and (c) present gravity
disturbances of our shipborne gravimetry tracks in the Baltic Sea, mainly in the Gulf of Bothnia
and near the coast of Germany, Poland and Sweden, respectively.

Another preliminary test area near the coast of Germany is shown in Figure 4.10. For most
of the shallow German waters in the area (Greifswald Bay and about 10 km out of Ruegen
and Usedom), high-resolution geophysical gravimetry data are available for geoid modeling at
the BKG. Further out at sea, these are complemented by historical sea-bottom measurements
of the 60ies/70ies (see Figure 4.9 (a)). On the other hand, considerable data gaps existed in
the adjacent areas, in particular in the northeast of the test area. The aim of the campaigns
onboard the survey vessel CAPELLA in 2013 was, thus, to validate the existing data and to
close data gaps. As an outcome, the older measurements could be confirmed (differences at
the order of 1-2 mGal), which is an important result regarding the usability of these partly
historical data sources for geoid modeling.

Figure 4.10 shows the differences between two regional geoid modeling solutions using
the same data and method parameters, except for using the CAPELLA data of 2013 (green
lines) or not. The modeling method used here is a remove-restore approach (the global model
EIGEN-6C4 and the residual terrain modeling for reduction) in combination with a point mass
adjustment of the reduced (“residual”) data (Forsberg, 1984; Barthelmes, 1986a; Förste et al.,
2014; Schwabe et al., 2016). On the one hand, it can be seen that in some areas the impact
of the CAPELLA data is small, i.e., limited to some millimeters. These are the areas where
existing data could be confirmed. On the other hand, the largest differences (up to 2 cm)
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are in the northeast of the CAPELLA campaign area. This could be expected, since no real
marine gravity observations are available in the adjacent Polish territories which, on the other
hand, feature considerable gravity gradients in Bouguer maps. In this region, an altimetric
gravity model was used as fill-in data. However, the accuracy of such data is known to be
degraded in shallow coastal waters.

These prelimary geoid tests confirmed that our shipborne gravimetry data, including tie
measurements at harbor points, are accurate and reliable enough to validate existing marine
gravity datasets and to estimate the impact of fill-in data on the marine geoid for relevant
parts of the Baltic Sea. The final aim is to calculate a high-quality geoid model for future
GNSS-based navigation covering the whole Baltic Sea based on these new shipborne gravimetry
measurements and old gravity measurements at this target place by 2020.

Figure 4.10: Contribution of research vessel CAPELLA data on geoid estimation (identical
processing otherwise). The green lines represent the gravimetry tracks. The differences between
two regional geoid modeling solutions using the same data and method parameters, except for
using the CAPELLA data or not are up to 2 cm.

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this article, a data processing strategy of shipborne gravimetry to get high-accurate gravity
measurements with high spatial resolution in the Baltic Sea is studied. The fundamental
problem to find the suitable parameters of the FFT low-pass filter is solved in two steps:
First, we use GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations to determine the shortest cut-off
wavelength to be 200 s; Second, by investigating gravity measurement differences at crossover
points, we determine the most suitable cut-off wavelength and length of the transition zone to
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be 400 s and 120 s (30% of the length of the cut-off wavelength), respectively. Apart from that,
there are two crucial findings related to the processing of the gravimetry measurements. One
is that seiches can cause oscillation signals contained in shipborne gravimetry measurements in
some harbors (e.g., Trelleborg). The other one is that the squat effect can disturb shipborne
gravimetry measurements in shallow water. Fortunately, we find that GNSS-derived kinematic
vertical accelerations can be used for reduction of these external vertical accelerations (several
mGal, at long wavelengths) remaining in the gravity measurements after low-pass filtering.
However, in general, the currently derivable GNSS-based kinematic vertical accelerations are
not accurate enough to separate long wavelength kinematic vertical accelerations with small
amplitudes from Chekan-AM measurements. Finally, our RMS of gravity differences at 380
crossover points collected during the five campaigns is 0.76 mGal. This implies (according to the
law of error propagation) that the accuracy for our shipborne gravimetry is 0.76/

√
2 ≈ 0.5 mGal

along the tracks. Some of these high-quality shipborne gravimetry measurements have been
used successfully in the verification of the previous gravimetry measurements and improving
geoid determination by up to 5 cm in the Baltic Sea.
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5
Using real polar terrestrial gravimetry

data to solve the GOCE polar gap
problem in satellite-only gravity field

recovery

5.1 Introduction

The GOCE differs from previous Earth gravity satellite missions like CHAMP, GRACE as
well as GRACE-FO as it provided Earth gravity field information of much higher spatial
resolution (e.g., Reigber et al., 2002; Tapley et al., 2004; Drinkwater et al., 2006; Flechtner
et al., 2014). For the calculation of global gravity field models using GOCE GGs, several
methods were developed (e.g., Pail et al., 2010, 2011; Brockmann et al., 2014a; Bruinsma
et al., 2014; Fecher et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2018). In all these methods the problem of the polar
gap in the GOCE data has to be addressed since it caused ill-conditioned normal equations.
Different regularization methods were developed to reduce the influence of the polar gap
problem. For example, Sneeuw and Van Gelderen (1997) analyzed the effect of the polar
gaps on zonal and low order spherical harmonic coefficients and further studied regularization
methods (e.g., using Kaula’s rule of thumb). They found that regularization had a dual
effect which shrank the transition area outside the gaps and reduced the error within the
gaps. Kusche and Klees (2002) investigated the performance of the L-curve criterion and of
the generalized-cross validation method for the Tikhonov regularization of the ill-conditioned
normal equations associated with the determination of the gravity field from satellite gravity
gradiometry. Ditmar et al. (2003) compared different regularization techniques and concluded
that the first-order Tikhonov regularization matrix and the Kaula regularization matrix were
somewhat superior to other regularization techniques. More recently, Metzler and Pail (2005)
developed the spherical cap regularization approach to stabilize the GOCE normal equation
matrix. In this approach, the geopotential function at the poles was predescribed by an
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analytical continuous function which was defined solely in the spatially restricted polar regions.
This function could either be based on an existing gravity field model or, alternatively, a
low-degree gravity field solution which was adjusted from GOCE observations. They also did
a numerical closed-loop simulation using a realistic GOCE mission scenario. This approach
performed considerably better than standard methods such as Tikhonov regularization and
was applied for instance in the generation of ESA’s GOCE gravity field models by means
of the Direct Approach (e.g., Pail et al., 2011; Bruinsma et al., 2014). However, all these
regularization methods only reduce the effect of the GOCE polar gap problem and it would be
favourable to utilize real data to essentially solve this problem.

To address this problem, in the north polar region the Arctic Gravity Project
was already completed in 2002 providing a gravity grid with 5 arc-second
spatial resolution of the entire region north of 60◦ (available at http://earth-
info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/agp/readme_new.html). The overall accuracy of this data
set is approximately 2 mGal (Forsberg and Kenyon, 2004). These terrestrial gravimetry data
were already successfully applied when inferring high resolution combined gravity field models
e.g., EGM2008 (Pavlis et al., 2012) and EIGEN-6C4 (Förste et al., 2015a). Compared to the
north polar region, gravity surveying is more challenging in the south polar region because
of the hostile environment and inaccessibility. Nevertheless, many ground-based, airborne,
and shipborne gravimetry campaigns were completed since 1980s. In this context, Scheinert
et al. (2016) released the first modern Antarctic-wide gravity data compilation derived from
these previous gravity data sets. The new derived data set (named antgg2015.txt, available at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.848168) is a 10 km grid of terrestrial gravity anomalies
of an accuracy of 1-20 mGal in Antarctica which covering 73% of the continent. However,
there were still large data gaps in the GOCE south polar gap region.

More recently, the ESA funded the PolarGap project which was carried out in Antarctica
in 2015/2016. Its main aim was to cover the GOCE southern polar gap with airborne gravity
data. In 2018, ESA published the final data sets, e.g., gravity anomalies. The overall accuracy
of the airborne gravimetry data of this project is approximately 2 mGal (named polargap-
may2017.fa, available at ftp2.spacecenter.dk/pub/avo/ANTARCTICA/GRAVITY/polargap-
may2017_gravity.zip) (Forsberg et al., 2017). Furthermore, they also combined the
new PolarGap gravity data with some previous gravity data sets (e.g., IceBridge,
LDEO/AWI data and so on) for the GOCE polar gap region of 82.5◦S. This final
combined data set (named all_sel.fa with the accuracy of 1-5 mGal, available at
ftp2.spacecenter.dk/pub/avo/ANTARCTICA/GRADIENTS/polargap_trf_neu_gradients.zip)
gave a nearly complete coverage of the polar gap, although there were still some small gaps
and inaccurate data. More detailed information about the PolarGap project and the related
data sets can be found in the previous study (Forsberg et al., 2015, 2017).

With the currently available terrestrial data sets for both polar regions it becomes possible
now to overcome the GOCE polar gap problem. The outline of this paper is as follows: Sect.
5.2 discusses the strategy to process polar gravity anomalies. Sect. 5.3 introduces the method
to combine the different data sets. Then Sect. 5.4 shows the numerical results and analyses.
Finally, discussion and conclusions are given in Sect. 5.5.
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5.2 Filtering Method and Parameterization of Polar Gravity
Anomalies

With the aim to overcome the GOCE polar gap in satellite-only gravity field recovery by
using additional terrestrial gravity data over the polar areas instead of adopting a certain
regularization method, one basic problem is that the original terrestrial gravimetry data
contain high-frequency gravity information. Therefore, they need to become filtered to remove
the high-frequency gravity information beyond the spherical harmonic degree of the satellite
data (e.g. 240 in the case of GOCE) to avoid disturbing spectral leakage. For the Arctic,
we used only parts of the ArcGP data set covering the Arctic region of 82.5◦N and this data
region is a little bit larger than the polar gap of 6.7◦. Another reason to choose the region of
82.5◦N was that the data set of all_sel.fa used for solving the GOCE polar gap problem was at
the region of 82.5◦S in Antarctica. The ArcGP data set was used in the combined gravity field
model EGM2008 in the same resolution. The standard deviation of the differences between
ArcGP data set and gravity anomalies calculated from EGM2008 is 2.3 mGal. As mentioned
before, the accuracy of the ArcGP data set was approximately 2 mGal. Therefore, we used
EGM2008 for reducing the ArcGP gravity anomalies to infer ∆gfiltered in Eq. 5.1.

∆gfiltered = ∆gArcGP − ∆gEGM2008(d/o241−2190) (5.1)

For the gravity anomalies from Antarctica, the situation is more complicated. The data
set all_sel.fa was a combination of latest airborne gravimetry data from the PolarGap project
and some previous data covering almost entire Antarctica region of 82.5◦S as shown in Figure
5.1(a) (Forsberg et al., 2017). These data are irregularly distributed in space and still have
some small gaps within the GOCE polar gap region as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Moreover, the
heights of these data range from dozens of meters to approximately ten km. In this dataset,
some data with the heights flagged by zero are the old gravity data which came without height
information. Assuming they were all low-level flights, the heights of such data in this study
were taken from Bedmap2 (Fretwell et al., 2013). Therefore, it is really difficult to filter the
high-frequency gravity information. For example, it needs downward (or upward) continuation,
meshing to get regular grids and spatially filtering the regular grids in the traditional way (e.g.,
Jekeli, 1981a,b; Novák and Heck, 2002; Goos et al., 2003). However, the processing strategy to
the Arctic gravity anomalies gave us the idea to build a local gravity field model for Antarctica
as the role of EGM2008 for the Arctic to remove the high-frequency gravity information there.
In this context, the gravity anomalies (mainly airborne gravimetry data) were directly used at
flight altitudes in Antarctica.

Therefore, we applied a point mass modeling to estimate a local gravity field model for
Antarctica to filter-out the high-frequency gravity information similar to the way by using
EGM2008 in other cases. The method to build the local gravity field model was based on the
combination of the point mass modeling and the remove-compute-restore (RCR) technique
(Barthelmes, 1986b; Barthelmes and Dietrich, 1991; Claessens et al., 2001; Lu et al., 2017). In
the remove and restore steps, the satellite-only gravity field model ITSG-Grace2014s (truncated
at degree/order 150, generated by Mayer-Gürr et al. (2014)) was taken as the background
model. In our approach the positions of the point masses were fixed but their magnitudes
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Figure 5.1: Terrestrial gravimetry data in Antarctica: (a) original gravity anomalies, (b) altitude
information and (c) that after removing high-frequency gravity information.

were the free parameters to be adjusted. In order to avoid contributions of masses in areas
without measurements, the masses of the point mass model were located only directly beneath
the measurement points. Furthermore, all point masses were located at the same depth. The
resolution of the data in Antarctica used in this study (all_sel.fa) was about 10 km with
an accuracy of 1-5 mGal. Therefore, the mass points were arranged in such a way that the
horizontal distance between adjacent mass points was not closer than 10 km. This was done
as follows: The first mass was located beneath one of the measurement points. Then, another
measurement point in the data set was chosen arbitrarily and its horizontal distance to the
first mass was computed. If this distance was larger than 10 km, the second mass was located
just beneath this point. In the next step, one of the remaining measurement points was
taken and its horizontal distances to all the already arranged point masses were computed.
If all these distances were larger than 10 km, the next mass was also located beneath this
measurement point. This process was iterated until all measurement points were considered.
Remaining measurement points closer than 10 km to adjacent ones were not accompanied by
point masses. After that, we tested several values for the depth of the masses. The masses
can be estimated by least squares method according to the specific formula (Eq. 8 in Lu et al.
(2017)) after a tested depth was chosen. In this least squares adjustment, we used accuracies
of the individual gravity observations for determining their weights. After the adjustment, the
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5.2 Filtering Method and Parameterization of Polar Gravity Anomalies

variance/covariance matrix of the masses was the inverse matrix of the normal matrix where
the variance of the unit weight was set to 1. Here, the reason to test different depths was that
if masses were placed too close beneath the point masses (e.g., at depths much less than the
horizontal distance), the obtained gravity field model in areas between the masses would be
wrong. If the depth was too large, the adjustment of the masses would be unstable. So we
found empirically that a depth of 25 km was a good compromise between the smoothness of
the point mass model and a stable solution. The standard deviation between the modeled
values and original data was 3 mGal which showed a good fit. After the mass values were
determined, the spherical harmonic coefficients (c̄nm, s̄nm) of the local gravity field model can
be calculated by Eq. 5.2 (Barthelmes, 1986b),

c̄nm =
Nmass∑

i=1

mqi

2n + 1(Rqi

Re
)n cos(mλqi)P̄nm(cos θqi)

s̄nm =
Nmass∑

i=1

mqi

2n + 1(Rqi

Re
)n sin(mλqi)P̄nm(cos θqi) (5.2)

where (mqi , Rqi , θqi , λqi) represents the values and positions of masses, Re is the reference
radius, Nmass is the number of masses and P̄nm(cos θqi) are fully normalized associated Legendre
functions of the first kind (Heiskanen and Moritz , 1967). The variance/covariance matrix of
the spherical harmonic coefficients can be determined from the variance/covariance matrix
of the masses by using Eq. 5.2 which is according to the adjusted law of measurement error
propagation (Teunissen, 2000). The final local spherical harmonic model is as follows:

V = 1
R

Nmax∑
n=0

(Re

R
)n

n∑
m=0

[c̄nm cos(mλ) + s̄nm sin(mλ)]P̄nm(cos θ) (5.3)

Here Nmax is approximately 2000 corresponding to the spatial resolution of 10 km of the local
gravity model (Eq. 112 in Barthelmes (2009b)). (R, θ, λ) represents the computation point
outside the point masses. The high-frequency gravity information of the Antarctic gravity
anomalies can be suppressed by Eq. 5.1 where EGM2008 is replaced by the local spherical
harmonic model. We calculated the filtered gravity anomalies at the height of the original
data set in Antarctica. The filtered gravity anomalies for Antarctica became smoother as
shown in Figure 5.1(c). In order to verify this filtering method, we did a synthetic study in
the Arctic as follows: First, synthetic gravity anomalies were computed by using the gravity
field model EGM2008 (full d/o) at these points which had the same longitudes and height
but opposite latitudes as that shown in Figure 5.1(b); Second, the point mass modeling was
applied in the same way as used in Antarctic to build a local gravity field model. At last, the
standard deviation between the synthetic gravity anomalies ∆gEGM2008(d/o241−2190) and that
computed by using the local gravity field model (∆gLGM_Arctic(d/o240−2000)) was 3.6 mGal.
The reasons for the remaining differences could be, obviously, the original synthetic gravity
anomalies were irregularly distributed with some small gaps in space and at an accuracy
level of 2 mGal (the edge effect in local gravity field modeling). Additionally, some errors
exist in the remove-compute-restore step in this synthetic study as the gravity field model
ITSG-Grace2014s (d/o 0-150) was used as the background model to give the low-frequency
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gravity signals. The standard deviation between the gravity anomalies ∆gEGM2008(d/o0−150)

and ∆gIT SG−Grace2014s(d/o0−150) was 0.9 mGal. Another aspect is that some short wavelengths
(shorter than those related to the maximum degree) are not contained in the local truncated
spherical harmonic model. Therefore, this kind of filtering by using the local gravity field
model which was built by point mass modeling performed reasonably in this study.

Subsequently, the boundary-value condition from Molodensky’s theory was used to build
the observation equations for the gravity anomalies ∆g as shown in Eq. 5.4 (Moritz , 1980;
Pavlis, 1988; Gruber , 1999). The accuracy of polar gravity anomalies was several mGal.
Therefore, ellipsoidal corrections were not applied to the gravity anomalies as these terms were
of the order of tens of microGals only (Rapp and Pavlis, 1990),

∆g = GM

r2

Nmax∑
n=2

(n − 1)(a

r
)n

n∑
m=0

(C̄∗
nm cos mλ + S̄nm sin mλ)P̄nm(cos θ) (5.4)

where GM is the geocentric gravitational constant and a is Earth equatorial radius. Here,
Nmax is the value of the maximum degree which is corresponding to the spatial resolution of
the observation ∆g. (r, θ, λ)Q are the point positions of the polar gravity anomalies w.r.t. the
telluroid. C̄∗

nm, S̄nm are the fully normalized spherical harmonic coefficients and C̄∗
nm means

the normal potential has been removed.

5.3 Combination Method of Different Data Sets

The data sets used to calculate the gravity field model IGGT_R1C are given in Table 5.1.
The normal equation matrix for the GOCE GGs was similar as that of the gravity field
model IGGT_R1 (Lu et al., 2018). The only difference of the GOCE normal equation
matrix used here is as follows: It was used without any regularization and the two synthetic
gradients (Vxy and Vyz) for the applied invariant were calculated by the gravity field model of
ITSG-Grace2014s (truncated at degree/order 150) to avoid the impact of EIGEN-5C (Förste
et al., 2008) compared to IGGT_R1. The normal equation matrix of GRACE was that
of ITSG-Grace2014s which was one of the most recent state-of-the-art GRACE-only static
gravity field models in 2018. This normal equation matrix was here derived from its published
variance/covariance matrix (Pavlis et al., 2012; Mayer-Gürr et al., 2014). For the GRACE
model, we only used the part of the full normal equation matrix from d/o 2-150 and removed
the shorter wavelengths to d/o 200 there by block matrix reduction (Schwintzer et al., 1991).
The reason to do this reduction was that the gravity information (higher than d/o 150) from
GRACE deteriorates due to strip errors. Although the high degree parts would be dominated
by GOCE, this kind of block matrix reduction can suppress such errors and was successfully
applied to the GRACE normal equation matrices to infer the GOCE official gravity field
models by the direct method (Bruinsma et al., 2010a, 2014) and EIGEN series (EIGEN-5C,
Förste et al. (2008) and EIGEN-6C4, Förste et al. (2015a)). The methodology of normal
equation matrix of polar gravity anomalies has been demonstrated in Sec. 5.2. In order to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the high degrees, Kaula’s rule of thumb was applied to the
coefficients of the degrees higher than 150 (Pail et al., 2010; Bruinsma et al., 2014).
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5.4 Analysis and Numerical Results

Table 5.1: Data sets used in IGGT_R1C.

GOCE GRACE Gravity Anomalies Regularization
IGGT_R1 ITSG-Grace2014s ArcGP & all_sel.fa Kaula’s rule
d/o 2-240 d/o 2-150 d/o 2-240 d/o 150-240

Different types of normal equations as such as shown in Table 5.1 should be combined by
appropriate weighting to calculate high-accurate gravity field models adequately. Variance
component estimation is one efficient way to determine the relative weights of different types of
observations. Here, we separated the gravity anomalies into two groups due to their different
data qualities. In the process to build the normal matrix equation of the gravity anomalies in
the Arctic, we calculated the variances of the filtered gravity anomalies from the variances
of the ArcGP data and the variances of the spherical harmonic coefficients of EGM2008 by
Eq. 5.1. Here, we only used the variance information of the ArcGP data and did not model
their covariances although they were gridded by some prediction. For that in Antarctica, we
calculated the variance/covariance matrix of the filtered gravity anomalies from the variances
of the original gravity and the variance/covariance matrix of the spherical harmonic coefficients
of the local gravity field model. Therefore, five weights should be determined by iterating the
following steps. First, computing the sum Nc = ∑5

i=1 Ni, where Ni = BT
i PiBi. Here, Bi and

Pi are respectively the coefficient matrix and weight matrix of the normal equation of the type
i. Second, the numbers si,j (j represents the iterating mark) are computed by Eq. 5.5,

si,j = (mi − trace(N−1
c Ni))/(vT

i Pivi) (5.5)

where mi is the number of observations, vi represents the vectors of residuals. Third, the
normal equations are scaled by Eq. 5.6,

(Ni, di, vT
i Pivi) = si,j × (Ni, di, vT

i Pivi) (5.6)

where di is the right side of the normal equation of the type i. This progress needs to iterate
several times until the numbers si,j are close to one. The final relative weight wi is the product
of the number si,j . In this study, the final relative weights were respectively 1.00, 1.05, 0.75,
0.65 and 0.84 for the normal equations of GRACE, GOCE, gravity anomalies in the Arctic,
gravity anomalies in Antarctica and Kaula’s rule of thumb. Details about the methodology
and the equations of this variance component estimation approach can be found in previous
studies (e.g., Förstner , 1979; Koch and Kusche, 2002).

5.4 Analysis and Numerical Results

To evaluate the spectral behavior, we computed difference degree amplitudes for IGGT_R1C
to EGM2008 and compared them to those for the gravity field models ITSG-Grace2014s and
GOCO01S (Pail et al., 2011). The reason to compare with ITSG-Grace2014s (Grace2014s) is
that it’s used here as contribution in IGGT_R1C. GOCO01S is formed by combination of
ITG-Grace2010s (Grace2010s) and GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R1 (TIM_R1) (Mayer-Gürr
et al., 2010; Pail et al., 2010). The older GRACE model Grace2010s was generated using the
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5. IGGT_R1C

same methodology as for Grace2014s while the latter GOCE model TIM_R1 contains the same
data period for the GOCE GGs as IGGT_R1 (Lu et al., 2018). It can be seen from Figure 5.2
that the polar gaps have a strong impact on the gravity field modeling (compare the orange
line of a GOCE GGs only solution with the yellow curve of a combination of GOCE GGs
plus the polar cap data). The estimation of low order spherical harmonic coefficients is highly
influenced by the polar gaps. This is clearly visible in coefficient differences (Figure 5.3(a)
(Lu et al., 2018)). After combining the GOCE GGs with the Polar gravity anomalies, the
obtained model is effectively improved as seen from the yellow line (GOCE and Polar gravity)
in Figure 5.2. To draw the level of gravity field models based on GRACE, like Grace2014s and
GOCO01S, the low degree part (especially, below d/o 75) of the model of the yellow curve can
be further improved by adding a GRACE contribution. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio
in the high degrees, Kaula’s rule of thumb can be applied to coefficients. These two points
are also clear from the coefficient differences shown in Figure 5.3(b). Therefore, we further
combined GRACE normal equation of Grace2014s and Kaula’s rule of thumb to build the
final gravity field model IGGT_R1C. It is represented by the red line in Figure 5.2 and the
coefficient differences are shown in Figure 5.3(c). These two figures show that the influence of
the GOCE polar gap problem is effectively reduced. IGGT_R1C is very close to GOCO01S
(blue line in Figure 5.2) and in the low degree parts, it is more close to Grace2014s (green line
in Figure 5.2). Here, the difference degree amplitudes of GOCO01S are smaller than that of
Grace2014s in the low degree part. The reason should be that EGM2008 is based on early
GRACE data and GOCO01S was inferred from Grace2010s. As mentioned before, Grace2014s
is the successor of Grace2010s and based on the same methodology and this new version is of
better quality at the very low degree part which can be seen from the following comparison
with external data. From the numerical values in Figure 5.2, the difference degree amplitudes
of the gravity field model (only GOCE GGs) with respect to EGM2008 was improved from
the level of 10−7 - 10−10 to 10−9 - 10−11 by adding the terrestrial gravity data in the polar
areas. It was further improved to the level of 10−10 - 10−12 for that of IGGT_R1C.
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Figure 5.2: Difference degree amplitudes (unitless) of several gravity field models w.r.t. EGM2008.
The degree amplitudes of the EGM2008 model (black) are shown for reference.

After evaluating the spectral behavior, we analyzed the spatial behavior of gravity anomaly
differences w.r.t. EGM2008 in the polar areas. This is shown in Figure 5.4 and the related
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Figure 5.3: Coefficient differences of several gravity field models w.r.t. EGM2008: (a) only
GOCE GGs, (b) combining real polar gravimetry data and (c) additionally combining GRACE
and Kaula’s rule of thumb, provided as absolute values in logarithmic scale (log10).

numerical statistics of the gravity anomaly differences can be found in the Table 5.2. As there
are no GOCE GGs measurements in the polar areas, our GOCE-only gravity field model is
really worse since the differences are up to several hundred of Gal in the Arctic and Antarctica
as shown in Figure 5.4(a) and 5.4(e). After combining with the polar gravity anomalies, the
obtained gravity field model is significantly improved in the polar areas as shown in Figure
5.4(b) and 5.4(f). The RMS of the gravity anomaly differences in the Arctic is 1.63 mGal
which is smaller than 14.01 mGal in Antarctica as the gravity anomaly data set in the Arctic is
same while IGGT_R1C contains newly published gravity anomalies which are not included in
EGM2008. Furthermore, the gravity anomaly differences become a little smoother of the final
model IGGT_R1C in the polar areas (Figure 5.4(c) and 5.4(g)) compared to that in Figure
5.4(b) and 5.4(f) due to the contribution of GRACE and Kaula’s rule of thumb. Here, the
RMS values are respectively 0.44 mGal in the Arctic and 12.05 mGal in Antarctica. Finally,
IGGT_R1C is compared to GOCO01s: The gravity anomaly differences of IGGT_R1C are
much smoother than that of GOCO01S in the Arctic (RMS, 11.63 mGal) as there is no polar
terrestrial data in GOCO01S (Figure 5.4(c) and 5.4(d)); The gravity anomaly differences of
IGGT_R1C are a bit larger at some places and a bit smaller at most places than that of
GOCO01S in Antarctica (RMS, 17.26 mGal) as it contains new published terrestrial gravimetry
data in IGGR_R1C and EGM2008 contained synthetic gravity data there.

In addition to our comparison with other global gravity field models, we checked IGGT_R1C
also in GOCE orbit adjustment tests and in comparisons with GNSS/leveling data as
independent data sets. The observations for the orbit tests are from GOCE kinematic
3D orbit positions (60 arcs from 1st Nov. to 31st Dec. of 2009) and the fit is calculated by
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5.4: Gravity anomaly differences of some gravity field models w.r.t EGM2008 in polar
areas at maximum degree and order of GOCO01S (224): (a) only GOCE GGs, (b) GOCE GGs
and polar gravity anomalies, (c) IGGT_R1C and (d) GOCO01S in the Arctic; (e), (f), (g) and (h)
are that in Antarctica, respectively.

Table 5.2: Statistics of the gravity anomaly differences in Figure 5.4 within the GOCE polar gap
areas (unit: mGal).

Figure 5.4 (a)/(e) (b)/(f) (c)/(g) (d)/(h)
Min -403864/-637912 -4.08/-93.07 -1.50/-73.35 -36.45/-56.89
Max 392418/708964 5.10/96.79 2.51/86.87 37.12/53.19
Mean 5050/-783 0.45/-0.07 0.04/-0.29 -0.01/-1.55
RMS 9025/149324 1.63/14.01 0.44/12.05 11.63/17.26
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5.5 Discussion and Conclusions

dynamic orbit computation (e.g., Reigber , 1989; Dahle et al., 2012). The sources and references
of the GNSS/leveling data are given in Lu et al. (2018). Table 5.3 gives the RMS of the orbit
fit residuals and the geoid height residuals from the GNSS/leveling comparison. From orbit
adjustment tests, GRACE-only models are better than GOCE-only models while combined
models are better than single satellite models. The IGGT_R1C is better than GOCO01S due
to the contribution of more GRACE data (Grace2014s compared to Grace2010s) and the polar
gravity anomalies. From the GNSS/leveling comparisons, the performance of IGGT_R1C
and GOCO01S is at a very similar level. GOCO01S shows a better fit to the GNSS/leveling
data in the USA, Canada, Australia and Brazil which is mainly caused by the differences
between Grace2010s and Grace2014s. On the other side, IGGT_R1C demonstrates more
improvements compared to GOCO01S in Germany, Europe and Japan where Grace2010s and
Grace2014s are of almost the same performance level. Moreover, the RMS values of geoid
height residuals from IGGT_R1C is improved almost 2 cm compared to that of GOCO01S for
the data set from Germany which is supposed to be one of the most precise GNSS/leveling
data sets. Furthermore, the real gravity data in the GOCE polar gap areas were used to
check the accuracy of these gravity field models in the Arctic and Antarctica. The RMS of
the gravity anomaly residuals are also presented in the Table 5.3. In this table, ∆gArctic and
∆gAntarcitca are respectively the original gravity anomalies in the Arctic (the ArcGP data
set) and Antarctica (the all_sel.fa data set). ∆gfiltered_N and ∆gfiltered_S are respectively
the filtered gravity anomalies of ∆gArctic and ∆gAntarcitca which were used in the gravity
field recovery of IGGT_R1C. The RMS values of the gravity anomaly residuals from the
GRACE-only model Grace2010s are almost the same as that from Grace2014s. The RMS
values from the GOCE-only model TIM_R1 are the largest due to the GOCE polar gap
problem although this problem was already reduced by regularization. Additionally, the RMS
values from GOCO01S are smaller than those from TIM_R1, but a little bit larger than those
from Grace2010s. It means that the GOCE polar gap problem in TIM_R1 was reduced in
GOCO01S by combined with GRACE-only models, but this problem was still present due to
lacking polar gravimetry data containing high-frequency gravity signals (larger than d/o 150).
At last, the RMS values from IGGT_R1C are the smallest compared to those from the other
satellite-only models and the reason was that the filtered gravity anomalies were combined in
this model.

5.5 Discussion and Conclusions

Our new gravity field model IGGT_R1C was generated by combining GOCE, GRACE and
polar gravity anomalies together with the application of Kaula’s rule of thumb. Firstly,
the block matrix reduction of GRACE normal equation avoided inaccurate high-frequency
gravity information in GRACE models from d/o 150. Secondly, the high-frequency gravity
information contained in the polar gravity anomalies was effectively filtered-out by using global
and regional gravity field models which prevents disturbing spectral leakage. This kind of
filtering method was for the first time used to remove high-frequency gravity information
in gravity field modeling in Antarctica. Thirdly, the gravity anomaly observation equations
were directly built at the observation points based on Molodensky’s theory. Together with
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Table 5.3: Gravity field models’ external checking by obit adjustment tests, GNSS/leveling data
and gravity data in the GOCE polar gap areas. RMS values of the orbit fit residuals (unit: cm),
geoid height residuals (unit: m) and gravity anomaly residuals (unit: mGal).

Models Grace2010s Grace2014s TIM_R1 GOCO01S IGGT_R1C
Orbit adjustment

max. d/o 150 150 180 180 180
GOCE 3D orbit 6.35 5.92 23.79 4.63 4.07

GNSS/leveling
max. d/o 150 150 224 224 224
Germany (675) 0.417 0.415 0.325 0.321 0.303
USA (6169) 0.622 0.626 0.453 0.450 0.459
Canada (1930) 0.506 0.597 0.378 0.374 0.383
Europe (1234) 0.724 0.720 0.469 0.468 0.456
Australia (201) 0.468 0.469 0.370 0.369 0.381
Japan (816) 0.877 0.874 0.578 0.577 0.571
Brazil (672) 0.568 0.575 0.428 0.426 0.434

Gravity data
max. d/o 150 150 224 224 224
∆gArctic 20.4 20.4 26.6 21.8 19.0
∆gfiltered_N 9.6 9.7 19.3 11.9 6.4
∆gAntarcitca 27.3 27.3 31.4 26.7 23.7
∆gfiltered_S 14.0 13.9 19.7 14.3 7.5

the filtering method, this avoided errors from traditional downward (or upward) continuation,
meshing grids and spatial filtering, especially to the challenging irregularly distributed gravity
anomalies in Antarctica. Finally, variance component estimation supported to determine the
relative weights of each normal equations to build the gravity field model IGGT_R1C. As far
as we know, this was for the first time to essentially solve the GOCE polar gap problem by
using terrestrial gravimetry data. Therefore, our global gravity field model IGGT_R1C may
be useful for geodetic and geophysical applications in polar areas, e.g. determining the Moho
depth in Antarctica. In the future, gravimetry campaigns still need to be run in Antarctica
to obtain high-accuracy and uniformly distributed gravity data in order to cover the small
gaps in the GOCE polar gap areas and large gaps in the other places of Antarctica as well
as checking and replacing some previous inaccurate gravity data. One effective and efficient
choice is to arrange airborne gravimetry campaigns similar to the GEOHALO experiment
(Petrovic et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2017).
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gravity field models by combining MPI
and OpenMP technologies

6.1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the 21st century, with the development of space satellite technologies,
several Earth gravity satellite missions have been implemented successfully: the CHAMP,
GRACE and GOCE. Then it is possible to research on how to build up high-precision and
high-resolution Earth gravity field models as the GRACE mission consists of two identical
satellites in near-circular orbits at ≈ 500 km altitude and 89.5◦ inclination, separated from each
other by approximately 220 km along-track, and can provide Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking
(SST) measurements in the high-low model (GPS receivers) and low-low model (K-Band
microwave ranging system) which help to provide highly precise information of Earth gravity
field on the low frequency (Tapley et al., 2004). On the other side, the GOCE mission consists
of a three-axis gravitational gradiometer which directly determines the second derivative of
gravity potential (four of six components of gravity gradients) in near-circular orbits at ≈ 250
km altitude and 96.7◦ inclination. GGs can weaken the effects that Earth gravity field signal
attenuates with the altitude increasing. Therefore, it can provide highly precise information of
Earth gravity field on the middle-high frequency (Drinkwater et al., 2006).

Calculation of global gravity field models (parameterized as a finite spherical harmonic
series) based on satellite gravimetry measurements (especially, GGs) has become a crucial
research domain and several approaches have been developed for determination of gravity field
models from GGs. Most of these methodologies (e.g., time-wise approach, direct approach,
as well as the IGGT approach) are based on the least squares method (e.g., Rummel and
Colombo, 1985; Rummel , 1993; Klees et al., 2000; Migliaccio et al., 2004; Pail et al., 2011; Yi,
2012; Bruinsma et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2018). It is time-consuming to compute and invert the
normal equations due to the huge number of satellite gravimetry observations, especially when
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computing high maximum degree/order (e.g., 240 or even higher) gravity field models. On the
other hand, normal equations of GRACE models (e.g., ITSG-Grace2014s) need to be inverted
from variance-covariance matrices if researchers want to use them as one of combinations of
different satellite gravimetry normal equations (Pavlis et al., 2012; Mayer-Gürr et al., 2014).
Apart from that, the main computation time consumption of inverting matrices occurs when
combining different datasets by VCE (Förstner , 1979; Koch and Kusche, 2002). In summary,
it is almost not possible to complete these huge computations in global gravity field recovery
effectively on an ordinary personal computer.

In view of this challenging problem, some scholars theoretically studied how to improve the
efficiency of gravity field recovery. For example, Klees et al. (2000) studied an algorithm which
combines the iterative solution of the normal equations, using a Richardson-type iteration
scheme, with the fast computation of the right-hand side of the normal equations in each
iteration step by a suitable approximation of the design matrix. Sneeuw (2000) investigated a
semi-analytical approach to gravity field analysis from satellite observations. Pail and Plank
(2002) assessed three numerical solution strategies (the preconditioned conjugate gradient
multiple adjustment, semi-analytic approach and distributed non-approximative adjustment)
for gravity field recovery from GOCE satellite gravity gradiometry. On the other side, some
scholars investigated how to implement the calculation in fast ways on an ordinary personal
computer or high-performance computing clusters (HPC). For example, Baur et al. (2008b)
developed an efficient strategy based upon the Paige-Saunders iterative least-squares method
using QR decomposition and parallelized this method using Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP)
on a shared-memory supercomputer. In addition, Baur (2009) compared the iterative least-
squares QR method and the “brute-force” approach. The iterative least-squares algorithm
was investigated in a Message Passing Interface (MPI) programming environment while the
“brute-force” approach was investigated on a cache-coherent non-uniform memory access system
using OpenMP for parallelization. Brockmann et al. (2014b) implemented the preconditioned
conjugate gradient multiple adjustment algorithm in a massive parallel HPC environment and
extended to estimate unknown variance components for different observation groups. They also
assembled the normal equations in parallel using a block-cyclic distribution and solved using
Cholesky decomposition from the ScaLAPACK library (Blackford et al., 1997; Brockmann
et al., 2014c).

In the global and regional gravity field recovery (e.g., IGGT_R1, IGGT_R1C, HUST-
Grace2016, HUST-Grace2016s and the local geoid in Italy (Zhou et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2017,
2018; Zhou et al., 2018)), we studied a fast numerical algorithm based on the MPI and OpenMP
technologies to speed up the calculation progress on HPC. Specifically, MPI’s characteristic
is parallel granularity at the processing level and the memory scheme is distributed in the
storage. Therefore, it can effectively decompose the program in parallel on different nodes
to shorten running time (Pacheco, 1997; Gropp et al., 1999). On the other hand, OpenMP’s
characteristic is little granularity at the thread level and the memory scheme is shared in
the storage. It is especially useful for calculating multiplication of small block matrices on
the same node. That means it can make full use of cores on a single node to speed up the
calculation process (Chandra, 2001; Chapman et al., 2008). Therefore, the combination of
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MPI and OpenMP technologies is a suitable strategy to make full use of server clusters which
have some nodes and each node has some cores.

In this context, calculation progresses in gravity field recovery are presented, especially
how to compute and invert normal equations in a parallel way. The main contents of this
article are as follow: In Sect. 6.2 the parallel processing strategies based on MPI and OpenMP
technologies are given. Then Sect. 6.3 shows some applications with numerical results in
gravity field recovery. Finally, discussion and conclusions are presented in Sect. 6.4.

6.2 Fast numerical algorithm

In the calculating process, especially dealing with a large number of satellite gravity
measurement datasets by the least squares method, it needs to undertake large-scale numerical
calculation. To solving this problem, we studied a fast numerical algorithm and the
corresponding flowchart is shown in Figure 6.1. It can be seen that the blue dotted line
box indicates the numerical calculation process of normal equations by the MPI technology.
Furthermore, the red dotted line box presents the process of each part of normal equations by
the combination of MPI and OpenMP technologies which also makes full use of the symmetrical
structure of the normal equations (symmetrical feature) of the normal equation matrices in
gravity field recovery. Apart from that, the green dotted line box shows the inversion of the
normal equation matrices based on the MPI technology. The detailed calculation progresses
can be found in the following subsections.

6.2.1 Calculation of normal equations

In Figure 6.1, the blue dotted box indicates how to decompose the parallel computing process
of design matrices and normal equation matrices. It uses the following independent property
of observations which shows how to divide them into n parts:

A = [A1 A2 ... An]T

N = AT A =
n∑

i=1
AT

i Ai =
n∑

i=1
Ni

b = AT y =
n∑

i=1
AT

i yi =
n∑

i=1
bi (6.1)

where Ai is a sub-block design matrix of A, Ni is a part of the normal matrix from the design
matrix Ai, bi is a part of the right side of the normal equation which is the multiplication of
the design matrix Ai and the observations of yi.

In the next step, we analyze how to use the MPI technology which is based on the
partitioned solution as shown in Eq. 6.1. It means that column blocks of the design matrix are
restored into certain processors, respectively. Then multiplication of small blocks is calculated
in each storage, as shown in Figure 6.2 (left). In this context, the multiplication results are
restored in the corresponding storages and the data is exchanged in storages, as shown in
Figure 6.2 (right). After that, the corresponding values of matrix multiplication are calculated
and continue to exchange data until the whole values of matrix multiplication are completed.
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Figure 6.1: The fast parallel numerical calculation process by combining MPI and OpenMP
technologies in gravity field recovery.

For this process, it is essentially presented in Figure 6.3 that the block diagonal matrices in
the same color are calculated after exchanging the data. Here, six kinds of color matrices
represent the parallel calculation process for simplifying. For example, Figure 6.2 (left) shows
the result of black blocks in Figure 6.3 (left) while Figure 6.2 (right) indicates the result of
brown blocks in Figure 6.3 (right). In the actual calculation process, it only needs to calculate
half of the normal equation matrix because of its symmetrical feature, such as the upper
triangle with the red line in Figure 6.3 (left). In order to simplify the software program and
join the OpenMP technology easily, the part in the red line box in Figure 6.3 (right) is actually
calculated which has almost no effect on calculation consumption compared to that in the
red line box in Figure 6.3 (left). By taking the symmetrical feature of normal equations into
account, it can reduce nearly half of normal equations’ calculation which costs most of the
computation time in gravity field recovery.

In MPI’s coarse-grained parallel circumstance, OpenMP’s fine-grained thread parallel
technology is implemented into the process in order to further speed up the calculation
progress. This is mainly applied to the multiplication of small matrices in a single processor
where exists nested loops. Therefore, it can increase the parallel granularity of the program by
paralleling the outermost loop. In this context, the number of threads can be flexible according
to cores on the single node to make full use of the CPUs and improve the computational
efficiency. On the other hand, consumptions of multiplications of small block matrices are
reducing along with the loops of calculating block diagonal matrices as shown in Figure
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6.3 (right). This is because of the symmetrical feature of normal equations as mentioned
before. Therefore, the cores used in OpenMP thread parallel can be effectively allocated to
the multiplication of the same color block diagonal matrices along with the loops.

Figure 6.2: Data exchanging during the parallel calculation process of normal equations. Ai is a
column block of the design matrix and Bi is the transpose of Ai.

Figure 6.3: The parallel calculation process of matrix multiplication.

In the calculation of normal equations, these main MPI and OpenMP functions were used
as follow: MPI_COMM_GROUP accesses the group associated with given communicator
which is used to control different groups to compute normal equation Ni as shown in the blue
dotted box of Figure 6.1; MPI_COMM_CREATE creates new communicators corresponding
to each group; MPI_SEND and MPI_RECV are used to exchange data when computing
small blocks of normal equations as shown in Figure 6.3; OMP_SET_NUM_THREADS sets
the number of threads in subsequent parallel regions which paralleling the outermost loop in
multiplication of small blocks as mentioned above.

6.2.2 Calculation of inversion

After calculating the normal equation matrix by the parallel algorithm, it comes to how to use
the MPI technology to inverse it in a fast parallel way. Base on the Gauss-Jordan elimination
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method to inverse matrices and program language of FORTRAN (arrays are stored by the
column priority), the Gauss-Jordan elimination method of column exchange is used with a
parallel algorithm (Melhem, 1987; Chen et al., 2004; Markus, 2012). Main columns are used in
a queue to the rest of the columns to do the elementary column transformation. As there is no
data relationship between the columns during the calculation progress, the parallel calculation
is implemented by dividing columns of the matrix. At the same time, considering the load
balance between the processors, cross-division of columns is made in the normal matrix, as
shown in Figure 6.4. Assuming that the number of processors is p, the order of the normal
matrix is n and the columns of the normal matrix i, i + p, ..., i + (m − 1)p (same color columns
in Figure 6.4) are restored in the processor of number i. Here, m = n/p. In the calculation, the
columns of 0, 1, ..., n − 1 are pointed out as the primary column in order and then broadcast to
all processors. That means processors take turns to choose the primary column and broadcast
it to other processors. The processor which broadcasts the primary column applies this column
to the rest m−1 columns to do the elementary column transformation while the rest processors
do the elementary column transformation to m columns by the received primary column. As
described and programmed by Chen et al. (2004), p should be an exact divisor of n. However,
we find that it is not a necessary requirement by modifying the program. That is, m should
plus one if p is not an exact divisor of n where m is the integer part of n/p. Then, the
values of some columns restored in some processors should be set 0 where not be allocated
values from the normal matrix because of (m + 1) ∗ p > n. Apart from that, one judging
condition should be set to control the program until the last primary column with the number
of n − 1 is broadcast and the elementary column transformation is done. Otherwise, those
columns (n + 1, ..., (m + 1) ∗ p) with the value 0 will be broadcast and the elementary column
transformation will be incorrect.

Figure 6.4: Cross classified storage of the normal matrix in the computer memory. Same color
columns are stored in the corresponding processors.

In the calculation of inversions of normal equation matrices, three main MPI functions
were used: MPI_FILE_READ_AT and MPI_FILE_WRITE_AT are respectively used to
read and write normal equations between hard disks and different processors by explicit offsets.
MPI_BCAST broadcasts a message from the process with rank “root” to all other processes
of the communicator. Here, it is used to broadcast the primary column in order to do the
elementary column transformation.
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6.3 Applications in gravity field recovery

To test the fast numerical algorithm as described above, we calculate an experimental version
of the gravity field model IGGT_R1 (named as IGGT_R1_test) based on six synthetic
gravitational gradients derived from the a-priori gravity field model EIGEN-5C (Förste et al.,
2008). The GOCE orbit positions are given in the Earth-fixed Reference Frame from the
GOCE orbit product SST_PSO_2 (Gruber et al., 2010). The data period is from November
01, 2009 to January 11, 2010 as that used in the first release of the ESA’s gravity field models
based on GOCE observations. Here, the methodology of gravity field modeling is based
on the second invariant of the gravitational gradient tensor (Lu et al., 2018). The spectral
behaviors of IGGT_R1_test are shown in Figure 6.5: The difference degree amplitudes for the
testing model to the a-priori model EIGEN-5C are at the level of 10−16 to 10−20. In contrast,
they are at the level of 10−12 to 10−10 for the real gravity field models (e.g., GOCO01S and
IGGT_R1C) to the reference model EGM2008 which shows the accuracy level of current
gravity field models (Pail et al., 2010; Pavlis et al., 2012). It is even more clear from the
coefficient differences between IGGT_R1_test and the priori model EIGEN-5C as shown in
Figure 6.6. The coefficient differences are about −22 to −20 as absolute values in logarithmic
scale (log10) except the very low order parts and very high degree parts due to the influence of
GOCE polar gaps. As the stand deviations of spherical harmonic coefficients from current
gravity field models (e.g., EGM2008, EIGEN-6C4) are at the level −12 to −10, the calculation
errors from the fast numerical algorithm can be ignored.
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Figure 6.5: Difference degree amplitudes (unitless) of several gravity field models (GOCO01S and
IGGT_R1C) w.r.t. EGM2008 and that of IGGT_R1_test w.r.t. its a-priori model EIGEN-5C.
The degree amplitudes of the EGM2008 model (black) are shown for reference.

In addition, we also analyze the calculating time and efficiency of the fast numerical
algorithm. The calculation in this article is based on the HPC belong to School of Geodesy
and Geomatics, Wuhan University. It has 10 nodes with 320 cores. The MPI version used
on the HPC is MPICH-3.1b1 based on Intel Fortran. We use 6 nodes with 108 cores to
compute and invert the normal equation of the testing model IGGT_R1_test as mentioned
above. The calculation time of the normal equation is respectively 88, 40 and 27 hours for the
three different schemes as shown in Table 6.1. It shows that the fast numerical algorithm by
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Figure 6.6: Coefficient differences between IGGT_R1_test and EIGEN-5C, provided as absolute
values in logarithmic scale (log10).

Table 6.1: The calculating time of computing the normal equation (N58077×58077) by the fast
numerical algorithm.

Technology MPI MPI+OpenMP MPI+OpenMP+Symmetrical feature
Time (hours) ≈ 88 ≈ 40 ≈ 27

combining MPI and OpenMP technologies can improve the calculating efficiency, especially
including consideration of the symmetrical feature of the normal equations. Apart from that,
the calculating time will be linearly reduced as the computing resource increasing (e.g., more
nodes). This is because of the independent property of design matrices and normal equation
matrices as shown in Figure 6.1. On the other hand, the calculating time and relative efficiency
to invert the normal equation matrix N58077×58077 are shown in Table 6.2. Here, we define
Hi/100 × ni as the numerical value which represents the relative efficiency of the inverting
calculation. The smaller the numerical value is, the higher the relative efficiency is. It is
obvious that the calculating time is reducing as the number of processors increasing. However,
the relative efficiency is decreasing, especially, the number of processors is larger than 40. The
main reason is that the communicating consumption is increasing between processors (also,
between nodes) as the number of processors increasing.

Furthermore, this fast numerical algorithm has been successfully applied to calculate
the gravity field model IGGT_R1 based on real GOCE gravimetry data (Lu et al., 2018).
The numerical calculation progress is the same as the testing model IGGT_R1_test and
its accuracy is at the same level as ESA’s official released gravity field models (Pail et al.,
2011). Apart from that, the fast numerical algorithm is also applied to calculate the gravity
field model IGGT_R1C which combines GOCE (IGGT_R1), GRACE (ITSG-Grace2014s),
polar gravity anomalies and also Kaula’s rule of thumb as mentioned in Chapter 5. In this

Table 6.2: The calculating time and relative efficiency of inverting the normal equation matrix
(N58077×58077) by the fast numerical algorithm.

Number of processors (ni) 10 20 40 60 80 100
Time of hours (Hi) ≈ 32.3 ≈15.1 ≈ 8.4 ≈8.0 ≈6.6 ≈5.5

Relative efficiency (Hi/100 × ni) 3.23 3.02 3.36 4.80 5.28 5.50
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combining model, the normal equation matrix of GRACE comes from ITSG-Grace2014s and
is gotten from its published covariance matrix (Pavlis et al., 2012; Mayer-Gürr et al., 2014).
For the GRACE model, we only use the part of the full normal equation matrix from d/o
2-150 by the normals reduction method (Schwintzer et al., 1991; Förste et al., 2015a). The
reason to do this reduction is that the high-frequency gravity information (higher than d/o
150) from GRACE suffers from strip errors and becomes inaccurate. In this step of processing
the GRACE normal equation matrix, the main numerical calculation is to invert the covariance
matrix to get the normal equation matrix and to invert part of the normal equation matrix for
the normals reduction. Apart from that, VCE is one efficient way to determine the weights
of different types of observations (Förstner , 1979; Koch and Kusche, 2002). Here, the main
numerical calculation is also to invert the combined normal equation matrix during the iterating
numerical calculation of VCE. The gravity field model IGGT_R1C is even more accurate than
GOCO01S due to including more GRACE data (compared to ITG-Grace2010s combined in
GOCO01S) and polar gravity anomalies (Mayer-Gürr et al., 2010; Pail et al., 2010). Finally,
the gravity anomalies calculated from the gravity field model IGGT_R1C are shown in Figure
6.7. This gravity anomalies map is useful for geophysical researching applications, especially
in the polar areas as the latest airborne gravimetry data from the ESA’s PolarGAP campaign
is included in this model.

−100 −80 −60 −40 −20 0 20 40 60 80 100

mGal
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Figure 6.7: Gravity anomalies calculated from the gravity field model IGGT_R1C: (a) globally
distributed, (b) in the Arctic 80◦N and (c) in Antarctica 80◦S.
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6.4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this article, one fast parallel numerical algorithm is developed based on MPI and OpenMP
technologies to speed up the calculation progress in gravity field recovery. First, it combines
MPI and OpenMP technologies to compute the GOCE normal equations, which also considers
their symmetrical feature to reduce the calculation time consumption. Second, we modified
the parallel Gauss-Jordan elimination method which is used to invert the normal equations.
This modified software program adjusts to any number of processors during the calculation
process while only special numbers of processors can be used in the traditional way regarding
the Gauss-Jordan algorithm. In this context, an experimental testing gravity field model
IGGT_R1_test is calculated based on six synthetic gravitational gradients. The computation
time to generate the normal equation of such a test model of degree/order 240 is 88, 44 and
27 hours, when applying the three different schemes respectively (MPI, MPI and OpenMP,
MPI and OpenMP including consideration of the symmetrical feature). From the numerical
analysis, the calculation errors from the fast numerical algorithm can be ignored. Finally,
highly precise gravity field models (e.g., IGGT_R1 and IGGT_R1C) have been gotten by
using this fast numerical algorithm which additionally proves its correctness and effectiveness.
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The main contributions of this thesis, as well as outlooks, can be summarized as follows:
The gravity field model IGGT_R1 has been generated using the GOCE IGGT by least

squares method as described in this thesis. Due to the special characteristics of IGGT, this
model avoids errors introduced by inaccurate measurement of the satellite’s attitude during the
traditional coordinate transformations. Additionally, according to the principle of least squares,
the direct solution method is theoretically strict and there are no grid or integral discretization
errors introduced in the harmonic analysis. The linearization error can be neglected if the
a-priori gravity field model is relatively accurate. In such a case the corresponding linearization
error is smaller than the accuracy of the GOCE GGs. Using the SCRA in combination with
Kaula’s rule of thumb is an effective way to reduce the ill-conditioned problem of the normal
equation which primarily helps to improve the low-order coefficients. From numerical analyses
of this gravity field model, it showed that the precision of the obtained gravity anomaly
values over Antarctica, South America, Africa, west China and Indonesia are improved due to
the GOCE GGs. The RMS differences between GNSS/Leveling data and the model-derived
geoid heights show that IGGT_R1 is more precise than SPW_R1 and TIM_R1, and it
performs similarly to DIR_R1 and DIR_R2. In comparison to the a-priori gravity field model
EIGEN-5C, the overall accuracy of IGGT_R1 is improved according to the GNSS/Leveling
checking results. This represents the contribution of the GOCE GGs, especially in Brazil and
China. According to geostrophic velocity speeds in the Agulhas current area, IGGT_R1, which
yields more details because of the GOCE GGs, might be an improvement over EIGEN-5C.
Considering time-consuming of calculation by the least squares method, IGGT_R1 contains
the same GOCE GGs as ESA’s gravity field models of the First Released . In the future, I
plan to calculate a more precise gravity field model which contains all GGs data of GOCE
mission. The conclusion is that high precision gravity field models can be obtained using the
approach as outlined in this thesis. This provides a new direction for building gravity field
models from the GOCE GGs as well as from future satellite GGs. Paper 1 (c.f. chapter 2) is
my contribution to answer the reseach question 1 (c.f. chapter 1)

Satellite based global gravity field modeling can be improved by combining with terrestrial
data as such from air- and shipborne gravimetry e.g. to fill gaps in satellite data. This is one way
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to essentially overcome the GOCE polar gap problem. Therefore, air- and shipborne gravimetry
were investigated from the basic data processing strategies to final geodetic applications e.g.
geoid determination.

For airborne gravimetry, there were three crucial findings related to the processing of
the gravimetry measurements from the GEOHALO project: Firstly, the vertical kinematic
accelerations of the jet aircraft calculated from Doppler observations derived from carrier phase
measurements were generally better than those from raw Doppler observations. Secondly, the
gravimetry equipment Chekan-AM worked well on the jet aircraft on a high altitude and at
high speed according to the two repeat tracks. This should help us to design future airborne
gravity campaigns. Lastly, the RMS of differences at crossover points was 1.4 mGal. This
implied (according to the law of error propagation) that the accuracy for the GEOHALO
airborne gravimetry was of 1.4/

√
2 ≈ 1 mGal along the tracks. This was better than the

gravity field model EIGEN-6C4 (d/o 2190) as the RMS of differences between the GEOHALO
gravimetry measurements and gravity values derived from this model was 2.88 mGal (L1(1 Hz)).
Regarding geodetic applications, gravity disturbances on the ellipsoid of the point mass model
showed good agreement with EIGEN-6C4 (d/o 500) at locations of existing measurements.
That means, the Chekan-AM instrumentation on-board of the HALO jet aircraft could help to
improve current satellite-only gravity field models, especially in regions with sparse terrestrial
data coverage. Furthermore, according to GNSS/Leveling comparison, the local quasigeoid
calculated from the GEOHALO measurements was more accurate than that derived from the
satellite-only gravity field model DIR_R5 and reached the accuracy of EIGEN-6C4 (up to d/o
500) when the topography effect was taken into account. Concluding, the GEOHALO mission
was a very successful airborne gravity campaign, which was also an experiment for preparing
future campaigns for instance in Antarctica. GFZ is still planning future airborne gravimetry
campaigns to obtain high-accuracy and high-resolution gravity field data in Antarctica. Paper
2 (c.f. chapter 3) is my contribution to answer the research question 2 (c.f. chapter 1)

For shipborne gravimetry, a dedicated data processing strategy was studied within the
FAMOS project to get high-accuracy gravity measurements with high spatial resolution. The
fundamental problem to find suitable parameters of the FFT low-pass filter was solved in two
steps: Firstly, I used GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations to determine the shortest
cut-off wavelength to be 200 s; Secondly, by investigating gravity measurement differences
at crossover points, I determined the most suitable cut-off wavelength and length of the
transition zone to be 400 s and 120 s (30% of the length of the cut-off wavelength), respectively.
Apart from that, there were two crucial findings related to the processing of the gravimetry
measurements. One was that seiches can cause oscillation signals contained in shipborne
gravimetry measurements in some harbors (e.g., Trelleborg). The other one was that the squat
effect could disturb shipborne gravimetry measurements in shallow waters. Fortunately, I
found that GNSS-derived kinematic vertical accelerations could be used for reduction of these
external vertical accelerations (several mGal, at long wavelengths) remaining in the gravity
measurements after low-pass filtering. However, in general, the currently derivable GNSS-based
kinematic vertical accelerations are not accurate enough to separate long wavelength kinematic
vertical accelerations with small amplitudes from Chekan-AM measurements. The RMS of
gravity differences at 380 crossover points collected during the included five campaigns was
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0.76 mGal. This implied (according to the law of error propagation) that the accuracy for the
investigated shipborne gravimetry was 0.76/

√
2 ≈ 0.5 mGal along the tracks. Some of these

high-quality shipborne gravimetry measurements had been used successfully in the verification
of the previous gravimetry measurements and to improve geoid determination by up to 5 cm
accuracy in the Baltic Sea. The final geoid covering entire Baltic Sea is planned to be generated
by the FAMOS consortium in 2020 as an improved future geodetic chart datum based on all
previous gravimetry data and new gravimetry data collected in the FAMOS project. Paper 3
(c.f. chapter 4) is my contribution to answer the research question 3 (c.f. chapter 1)

The new gravity field model IGGT_R1C has been generated by combining GOCE, GRACE
and polar gravity anomalies together with application of Kaula’s rule of thumb. Firstly, the
block matrix reduction of GRACE normal equation avoided inaccurate high-frequency gravity
information in GRACE models beyond d/o 150. Secondly, the short wavelength gravity
information beyond the spatial resolution of the GOCE GGs contained in the polar gravity
anomalies was effectively filtered-out by using global and regional gravity field models to
prevent disturbing spectral leakage. This kind of filtering method was for the first time used
to remove high-frequency gravity information in gravity field modeling in Antarctica. Thirdly,
the gravity anomaly observation equations were directly built at the observation points based
on Molodensky’s theory. Together with the filtering method, this avoided errors from the
traditional downward (or upward) continuation, meshing grids and spatial filtering, especially
to the challenging irregularly distributed gravity anomalies in Antarctic. Furthermore, variance
component estimation was used to determine the relative weights for each of the normal
equations to build the gravity field model IGGT_R1C. As far as I know, this was for the first
time to essentially solve the GOCE polar gap problem by using terrestrial gravimetry data.
Therefore, the global gravity field model IGGT_R1C should be especially useful for geodetic
and geophysical applications in polar areas. Paper 4 (c.f. chapter 5) is my contribution to
answer the research question 4 (c.f. chapter 1).

In this thesis, one fast parallel numerical algorithm was developed based on MPI and
OpenMP technologies to speed up the calculation progress in gravity field modeling. First, it
combined MPI and OpenMP technologies to compute the GOCE normal equations, which also
considers the symmetrical structure of the normal equations (symmetrical feature) to reduce
the calculation time consumption. Second, I modified the parallel Gauss-Jordan elimination
method which was used to invert normal equations. This modified software program adjusts
to any number of processors during the calculation process while only special numbers of
processors could be used in the traditional way regarding the Gauss-Jordan algorithm. In
this context, an experimental version of the gravity field model IGGT_R1 was calculated
based on six synthetic gravitational gradients. The computation time to generate the normal
equation of such a test model of degree/order 240 is 88, 44 and 27 hours, when using the
three different schemes respectively (MPI, MPI and OpenMP, MPI and OpenMP including
consideration of the symmetrical feature). From the numerical analysis, the calculation errors
from the fast numerical algorithm could be ignored. Finally, highly precise gravity field models
(e.g., IGGT_R1 and IGGT_R1C) have been generated by using this fast numerical algorithm
which additionally proves its correctness and effectiveness. Paper 5 (c.f. chapter 6) is my
contribution to answer the research question 5 (c.f. chapter 1).
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7. Conclusions and outlooks

In the near future, I plan to use all GOCE GGs data in global gravity field models (e.g., in
the next release of IGGT_R2) after ESA has published the re-processed GOCE data. The
gravity field models will be further improved in the low degree parts after the gravimetry data
of the ongoing mission GRACE-FO are published in the future. To cover the other gravity
data gaps in Antarctica or further improve the accuracy of current gravimetry data in the
GOCE polar gap areas, it still needs future air- and shipborne gravimetry campaigns like done
in the GEOHALO project.

I identified the following questions which could be considered in further research:

• About global gravity field recovery: ESA will publish the re-processed GOCE data
middle of 2019. How much improvement of accuracy and spatial resolution of the Earth’s
gravity field can be obtained based on these re-processed GOCE data? How to use the
first tensor invariant (the trace of the gravitational tensor) to help to check the data
quality of Vxx Vyy and Vzz? How to use the third tensor invariant (the determinant
of the gravitational tensor) to build gravity field models based on GOCE GGs, e.g.,
determining the mathematical and stochastic models? Is it possible to use the three
tensor invariants together instead of using one of them to determine a better gravity field
model? How to use all existing gravity data (e.g., from satellite gravimetry, altimetry,
air-marine gravimetry and terrestrial gravimetry) to determine a gravity field model
with ultra-high accuracy and ultra-high spatial resolution? How to further reduce the
calculation time and improve the calculation efficiency of the fast numerical algorithm,
e.g., looking for more computing resources and using the existed mathematical libraries
(e.g., BLAS, PBLAS, LAPACK, ScaLAPACK)?

• About air- and shipborne gravimetry: How to cover the gravity data gaps in Antarctica
by airborne gravimetry in an effective and efficient way? How to improve the data
processing strategies to further improve the accuracy and spatial resolution of air-
shipborne gravimetry? For example, there are still some noisy tracks in shipborne
gravimetry in the Baltic Sea which were mainly influenced by the research vessels’
shaking due to stormy weather. How to use these new shipborne gravimetry data
obtained in the FAMOS project to verify the existing gravity data and further improve
local geoid models in the entire Baltic Sea areas? How to improve the accuracy of the
kinematic positions and accelerations of the platform (airplanes or research vessels) based
on multi-GNSS systems (e.g., GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou, and Galileo), especially in the
polar areas? With the development of science and technology, new mobile gravimeters e.g.
cold-atom gravimeters have already shown some advantages compared to the traditional
ones. It is a new research domain for geodesists to study how to use these kinds of
gravimeters and to develop corresponding data processing strategies.
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